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1. SUMMARY
The work described in this thesis concerns the 
development of a vortex singularity flow model for the 
prediction of jet engine combustion chamber flows. In 
an attempt to understand the operation of the chamber 
dilution zone, a. program was written which successfully 
predicted an irrotational three-dimensional jet in a 
crosswind.
A novel approach for the inclusion of viscous 
effects was successfully tested by predicting flows in 
both a parallel and a stepped duct. The approach 
consists of a finite-difference solution of the Vorticity 
transport equation and an Integral Equation solution of 
the Poisson equation for stream function. The results 
obtained with this approach have shown general agreement 
with those of other investigators.
Suggestions are made as to how the computer methods 
for the irrotational and rotational predictions could be 
improved.
It was concluded that the Vorticity/lntegral method 
was a sound theoretical approach to predicting viscous 
flows, and could eventually be used to predict combustion 
chamber flows.
2. INTRODUCTION
The work described in this thesis has its origins in an 
attempt at Rolls-Royce (l97l) Ltd., Bristol Engine Group, to 
put the design of jet engine combustion chambers on a more 
rational basis. Combustion chambers are extremely difficult 
to analyse theoretically because the flow is three-dimensional, 
viscous, turbulent, separated etc. Also, the combustion process 
itself entails that chemical reactions require consideration,with 
possible dissociation and association. The practical design of 
chambeis is a mixture of empi rical and theoretical approaches with 
computer programs (such as that by Close (1970) which gives the 
airflow distribution, and that by Gcsman et al (1969) which gives 
the flow field including combustion effects) being used, 
together with practical tests on water analogy and combustion 
rigs. In the latter, the performance of an ignited chamber can 
be measured in representative conditions.
The work described here is concerned with a theoretical 
flow model which, ultimately, will be applicable to the flows 
within a chamber; this model would contain the minimum of 
empirical data. Nevertheless, in order to place the work in
context, basic design criteria will be briefly reviewed,together 
with their relevance to the chamber aerodynamics. A more 
detailed description of these criteria can be found in 
Whittaker (1965).
2.1.General Design Considerations for Jet Engine Combustion 
Chambers.
i
One of the more obvious requirements for a long 
engine life is that the chamber metal temperatures be kept 
as low as possible. By this means the effect of metal 
stress is alleviated and the necessity for special materials
9is reduced. Film cooling is generally employed, fig. 2.1, 
for wall temperature control and this method uses a large 
percentage (20 to 30%) of I’le total air flow.
Film cooling flows are difficult to predict, 
especially in those regions where .gas layers having 
different origins and temperatures mix together. For 
example, the flow in the slot is of the boundary layer type 
Sind 2 - dimensional, while the flow in the chamber is . 
swirling smd three-dimensional. The equations are therefore 
of different types, being parabolic for the slot flow, and 
elliptic for the chsjnber flow. In practice it is found 
that film cooling flows are not as effective for mixing 
purposes as a penetrating jet; also film flows tend to 
quench combustion near the wall leading to a loss in 
combustion efficiency.
Another overall design criterion is that a good outlet
temperature distribution should be obtained. Should the
temperature be high at one position, this could result in a
"hot spot" on the turbine stator blades, which could reduce
their life. Similarly an uneven pressure distribution over
the turbine rotor blades might reduce their fatigue life.
In order to obtain an even outlet temperature distribution,
as much of the total airflow as possible must be used for
9mixing purposes, by means of penetrating jets, fig. 2.1. This 
conflicts with the film cooling requirement, previously 
mentioned.
In order to predict the temperature distribution in 
the combustion chamber, the effect of penetrating jets and 
film cooling flows on the main flov; of combustion air must 
be estimated. The aerodynamics of the mixing can be 
calculated from the Navier-Stokes equations with suitable 
turbulence models, and the chemical reactions from rate 
equations.
As previously mentioned,the work reported here 
describes the development of a basic flow model which was 
inspired by a desire to calculate these complex flows.
Further development work will he necessary before this model 
becomes capable of calculating flows in a practical situation.
2.2. Aerodynamic Processes
As background material, a number of practical 
flows will be briefly described.
(i) Diffuser Flow
The diffuser will be defined here as those ^ 
components lying between planes 1 and 2 in fig. 2.1.
Here the pressure rise should be brought about as 
efficiently as possible. To do so, either separation 
should be avoided entirely or if should be controlled.
For the prediction of unseparated flow in a diffuser, 
the parabolic equations of boundary layer theory can be 
used. In diffusers with controlled separation, the 
full elliptic Navier-Stokes equations are necessary.
(ii) Annulus Flow
The flow in the chamber annulus controls the flow 
inside the flame tube to a very marked extent, and also 
affects the flame tube temperatures which occur. In any 
computer prediction, therefore,this flow must be 
calculated accurately. One practical consideration is 
that film cooling slots should receive adequate airflow 
under all conditions. This implies that for a sound 
design, the velocity and pressure variations in the 
annulus must be known for all operating conditions.
It is also desirable to prevent separation near 
the inlet to the film cooling slots because of its effect 
on the cooling flow. Hence the computer method should 
be capable of predicting those operating conditions which 
would result in flow separation.
(iii) Central Core
The primary combustion zone is dominated by a
quasi-stable recirculating flow which forms a toroidal9vortex, fig. 2.1 Downstream of the primary zone is 
the mixing region where the hot combustion gas is diluted 
by the air from the penetrating jets. This is in itself 
a very complex region considering the turbulerice of the 
flow and the variety of chemical species present.
4
2.3 The Historial Development of the Computer Method
A computer program to design and optimise a 
combustion chamber, taking into account all the above 
relevant factors, as well as the overall size dictated 
by the engine designer, does not, to the authors knowledge, 
exist at the present moment. Even a numerical model of 
the flow field (diffuser, annulus and central core, see 
above) is a problem of considerable complexity. It was 
against this background, and the desire to predict these 
complex flows, that Hubble(1967) proposed a method of 
predicting viscous flows which he believed would 
eventually form the aerodynamic core of such an optimising 
program.
Flow visualisation tests on a flame tube have shown 
that the upstream flow is small enough to be neglected, 
and that the penetrating jets may be treated as if all the 
flow from them passed downstream. From this result, it was 
felt that a possible insight into the operation of a 
dilution zone could be obtained by studying the interaction 
of jets exhausting into a crossflow.
Hubble’s (1964,1967) intention was to predict the 
behaviour of a three-dimensional irrotational jet in a 
crosswind, and develope techniques for incorporating 
viscous and turbulent effects from there.
The prediction method for the three-dimensional
irrotational jet was based on the two-dimensional method
of Chang (1942), where the jet boundary is represented by
a number of infinite line vortices perpendicular to the
plane of the crossflow. In order to extend this to three-
dimensions, ring vortices were placed around the jet
circumference to represent flow within the jet, fig. 2.2,
Hubble further suggested that if the vorticity bound within
the infinitesimally thin vortex sheets on the jet
circumference were allowed to diffuse into the flowi.t’eld,
then the entrainment into the jet due to turbulent mixing10could be estimated, fig. 2.3.
These ideas formed the basis of a general method 
for solving fluid dynaumic problems based on the concept 
of vorticity • The method combined an Integral equation 
solution of the Poisson equation, with an approximate 
solution of the Vorticity transport equation. The former 
enabled the strengths of the surface vortex sheets to be 
calculated, whilst the latter gave the distribution of 
vorticity in the flowfield. This approach was considered 
capable of predicting separated flows, and a computer 
program to predict the two-dimensional viscous flow over 
a cylinder was initiated within Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd., 
Bristol.
2.4 The Development of the Flow Model to be described in 
this Thesis.
The order in which the work is described reflects 
the historical order in which it was performed. Although 
the broad outlines of the work were known at the 
beginning, the final structure was dependent on the 
results of intermediate investigations.
The overall objectives were:-
a) To write a computer program for the three-dimensional 
inviscid jet in a crosswind.
b) To use the general approach for viscous flows to predict 
two-dimensional flow, with if possible, its application 
to the three-dimensional jet.
Certain assumptions which had been built into the 
original program for predicting the three-dimensional jet 
caused the results to be unstable. Following a suggestion 
by Hubble these faults were remedied by the author, and 
the resulting program was then capable of predicting a 
stable jet, which exhibited the well-known kidney shaped 
deformation. Chapter 4. For the viscous flow 
investigation, Hubble proposed to solve the Vorticity 
transport equation by an approximate method. A detailed
G  •
examination of this method, however, cast doubt on its 
validity, chapter 5, The use of finite-difference methods 
would remove the necessity for any approximation of the 
fundamental equations, give a much more straightforward 
approach and probably not involve a significant amount 
of extra work. In view of these considerations, work 
was then concentrated on solving the complete Vorticity 
transport equation by finite-difference methods.
At this point, a brief literature survey was 
carried out, section 6.12, and the various numerical 
methods most appropriate to a particular flow situation 
were examined. Based on this survey and an assessment 
of the various finite-difference equations, a decision 
was taken to use Fromms(1969) form of the Vorticity 
transport equation.
It was also decided to limit the investigation 
contained in this thesis to low Reynolds number flows.
The reason for this was as follows:- The program for 
predicting the two-dimensional viscous flow over a 
cylinder had been started some three years prior to the 
work described here, but was of such complexity that 
further work on it was discontinued. Because of this 
situation, the proposed method of linking Integral 
equations with the solution of the Vorticity transport 
equation had never been properly tested. Since the work 
of this thesis was a completely new start on an, as yet, 
untried but complex method, it was decided to prove the 
method on non-turbulent flows.
The work to be described for the viscous flow 
investigation concerned the calculation of two 
characteristic flow situations,(i) a parallel duct, and
(ii) a duct with a backward facing step. The main 
effort has gone into writing and finally testing a rather 
complex program capable of solving these two cases 
numerically. Results have been obtained which generally
agree with those of other investigators. In order 
to accommodate fluid boundaries of complex shape, the 
initial program was rewritten to incorporate a general 
mesh-filling program which was already in existence 
within Rolls-Royce.
Much more detail concerning the flow model 
development will be found in the relevant chapters.
A brief introduction to the potential theory used 
throughout this investigation is given in chapter 3, 
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3,0,INTRODUCTION TO POTENTIAL THEORY
The theory is well set out in a number of standard 
texts, Robertson (1965), Lamb (1932), and only the salient 




The motion of an inviscid, incompressible fluid 
can be conveniently expressed in terms of a scalar 
field function whose gradient is the velocity. This 
function is termed the velocity potential or just the 
potential,
For such a potential to exist, the fluid motion 
must be irrotational, hence
U> =  V a V  ^  O  3.1
Where is the vorticity vector
is the vector differential operator, 
defined as
^  ^ ^ - l i
and V  is the velocity vector.
Consider an irrotational, 2-D plane motion, then
Y  ^
Where are the and y  components of V
and ^  is the potential
In 2-D, irrotationality becomes (from 3,1)
(jj 1= ^  ^  =  0  3.3
Hence substituting from 3,2 into 3,3
2.4
II
Since is a scalar, the order of differentiating 
is unimportant, so 3.4 shows that irrotationality and 
velocity potential are inseparably connected. Changing 
the order of differentiating gives 3.3 again.
However, the fluid motion under consideration is 
incompressible, which implies
V. V ^ o 3.5
3.2 is substituted into 3.5
V* V ^  O  3.6
or in rectangular cartesian coordinates
6  • t • "
(Laplace^s equation)
Thus the potential for all possible irrotational 
motions of an incompressible fluid must satisfy the 
Laplace equation.
For the solution of irrotational flows, the 
solution of 3,6 is required,
Laplace's equation may also be derived in terms of 
stream function. For a plane 2-D motion of an incompressible 
fluid, the streamfunction is defined by
'h'Y'
3.7
substituting 3,7 into the irrotationality condition 3,1,
3,12 Superposition Principle,
This principle is based on the assumption that 
potentials may be superimposed, and may be applied if the 
differential equations characterising the particular case 
ere linear. The equations expressing continuity and 
irrotationality are proved to be linear in Robertson,
Using similiar techniques, it may be shown that Laplace% 
equation is also linear.
12
Therefore, superposition can be applied to either 
stream function or to potentials. Thus
^1 + 3.9
The potential for a source singularity in a
parallel stream (f>^ is
It can be shown that the potential of a source 
and that of a parallel stream individually satisfy 
Laplace's equation. Appendix 1. Hence from 3.10, the 
combined potential also satisfies Laplace's equation, 
giving the potential of a uniform flow passing a source. 
Thus the source etc. may be used as a 'building block’ 
to construct other flows. The potentials for other 
singularities for both plane and axisymmetrie cases have 
been tabulated in Robertson (1965).
Summarising the above, it can be seen that many 
potential solutions can be found by combining simpler 
known solutions. This technique is usually known as the 
Method of Singularities since the simple potential 
solutions all involve mathematically singular functions. 
At the location of one of these functions the velocity is 
infinite, hence the term singular. The Laplace equation 
is not satisfied at the singularities although it is 
satisfied in the flow about them.
3.2 Problems Specified by Boundary Conditions.
Flow problems which can be represented in the form 
of potentials are uniquely specified by the boundary 
conditions of the problem. The manner in which these 
boundary conditions are specified is usually limited to 
3 principal types;
1) If the potential is defined over the region boundary, 
this is termed a Dirichlet boundary-value problem.
2) If the normal derivative of the potential is defined 
over the region boundary, this is known as a Neumann 
boundary-value problem.
3) Where both the potential and its normal derivative are 
defined over the region boundary,then the problem is 
known as a Cauchy boundary-value problem.
Cauchy is normally an overspecification of the 
problem, but solutions are sometimes possible.
As well as these 3 specifications, it is sometimes 
possible to have mixed boundary-value problems, where 
Dirichlet conditions apply over part of the boundary and 
Neumann conditions over the rest.
3.3.Solution of Potential Problems by means of Integral 
Equations.
The solutions of some potential problems, specified 
in terms of their boundary-values, can be written in 
integral form as implicit equations for ^  • In fluid
dynamics, these integral equations are usually in a form 
known as Fredholm Integral equations.
The significance of considering these integral 
equations is given in the equivalence theorem, which may 
be stated
- the solution of an integral equation is a solution of 
the corresponding boundary-value problem and vice versa -
Using this theorem, a problem of determining the 
potential for a particular fluid flow may be transformed 
into a boundary-value problem. The latter type of 
problem entails finding the solution of Laplacds equation 
-s: for certain boundary conditions. Hence if
the solution to the boundary-value problem can be obtained 
from solving a corresponding integral equation, then the 
solution for the potential will have been achieved.
The viscous flow investigation, described later, was 
concerned with Fredholm Integral equations of the second 
kind. Such equations usually result from a formalized 
solution of the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary-value 
problems. For a general derivation of such an integral 
equation, see Appendix 2.
There are several advantages in using an Integral 
Equation technique, rathei than other field methods, to 
obtain a solution of Laplacu's equation. These are listed 
below::—
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1. Laplace's equation is formally solved, it is the 
solution which is approximated.
2. In contrast, the solution of a field problem by the 
use of finite - difference techniques involves making 
an approximation of Laplaces equation. The number of 
equations to be solved is directly related to the 
number of points in the field. With integral equations, 
only the conditions on the flow field boundary are 
involved, thus the order of the matrix is specified by 
the number of boundary points. These are usually 
considerably less than the number of fie^d points.
3. The boundary conditions at infinity are already
contained within the formulation of the integral
equation. This is not so with other field techniques, 
where the infinity conditions are usually prescribed at 
the mesh points relatively a long way from the inner 
boundary.
Details of some of the solutions available of Fredholm 
Integral equations are given by Robertson. Further details
of the particular solution technique adopted by the author 
for the viscous flow investigation, are in Appendix, 2,
\
4. 3-D JET IN A CROSSWIND
4.1 Introduction
The starting point for this work was the development of 
a theoretical model which would predict combustion chamber 
performance.Hubble(1967) suggested that the theoretical behaviour 
of a 3-D jet in a crosswind was a basis for the attempt to 
calculate such a flow, from the similarity between dilution hole
jet flows and 3-D jets. An artists impression of flow in a
• / • • *combustor ,fig 4.1(a),shows the dilution hole flows being bent
downstream due to the complex flow present. The 3-D jet in a 
crosswind will also bend downstream, and distort into the 
traditional kidney shape.
If the prediction of the 3-D jet proved successful ,then 
a routine to calculate the diffusion and convection of vorticity 
. could be included within the program, thus enabling single 3-D 
viscous jets to be calculated. The methods could be extended 
to include other jets, cylindrical boundaries etc, thus building 
up a computer prediction method for combustion chamber flows.
The method used for calculating the 3-D jet was based on
the work of Chang (1942) who concentrated on the 2-D jet in a
crosswind. One of her methods was to superimposed a uniform
flow with an infinite cylindrical vortex sheet, which she
represented by a series of infinite vortex filaments spaced
around the sheet boundary. The distortion of the jet was
calculated from the mutual influence of the singularities on
each other, with the uniform flow moving the distorted section52,downstream. A typical result is shown in fig 4.1 (b).
To extend her method to three dimensions, another infinite 
cylindrical vortex sheet is superimposed onto the system, this 
representing the fluid flow up the jet. Half of the resulting 
cylinder, fig. 4.1(c), would be kept fixed., whilst the other 
half would be free to move under the influence of the singularitie
lA
The movement is calculated at specific points on the jet 








FIG 4.1(d) ORIGINAL METHOD FOR 3-D JET.
The first method Hubble used, was to move the jet ar 
+ oo until it was in line with the normal to the top of the 
working section, fig. 4.1(d). This meant that the end of 
the jet at -too would have to move with infinite velocity, 
instead of a rate consistent with the free sAeam. Consequently
the jet was unstable.
From intuition it was felt that the general stage of the 
jet trajectory was likely to be as shown in 4.1(e), The jet, 
from the top of the working section to -4-o® , merely translating 
and distorting under the influence of the free stream
11







BENT SECTION CORRESPONDING 
TO FIG. 4.1 Cd )
—  00
FIG 4.1(e) PICTORIAL VIEW OF 3-D JET.
This was the basis for jet development in the model used 
by the author. At each timestep, a portion of the fixed jet was 
incorporated into the working section. This increased the 
flexibility of the jet, and thus the distortion of the working 
section could be more accurately calculated.
4.11. LITERATURE SURVEY.
At this point opportunity was taken to survey the methods 
used by other investigators in this field. In a number of 
instances, experimental data for the jet path was curve-fitted, 
and line singularities placed along the path. Wooler (1969), 
for example, uses a 2-D doublet along the jet path with a line 
of 2-D sinks on the major axes of the jet section, fig. 4.2(a).
Some 3-D methods, NASA SP-218(1969), have used appropriately 
spaced 3-D singularities. The simplest of these, Skifstad (1969), 
uses 2 vortex lines with a line sink halfway between them. The 3 
singularities have a common tangent plane at each point, fig. 4.2(t
\8
In order to take account of the interaction of the jet 
on adjacent bodies, 3-D distribution of sources and doublets 
over the 3-D bodies have been developed, Rubbert (1969). The 
jet geometry is predetermined, and is placed on an empirical 
jet path and is usually not allowed to move.
Few methods allow the jet to deform into the character 
istic kidney shape. One attempt to do this, Margason (1969), 
was to have a stack of 2-D vortex rings, each deforming under 
its own influence as time progresses. Those farthestfrom the 
jet exit will have been deforming longer, but no account is taken 
of the mutual influence of the rings on one another.
In NASA SP-218(1969), many researchers have included 
3-D vortex lattices in their models. The lattices have been 
kept in a predetermined configuration rather than be free to 
calculate their own configuration. Thus these lattices cannot 
represent the true 3-D jet, and serve only as a tool to calculate 
some influence on associated bodies.
Hackett (1969) uses a 3-D lattice of short unconnected 
vortex segments which move under their mutual influence.
Thompson (1971) notes that this method violates Kelvin’s Theorem, 
which states that the circulation remains constant when the 
following three conditions are satisfied : -
a) the fluid is inviscid .
b) the fluid is barotmpic, i.e. the density is constant
or a function of the pressure alone during the motion
c) the body forces, if any, are desirable from a single­
valued potential.
Thompson’s method is the closest to the present method, 
where a lattice of vortex filaments and rings is used to describe 




Some of the other methods listed used singularities to model 
the experimentally known jet behaviour e.g. the degeneration into 
two contra-rotating vortices was simulated by two contra-rotating 
Vprtex filaments. Thompson's method is the only other method,to 
the authors knowledge, which set up the problem as one of super­
positioning singularities, and allowing them to affect one another. 
Thus the degeneration would come as a result of the mutual 
influence of the singularities on each other.
4.21 SUPERPOSITION OF 3 POTENTIALS
In this study, three singularities were superpositioned;
1) a uniform stream
2) an infinite cylindrical vortex sheet with an axial
, V 54-vorticity vector (AVS), fig 4.2(c) This sheet can be
simulated by infinite vortex filaments parallel to the
vorticity vector.
3) an infinite cylindrical vortex sheet with a circumferential 
vorticity vector (CVS), fig 4.2(c) This sheet can be 
simulated by vortex rings, also parallel to the vorticity 
vector.
Since the flow is irrotational, Laplace's equation must 
be satisfied over the whole of the flow field. As already 
established in chapter 3, singularities may be used together 
to give complex flows, provided that their potentials indivi­
dually satisfy Laplace's equation. The three singularities 
chosen do satisfy that criteria.
The model does not incorporate a mechanism for mixing 
between the stream and the jet, so the strength of the AVS is 
such that the combined potentials of the uniform flow and the ■ 
AVS gives the irrotational flow around the jet.
The strength of the CVS is directly proportional to the 
jet velocity. Thus, combining the potential of the CVS to 




The strength of the uniform flow, or crossflow, is 
equal to the velocity at infinity. This flow moves the 
distorted jet downstream a distance proportional to the time 
step and flow strength, at the end of each iteration.
4.212 AXIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET (AVS)
This sheet is approximated by a series of infinite 
vortex filaments spaced evenly around the vortex sheet, 
fig. 4.3(a). This makes easier the calculation of the 
velocity induced by the AVS. Provided that the strength of 
the vortices accurately represents the local strength of the 




F IG .4 .3 (a )  APPROXIMATIONS FOR AVS
--------- :____cu_____
4.213 CIRCUMFERENTIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET (CVS)
This sheet is divided into the following regions:
1) 2 semi-infinite cylindrical vortex sheets from Z = — oo 
to Z = o and from Z = top of working section to Z =-+oo





F IG .•4 .3 (b )  APPROXIMATIONS FOR CVS
This arrangement allows the working section to be 
flexible.
The regions are approximated as follows:
1) The semi-infinite cylinders are represented by a series 




FIG .4 .3(c) STRIP APPROXIMATDNS FOR SEMI INFINITE VORTEX SHEETS
2) Each cylindrical section can be represented in 2 ways:
a) similiar to a semi-infinite cylinder i.e. plane 
strips around the sheet boundary or,
b) by a vortex ring at the mid-height of the cylindrical 
section.
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4.22 CALCULATION OF THE SINGULARITY STRENGTHS
4.221 AXIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET
The irrotational flow around the jet can be calculated 
from the interaction of this sheet and the uniform flow. 
If the flow around the jet is already known, then the 
strength of the AVS may be calculated from it. The AVS 
is approximated by a series of vortex filaments around 
the sheet surface, their strengths depending on the local 
strength of the vortex sheet.
There are two methods of calculating the local sheet 
strength, depending upon whether or not the velocity 
distribution is known.
1. USING THE KNOWN VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Considering only the uniform flow and the AVS, then 
the velocity inside the sheet is zero everywhere. Von 
Mises(l953). The effect of the CVS may be neglected 
at this stage.
The irrotational flow is everywhere tangential to the 
AVS fig. 4.4(a)
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The strength of the sheet is equal to the velocity 
distribution around the cylinder, Chang /1942).
Voo
F IG .4 .4 (b ). CALCULATION OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
AROUND CYLINDER
The velocity distribution is given by, see fig 4.4(b)
Ve *= SlNi O  4.1
Hence the strength of the AVS is given by
4.2
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The sheet is approximated by vortex filaments on the 
sheet surface. Consider fig. 4.5, where the surface is 
divided into N segments of which 3 are shown. Vortices are 





FI6.4.5 AXIAL VORTICES CIRCULATION CALCULATION
The strength of these vortices can be calculated from
4.2,see Chang (1942), as follows:
r  =  j  v . d s 4.3
2G
Where f  = circulation
V = velocity vector
dis = element of surface.
Substituting 4.2 in 4.3
U  =  Z  V o o  ^  Sifsi e  d  ©
P = 2 Voo I SiNl ©
SoilTT
N
13 n =  Z V o o  K  \ e  cle
5a—'1N -T
fn =-ZV„r [cos(5i5^)t - C o s ( 2 ^ > ]
i
~  4  V « , R  5lM SlW g  4.4
This was the method used in the model to calculate C  «
2. IF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IS NOT KNOWN
In the general case of a non circular jet the velocity 
distribution around the jet would be unknown ànd must first 
be calculated. Exactly the same technique as described in 
Chapter 3, Appendix 2, would be used to calculate the vortex sheet 
strengths.
In this method,the strengths of vortex sheets placed around 
the non-porous surface are calculated so that the tangential velocity 
boundary condition at the surface is satisfied. Thus a Fredholm 
Integral equation of the second kind is to be solved for this 
Neumann problem.
For the jet case, only Boundary Condition 1 (Appendix 2) 
is relevant since there are no source sheet strengths to calculate.
In order to satisfy that boundary condition at each of the sheet 
collocation points, the induced effect of all the vortex sheets must 
be equal and opposite to the free stream velocity component at 
those points.
On solving the matrix equation A2.8 for the vortex sheet 
strengths, the velocity distribution is found directly, Duncan 
et al (i960). The vortex filament strength can be calculated 
either by method (1) or directly from the collocation point 
velocity.
4.222 CIRCUMFERENTIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET
The velocity field associated with CVS is divided 
into two. Everywhere inside the sheet, the velocity equals 
the specified jet velocity whereas the velocity is zero 
everywhere outside the sheet. Fig. 4.6(a). From Von Mises 
(1953), Duncan et al(l960), the strength of the CVS is equal 
to the jet velocity.
The strengths of the semi-infinite vortex sheets and the 
sheet cylindrical sections are also equal to the jet velocity. . 
If any cylindrical section is represented by a vortex ring, 
then the circulation of the ring is given by
-  V  Iff- V A  4.
Where H is the height of the sheet cylindrical section 
fig 4.6 (b).
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4.23. VELOCITIES INDUCED BY THE SINGULARITIES
In order to calculate the distortion and trajectory 
of the jet, the velocity induced by the singularities is 
calculated at various interrogation points. These are the 
intersection points.between the vortex filaments, AVS, and 
the vortex rings, CVS. If a cylindrical section is used to 
represent a part of the CVS, then the interrogation points are 
at the intersection of the vortex filaments and the midheight 
of the cylindrical section.
4.231 AXIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET
The induced effect of the AVS at the interrogation 
points is calculated from the vortices representing it.
A vortex filament at A  y ^ fig 4.7, induce;
a velocity at A given by
y
X
FIG.4.7 VELOCITY FIELD OF A VORTEX FILAMENT IN 2D
2 a
V a  -  2 - t t  \ z \ 4.6
Where the distance from the vortex to the interro­
gation point A. Resolving 4.6 into components.
4.7
Combining equations 4.4 and 4.7
n=Nl
( \ ^  ( ^ h - ^ o ' ) S i n ( ^ V
Y ( « =  ~  I  ( J l j  ^  [ G n -  J  +  G n
Where N = total number of vortices representing the sheet.
When a*» A  , then \/%^ -= -= O  » since a vortex
cannot induce a velocity on itself.
These equations are for the velocity induced by a 
vortex in 2-D. When the jet is bent, such equations will 
not be valid.
Fig 4.8 shows a typical vortex filament which is 
approximated by a series of straight lines. The velocity 
induced by each of these straight line segments is summed to 
give the velocity induced by the vortex.
3 0
R 6.4 .8  VELOCITY FIELD OF A VORTEX FILAMENT IN 30
Following Skifstad ( 1969) , the following equation for 
the velocity induced by one such segment can be derived.




r  fe A C
4t I, 4.9
Where t  is a unit vector tangential to the vortex filament, 
^  ̂r \ and
A
"T _  fc . £  -f &s/?, _______
The total velocity Vp induced at point P  fig 4,8, is given by
0^1
Where N = number of segments.
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Hence M  ^
''•■is: 1 ^ 4
4.232 CIRCUMFERENTIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET
This sheet is approximated by 2 singularities:^
1) a semi-infinite cylindrical vortex sheet and
2) a cylindrical section vortex sheet (see section 4.213)
The induced effect of the CVS at the interrogation points 
is calculated using those approximations.
1) Semi-infinite cylindrical vortex sheet.
This sheet is represented by a series of plane rectan­
gular semi-infinite vortex sheet strips spread around the sheet 
fig 4.9. It is necessary to calculate the velocity induced 
by each of these vortex strips.
mFig A3.FI shows asegment of one of these strips. The 
velocity components induced by this segment at the interrogation 
point P, are given by
Vp^ - ̂  I Sim ^ os
4.11
Where CT is the sheet strength.
The derivation of these components is given in Appendix 3
________ 32_______________
2) Cylindrical Section Vortex Sheet.
This may be approximated in 2 ways (section 4.213). If 
plane strips are used, as above, the velocity components are 
calculated using equations 4.11.
If a vortex ring is used to represent the cylindrical 
section, the velocity induced by it is calculated using 
equation 4.10. Thus a vortex ring is approximated in the 
same manner as a 3-D vortex.
4.24 THE ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF VELOCITIES INDUCED BY THE 
SINGULARITIES
To predict the distortion of the jet, it is necessary 
to calculate the influence of the various singularities on 
each other. This is made easier by approximating the 
singularities as already shown ( section 4.21), For the jet 
to be modelled correctly, however, these approximations must 
accurately represent their parent singularities.
The analytic equations for the induced effect of the 
various singularities are given in this section. Details of 
the tests performed to establish the accuracy of the singu­
larity approximations, are also given.
4.241 INFINITE VORTEX FILAMENT
The velocity induced by an infinite 2-D vortex 
filament is given by equation 4.6, and for an infinite 3-D 
i vortex filament by equation 4.10. For the test, the velocity 
induced at an interrogation point was calculated, using first 
8, then 16, vortices spaced evenly around the AVS boundary.
The interrogation point was on the Z = O plane, and 4-V/C. and 
—  V/€. infinity were taken at Z ~ 1 X 10^ and z = - I X  10^ 
units respectively.
3:>
The 2-D velocity components at the interrogation 
point were calculated using equations 4.8, To test the 
3-D equation, 4,10, each vortex consists of 1 straight line, 
2 X 10^ units long. The corresponding velocity components 
were then calculated, and the results shown below.
Vx Vy Vz ERROR %
8 FILAMENTS ANALYTIC SOLUTION -.730814 0 0 -
ti " USING FILRIN -.730872 0 0 .007936
16 " ANALYTIC SOLUTION -.869378 0 0 -
I " USING FILRIN - 869388 0 0 .000575
TABLE 4.1 VELOCITY INDUCED BY INFINITE
FILAMENTS AND SIMULATED INFINITE FILAMENTS.
4.242. SEMI-INFINITE CYLINDRICAL VORTEX SHEET
In order to calculate the velocities induced by the 
CVS, the following equivalence was used:
- a surface covered uniformly with sources is equiva­
lent to a vortex cylinder of semi-infinite length, whose 
generators pass through the boundary of the surface and are 
normal to it - Kuchemann (1953).
Two tests were performed:- calculating the velocity 
components at points both on and off the sheet.
1) INTERROGATION POINTS OFF THE SHEET
The velocity components induced by a disc uniformly 
covered with sources are tabulated in Kuchemann. They were 
obtained from graphical integration of the results for a single 




FIG.4.10 SOURCE DISC WITH INTERROGATION POINT
The velocity components induced by the plane rectan­
gular strips approximating the CVS, are given by equations 4.11.
Using +V/4. infinity at Z = 1 X 10^, the velocity 
components at several points were calculated, and the results 
shown in table 4.2 and fig 4.11.
2) INTERROGATION POINT ON THE SHEET
The velocity components induced by the CVS at a point 
on itself, Kuchemann (1953), are
-  2 d = V r ( 2 > C
4.12
Where CT = sheet strength
r \




E ( k )  =  J  d o C
O
•= I k.
The elliptic integrals were evaluated using a poly­
nomial approximation, Abramowitz (1965),of order of
—8accuracy 2 X 10 . The use of this approximation means that
the velocities are no longer calculated analytically, but the 
the results will still be used to judge the accuracy of the 
velocities calculated from equation 4.11. The results are at 
least as accurate as Kuchemann, with whom they will be compared.
Numerical difficulties were experienced with equations 
4.11, if the interrogation points were chosen on the strip 
edges.
Using +V/C. infinity at Z = 1 X 10^ and Z =1 X 10^^, 
the effect of lengthening the strips could be established.
No difference was noticed, as the results below show
COMPUTATIONAL
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1 X 10^ 
1 X 10^ 
1 X id*'̂  
1 X 10"^
ANALYTIC SOLUTION 
8 segment sheet 
16 segment sheet 




















TABLE 4.3. VELOCITY INDUCED BY A SEMI-




The velocity components induced analytically by a 
vortex ring are;
r A > . c * . 0 '
4.13
(Kuchemann)
Where j? = circulation of vortex ring
R.Q = radius of vortex ring, %  = ^!^o
\<^= 4 r / ( r + i y )
and elliptic integrals are as defined above.
The same polynomical approximation was used as above 
to evaluate the elliptic integrals.
Equation 4.10 is used to calculate the velocity 
components, using first 8 then 16, straight line segments 
defining the vortex ring. The position of the interro­




FIG 4.12. POSITION OF INTERROGATION POINT WITH RESPECT
TO A VORTEX RING.
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The results are shown in table 4.4 and fig. 4.13.
Very large errors were found in the calculated velocities when 
the interrogation points were near the vortex ring.
4.244. FINITE LENGTH CYLINDRICAL SECTION OF VORTEX SHEET
Section 4.213 described two ways of representing the 
cylindrical section. If the interrogation point was on the 
sheet, the vortex ring approximation breaks down by predicting 
infinite velocities. For this case, the plane strips approxi­
mation has to be used.
If the interrogation point is off the sheet, then 
either approximation could be used. Tests were performed to 
establish which gave the most accurate result.
1) INTERROGATION POINT OFF THE SHEET >
Equation 4.10 was used to calculate the velocity induced 
by the vortex ring, using first 8, then 16, straight line 
segments. The use of the vortex ring implies using a double 
approximation i.e. the ring approximates the cylindrical section, 
and equation 4.10 uses straight line elements to approximate the 
ring.
The induced velocity using the plane strips approximation 
was obtained using equations 4.11. Fig. 4.14 shows the position 









FIG 4.14. POSITION OF INTERROGATION POINT WITH RESPECT
TO A CYLINDRICAL SECTION.
Kuchemann does not give the interrogation point velocities 
explicitly, but the values may be inferred from the velocities 
quoted for the source disc.
$1 64-
The results are shown in table 4.5 and in fig . 4.15.
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2) INTERROGATION POINT ON THE SHEET
The analytic velocity components induced by the•cylindrical 
section at a point on itself, are;
3
Vr ~ ̂  ̂ (k(kz) - 2d - ĵk, (kCc.) - 2d (k,)) ̂
4.14
Where ^  = sheet strength
k, - + 4-
\1
( t "
and elliptic integrals are as defined above. The polynomial 
approximation was used as before to solve these integrals.
Fig. 4,16 shows the interrogation point on the cylindrical section.
INTERROGATION
POINT
FIG 4.16. INTERROGATION POINT ON A CYLINDRICAL SECTION.
________________ J-O_______________________:---
Equation 4.11 was used to calculate the velocity 
components using the strip approximation. The interrogation 
point was never chosen to be at any of the strip edges.
The results, shown in table 4.6, indicate large errors 
if 8 strips are used to represent the section.
% % CASE ^AXIAL^^^
ERROR II\
v ^  %
0.5 0.1 ANALYTIC SOLN. 5.697L 89
II II 8 Segment Sheet 3.2629? -42.727
II II • 16 ” " 4.830. . -15.219
TABLE 4.6 VELOCITY INDUCED BY A CYLINDRICAL 
VORTEX SHEET OF FINITE LENGTH AT A POINT ON 
THE SHEET.
4.25 COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTIC VELOCITIES AND SINGULARITY 
APPROXIMATIONS.
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Table 4.1 shows the velocities calculated both analyti­
cally and using equation 4.10, for a series of filaments. It 
can be seen that very little error is associated with dividing 
straight vortices into discrete elements, and summing the 
effect of the elements. This would be expected since no 
geometrical approximation to the original vortices is used.
When the 3-D Vortex filament is bent, however, then the 
straight line approximation, inherent in using equation 4.10, 
will not prove so accurate. A Vortex ring is a bent 3-D 
Vortex filament, and provides"a means of testing the accuracy 
of the straight line approximation.
6%
Fig. 4.13 shows the percentage error variation between 
the analytic velocities and those calculated using equation 
4.10 for a vortex ring. There are two trends noticeable:
41
1) The errors are lower for a ring defined by 16 elements 
rather than 8. This would be expected since 16 straight 
line segment are a better approximation to the ring.
2) The errors decrease as the distance between the ring and 
the interrogation point increases. This again would be 
expected, since the farther the point is from the ring the 
smaller the difference between the segments and the ring 
becomes.
Also, the errors in are higher than those for
This may be due to the axial components at the interrogation 
point not being resolved in the axial direction. Thus 
all the individual errors accumulate. Each radial component 
at the interrogation point has to be resolved into the local 
radial direction, and so the errors tend to be self-cancelling.
The straight-line approximation for a vortex ring gives 
reasonable results provided there are a lot of segments , and 
the interrogation point is far away from the ring. These 
comments apply directly to a bent 3-D Vortex filament.
There were two tests performed on the approximation to 
the CVS:
1 ) For points oS. the sheet
2) For points on the sheet.
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For interrogation points off the sheet. Fig 4.11 shows 
the error between the analytic velocities and those obtained 
using equation 4.11. It can be seen that 16 strips gives 
better results than 8 strips, which is the same trend as for 
the vortex ring approximation.
Also, as the distance of the interrogation point from 
the semiinfinite cylindrical vortex sheet increases, so the 
errors for the 16 strips first increase, then decrease.
For the 8 strips, the errors generally increase. The fact that 
the errors decrease for the 16 strips is consistent, since 
the farther away the interrogation point is, • then the effects
.42
of any potential perturbation must diminish. Eventually, 
the errors for the 8 strips must decrease with increasing 
distance.
For points actually on the sheet, the results are 
given in table 4.3.- Again, the most accurate results are 
those with the higher definition sheet. The results of 
changing the position of the numerical infinity from
Z = 10^ to Z = 10^^ are included, and no increase in
accuracy was achieved. Thus if greater accuracy were required 
then the number of strips should be increased.
The analytic velocities were calculated from a poly- 
nominal approximation to the elliptic integrals from 
Abramowitz. This approximation v/as at least as accurate as 
the results from Kuchemann, and was of the order of 2 X 10 ^
Tests were performed for the cylindrical section sheet 
as follows:-
1) To show whether it was the strip or vortex ring approxi­
mation which gave the most accurate representation of the 
cylindrical section at off-sheet interrogation points.
2) To establish how accurate the strip approximation was for 
points on the cylindrical section.
For the off-sheet interrogation points, the results 62 64-are shown in table 4.5 and fig. 4.15, Considering the
16 strip cylindrical section compared with the 16 segment
ring, it can be seen that the strips gave the most accurate
i results for the points nearest the singularity, and the ring
for points furthest away.
It can also be seen that the 8 strip approximation 
behaves quite contrary to expectation. Not only is it more 
accurate than the 8 segment ring " for all distances
tried, it is consistently more accurate than the 16 strip sheet. 
The reasons for this are unknown without further testing.
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For interrogation points on the cylindrical section,4lthe results are shown in table 4.6. Again,a more accurate 
answer is obtained with the higher number of strips. Even 
with 16 strips, the answers are not sufficiently accurate, 
but the use of more strips would involve more computer time.
4.26 CONCLUSIONS FROM TESTS.
1) Subdividing the vortex sheets into vortex filaments, 
rings etc, is a sufficiently good approximation for 
calculating the induced velocities of the vortex sheets.
2) Using more singularities to approximate the vortex sheet 
increases the accuracy of the induced velocity.
To summarise, the two cylindrical vortex sheets, the 
AVS and CVS, are approximated as follows
a) By semi-infinite cylindrical vortex sheets, which are 
represented by semi-infinite plane strips around the sheet 
circumference.
b) By infinite filament and vortex rings, which are represented 
by straight line elements, along the filaments and around 
the rings.
c) By vortex sheet cylindrical sections which are represented 
by plane strips for points on the section and on the ring 
adjacent to the section.
For all other interrogation points, the cylindrical 
section can be represented by a vortex ring.
A computer program., described in Appendix 4, was 
written to predict the behaviour of the 3-D jet in a crossflow. 
The approximations listed above were used to calculate the 
velocities induced at the interrogation points by the CVS and 
AVS. The points were then allowed to move at those velocities 




The following runs were performed maintaining the jet 









3000 4 i terations
3000 a i terations
3000 12 i terations. Table 4.7
The end elevation, plan & isometric views of the 
working section were obtained for the fourth iteration of 
each of the runs. The same views were obtained for the 
eight and twelth iterations of the 3000 crossflow velocity 
case .
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Fig. 4.17 shows the working section at X - flow 1500
66
Fig. 4.18 shows the plan of the working section at X-f1ow 2000 
69
i Fig. 4,19 shows the plan of the working section at X-flow 2500 
6%
Fig. 4,20 shows the working section at X-flow 3000 4th iteration 
Fig. 4.21 shows the working section at X-flow 3000 12th iteration
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4.4. DISCUSSION
The general shape of the working section was known 
from Thompson (1971),Wooler (1969), Hackett (1969) etc.
To achieve this shape, the jet speed was maintained constant 
whilst the wind speed was altered, see table 4.7. Altering 
the jet speed would not have radically altered the working 
section shape.
At dimensionless wind speeds of 40 and 100, no
movement was detected away from the cylindrical shape.
Between wind speeds of 500 and 1000, there was a very slight
movement progressing to a more definite movement downstream
of the working section top.
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Fig. 4.17 shows anisometric view of the working 
section at wind speed of 1500. Although there was a smooth 
transition between the bottom and top of the working section, 
at this stage of the calculation there was no tendency to 
develop into a kidney shape.
The vortex filament strength can be seen from equation
4.4 to be proportional to the wind speed. Thus increasing
the wind speed will make the induced effect of the vortices
on each other greater, since their circulation will have
increased. This results in the jet cross-section distorting66into a kidney shape in fewer iterations. Figs. 4.18 and 6?4.19 show this effect for wind speeds of 2000 and 2500 
respectively.
The solution for the wind speed of 3000 was built up
by a sequence of 12 iterations. Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 show
the isometric views of the working section after the 4th and
12th iterations respectively. The working section has
developed further as a result.'
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Fig, 4.21 shows that the transition between the bottom 
and top of the working sections is disjointed. This could 
be caused by;
4 G
1) errors in the approximations^
2) Disregarding several Vortex rings. This was necessary
because the total number of interrogation points was too
great for the plotting programme.
Actual running showed that a timestep of 0.0001 usually 
led to stable results. If the timestep was incorrect for a 
particular combination of jet and wind speeds, then instability, 
characterised by the vortex sheets crossing one another, set 
in.
Thompson (1971), also calculated the 3-D jet using a 
Vortex lattice method, but his method differed in the treat­
ment of the semi-infinite cylindrical vortex sheets. Instead 
of the bottom semi-infinite sheet,he used a source covered 
disc, and approximated this with triangular patches.
Thompson did not include any correlation of the accuracy of 
this approximation. It is not known whether Thompson*s 
method leads either to quicker computation or yields greater 
accuracy than the strip method.
Other techniques used by Thompson werei-
1. Spiralling effect.
At an interrogation point near a vortex filament,
Thompson introduced a correction for the spiralling 
effect in the velocity induced by the vortex.
However, considering the degree of approximation 
already used in describing the filaments, it is doubtful 
whether such a correction would increase the overall 
* accuracy of the method.
2. Jet rolling up.
He found that the jet rolled up soon after the
calculation had started. He overcame this by displacing
the interrogation points a distance proportional to a 
weighted velocity. This was an average between the 
velocity induced at the interrogation point, and a 
corresponding point a b c t h e  plane boundary. As the 
calculation progressed, this initial stabilization 
process gradually became inoperative.
t ?
The rolling up was probably due to the jet coming 
out from an infinite flat plate. The present writer 
had no such problems, provided the timestep was 
carefully chosen.
3 » Jet exit procedure.
Since the jet was exhausting from a plane 
boundary, Thompson had to take into account the image 
vortices, both filaments and rings. This was a major 
difference between the two methods, and meant that 
Thompsons approach did represent more accurately a 
combustion chamber dilution hole jet.
Using the image vortices is a means of satisfying 
the boundary conditions on the infinite plane. In order 
to extend either method to predict a 3-D jet inside a 
combustion can, the boundary conditions on the can surface 
could be satisfied using an Integral equation approach. 
This would have meant superimposing source sheets over 
the surface, and calculating their strengths each time 
the jet moved i.e. at each iteration.
Thompson also introduced a new vortex ring at the 
exit of the hole, representing the section just exhausted. 
In order to keep the number of rings constant, he removed 
one from the top of the jet. The author also introduced 
a new ring into the working section, but this represented 
unfreezing the jet and allowing the working section to 
have more flexibility. No rings were removed from the 
authors method, as this would have meant the CVS was not 
being properly approximated.
If the current method were to be made more accurqte, 
the following improvements should be incorporated:-
1) Circulation of filaments and rings.
The circulation of the filaments and rings is 
calculated from the strengths of the AVS and CVS, As 
the jet bends and distorts, so the shape of the two 
sheets will alter. Since the filaments and rings 
approximate a local section of those sheets, so their 
circulation ought to be calculated from the shape of the 
local sections. This could be done at each iteration, 
and would incorporate the effect of shape change on 
circulation. This is not done at present.
2) Cylindrical Section Sheet Strips.
When the jet was bent and distorted, the shape of
the cylindrical section was assumed to be the same as
when the jet was unaltered. The strip edges were
assumed to be perpendicular to the ring and the same
1 9 )length i.e. equal to Ai A% or A2 A3 fig A4.F2, as at the 
start of the calculation.
This is in error since the^rips no longer follow
?oaccurately the CVS, fig. 4.22. Some mechanism to allow 
the strips to follow the CVS would have to be incorporated.
3} Infinite filament or infinite strip.
In the program at present, where a filament 
passes through an interrogation point, that filament is 
ignored when calculating the interrogation point velocity. 
This is not accurate when the filament is bent. In this 
case, an infinite strip of the AVS should have been used in 
place of the filament in exactly the same way as a 
cylindrical section strip is used in place of a vortex 
ring.
This would also have to be incorporated in any 
future program.
Thompson also calculated the surface pressure distri­
bution behind the deformed jet. He found that this was not 
greatly different from that of an undeformed jet, because of 
the dominant influence of the lower portion of the lattice.
He further concluded that the full Navier-Stokes equations 
need to be solved in order to predict the true development of 
the 3-D jet flow.
4-9
Predicting the 3-D jet flow was meant as a preliminary 
to calculating the combustion chamber flow* Considering that 
some mechanism for predicting the vorticity has to be added 
to the 3-D method, and that a cannular combustor would have 
typically 6-7 dilution holes, the final program would be 
computationally slow.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
1. Using the techniques shown, it is possible to predict the 
behaviour of an irrotational 3-D jet in a crosswind.
2. Methods of improving the program have been highlighted.
3. The surface pressure distribution is not accurately 
predicted.
4. This method is not readily extendable to predicting 
viscous flows.
5. For viscous flows, a solution of the full Navier-Stokes 
equation should be attempted.
4.6 FURTHER WORK
1. Instead of using strip approximations to the semi-infinite 
sheets, the source covered discs technique of Thompson 
should be used.
2. The methods of improving the programme described in 
section 4.4 should be incorporated.
4. For calculating an irrotational 3-D jet in a combustion 
chamber', this method coupled with an Integral equation 


























AREA AFTER 10*% ITERATION
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AREA AFTER 3 0 th  ITERATION
FIG.4.1 ( b  ) .  DISTORTION OF A 2 0 JET IN A CROSSFLOW
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FIG.4.1 ( c ) . VORTEX SHEETS USED FOR A 3 D JET IN A CROSSFLOW
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FIG.4.2C. PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE THREE POTENTIALS





G E N E R A L V IE W  OF A X IA L  V O R T IC IT Y  
VECTOR VORTEX S H E E T
VIEW OF SHEET IN D IR E C TIO N  A'
F IG .4 .4 (a ) .  AXIAL VORTICITY VECTOR VORTEX SHEET
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FIG. 4 .9. APPROXIMATION OF A SEMI INFINITE  
CYLINDRICAL VORTEX SHEET























































































t a b l e 4.2. VELOCITY INDUCED BY A SEMI-INFINITE 
CYLINDRICAL VORTEX SHEET (EQUIVALENT TO A UNIFORM 
DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCES OVER A CIRCULAR DISC).
S8
V r 16 S T R IP S  ON C Y S
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D IS T A N C E  OF INTE RRO G ATIO N POINT FROM 
SEMI INFINITE CY LINDRICAL VORTEX SHEET
FIG.4.11. COMPARISON OF VELOCITY INDUCED AT INTERROGATION 
POINTS OFF THE SEMI INFINITE VORTEX SHEET
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TABLE 4.4 VELOCITY INDUCED BY VORTEX 
RING; ANALYTIC & APPROXIMATE RESULTS.
G o
DISTANCE OF INTERROGATION POINT FROM VORTEX RING




V o  ERROR  
IN VELOCITY
- 3 0





FI6.4.I3.COM PARISON BETWEEN V ELO C ITIES  INDUCED AT 
POINTS BY APPROXIMATIONS TO A VORTEX RING





MEAN Ref Kuchemann Page 328 -1.0:86 .3661 — —
• 3 1 8 segment Sheet -.9486 .5546 -6.873 51.519
16 " »' -•9866 .3936 -3.141 7.512
.3 1 8 segment Ring -.9199 .2488 -9.688 -32.035
16 ” »' -.9643 .3170 -5.329 -13.408
MEAN Ref Kuchemann Page 328 -.5332 .2706
.5 1 8 segment Sheet -.5088 .3195 -4.56g 18.097
16 " " -.5737 .2751- 7.600 1.667
.5 1 8 segment Ring -.4988 .2165 -6.454 -19.99
16 " " -.5193 .2558 -2.607 -5.445
MEAN Ref Kuchemann Page 328 -.3263 .2069
.7 1 8 segment Sheet -.3213 .2276 -1.535 10.017
16 " •' -.3492 .2130 7.045 2.936
.7 1 8 segment Ring -.3119 .1820 -4.392 -12.03
16 " •' -.3242 .2056 -.6421 -.6297
MEAN Ref Kuchemann Page 328 -.2228 .1751
.9 1 8 segment sheet -.2273 .1739 2.0227 -.6837
16 " " -.1925 .1695 -13.611 -3.206
.9 1 8 segment Ring -.2081 .1504 -6.597 -14.068
16 « 1 1 -.2166 .1658 -2.811 -5. 269
P.r.D.
TABLE 4.5 VELOCITY INDUCED AT A POINT BY A CYLINDRICAL 
SECTION OF VORTEX SHEET WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY SHEET 
SEGMENTS/RING SEGMENTS/PISTRIBUTION OF SOURCES OVER DISC,
62
X CASE TOTALVELOCITY % ERROR.
Mean Kuchemann et al 1.0824 -
.3 1 8 segment Sheet 1.0988 1.5215
16 " I 1.0622 -1.8641
.3 1 8 segment Ring 0.9530 -11.9568
16 " I 1.0151 -6.2180
Mean Kuchemann et al 0.5979 -
.5 1 8 segment Sheet 0.6008 0.4898
16 ” I 0.6362 6.4121
.5 1 8 segment Ring 0.5437 -9.0616
16 " I 0.5789 -3.1812
Mean -Kuchemann et al 0.3863
.7 1 8 segment Sheet 0.3937 1.9121
16 " I 0.4091 5.8828
.7 1 8 segment Ring 0.3612 -6.5192
16 " I 0.3839 -.6386
Mean Kuchemann et al 0.2834
.9 1 8 segment Sheet 0.2862 .9982
16 " I 0.2564 -9.4981
.9 1 8 segment Ring 0.2568 -9.3760
16 " I 0.2728 -3.7419
TABLE. 4.5 CON'T ABSOLUTE TOTAL VELOCITY INDUCED AT 
A POINT BY A CYLINDRICAL SECTION OF VORTEX SHEET 
REPRESENTED BY SHEET SEGMENTS/RING SEGMENTS/PISTRI- 
BUTION OF SOURCES OVER DISC.
TOTAL VELOCITY  
G  16 STRIP SHEET  
0  16 SEGMENT RING 
A  B STRIP S H E E T  





• / •  ERROR 
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DISTANCE OF POINT FROM SINGULARITY
FIG 4 .15 .COMPARISON OF VELOCITIES INDUCED AT AN INTERROGATION 






































































VORTEX S T R IP S  FOLLOWING  
J E T  BOUNDARY
VO R TEX STRIPS A C T U A L L Y  US ED  
IN CA LCULATING  V E L O C IT Y  
INDUCED BY F IN IT E  LENGTH  
VORTEX CY LINDE R
FIG .422.BETTER REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CYLINDRICAL 
SECTION SHEET STRIPS
5.0. TESTS OF ORIGINAL METHOD
To make the previous work on the inviscid jet relevant 
to real jets in gas turbine combustion chambers,it was 
necessary to incorporate a model of the viscous mixing process. 
This would allow the effect of entrainment on the shape and
trajectory of the jet to be studied.
In addition, the viscous mixing model should be capable 
of predicting accurately the behaviour of as many different 
flows as possible, in order to predict a combustion chamber 
flow. Hubble (1967) proposed such a model consisting of 3 
essential parts
1) The solution of a Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind for the irrotational flow which exists before viscosity 
has caused the vorticity to diffuse and convect away from the 
solid surface.
2) The vorticity diffusion and convection processes are 
calculated separately as follows
a) The diffusion of the vorticity follows a Gaussian
probability distribution, obtained from a solution of the 
differential equation
2
b e  " 5.1
b) The convection of the vorticity with the flow, 
described by the equation
u + vr ̂  o 5.2




Hubble further simplified equation 5,2 by omitting the 
second term V/ maintaining that it w^s of second order.
3) The resolution of the Fredholm integral equation to
eliminate the effects of the field vorticity at the boundaries, 
thus ensuring the boundary conditions were always satisfied.
2a Diffusion
For the model described above, the solution of equation 
5.1 was required for 2 characteristic cases
i) diffusion of vorticity from a solid boundary
ii) diffusion of the vorticity already present in the flowfield.
The relevant solutions of 5.1 are:-
60i) ,. r.. l\  _  Lis a
^  5.3
■froT




Where = Velocity of fluid at surface i.e. the increment
by which the no-slip condition is violated
&  = time
^  = kinematic viscosity
j  = distance from surface
~ riew vorticity distribution (at next time)
72
= old vorticity distribution (at this time )
^  = value of ’y* for old distribution.
See also Appendix 6.
2b Convection
This was calculated following Hubble (1968):-
a). Calculate the velocity at each point along a mesh 
column using the integral
a
where position of point up the column
vorticity at point i.
5.5
14-1
FIG. 5.1 INTEGRATION INTERVAL ON COLUMN
b) Calculate the distance the vorticity moves in a 
timestep using the finite difference formula:-
x G j )  =  A t 5.6.
c) Reallocate the vorticity between the surrounding 
mesh points on a linear basis:-
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(i) Vorticity allocated to the ajacent downstream 
mesh point is
l('̂ )Wc liJ ' 5.7
(ii) Vorticity allocated back to the adjacent 
upstream mesh point is
WcMft- # 1Jt J
Although the diffusion and convection processes are 
calculated separately, Hubble maintained that a linear 
summation of these two effects served to represent the 
equation.
In order to test this method, it was used to predict 
the boundary layer development on a flat plate in a uniform 
stream. Since the body geometry was simple, the Integral 
equation technique was not used. Image vortices were used, 
Payne (1956), to ensure that the normal velocity at the plate 
surface was zero.
Unfortunately, no sensible results were obtained with 
this method, even though 2 methods of calculating the vorticity 
generated at the plate surface were tried. The vorticity field 
calculated from equations 5.3 and 5.4 was represented by vortex 
filaments, section 6.23. The first method used these and their 
images to obtain the surface tangential velocity. This was 
substituted directly into equation 5.2 to give part of the 
vorticity distribution for the next iteration.
The second method used a velocity deficit , which was 
calculated from
N ,
5.10Voe. --  2
Where N = number of rows.
The new surface vorticity would then be equal to
74-
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AlTTv^t SURFACE (FROM PREVIOUS ITERATION) 5.11
and its diffusion would be calculated from equation 5.3.
The reason why this method never gave realistic results 
is tied up with Hubbles* method of solution for equation 5.9, 
which is equivalent to assuming that the equation is linear. 
The velocity component U is a function of both dependant and 
independant variables which makes equation 5.9 non-linear. 
Hence it cannot be solved by the superposition type technique 
described above.
To demonstrate the non-linearity of equation 5.9, 
additional numerical calculations were carried through using 
the techniques described above. In these later calculations 
the order of the diffusion and convection calculations was 
interchanged, the results being shown below
DISTANCE
SURFACE
FROM COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2
.0044167 (5) .17116 54.8248
.0035334 (4) 5.25139 287.725
.00265 (3) 80.5431 1044.67
.0017667 (2) 627.517 2624.08
.000883 (1) 2537.46 4560.13










5 65.434 103.143 VORTICITY
4 265.165 451.205 DISTRIBUTION
3 827.633 1470.378 COLUMN
2 2019.744 3471.61 1
1 4269.943 5843.705
S 6657.64 6219.745 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
TABLE 5.1 RESULTS OF CHANGING THE ORDER OF THE DIFFUSION 
AND CONVECTION CALCULATIONS.
















It is evident that interchanging the order of the 
diffusion and convection calculations does not give the same 
vorticity distribution, which was to be expected since 
equation 5.9 is non-linear.
An order of magnitudes investigation was performed on 
the vorticity transport equation 5.12.




The analysis is given in Appendix 7, and shows that 
the term \ T i s  as important as the term , and




The conclusions that can now be made concerning the 
method proposed by Hubble (1967) are:-
1) the term \ T m u s t  be included in the vorticity 
equation
2) because it is non-linear, the equation cannot be solved 
using the superposition technique.
since a great deal of experience has been accumulated 
solving the vorticity transport equation by finite-difference 
methods, these are an obvious choice for solving equation 
5.13. If recirculating flow problems are to be solved, 
then the term ^ / 3 % ^  must be included in 5.13, giving 
the complete vorticity transport equation 5.14.
5.14
The inclusion of the extra term does not increase the 
complexity of the finite-difference solution, since it only 
increases the number of finite-difference terms used.
However, it does alter the equation type from Parabolic, 
equation 5.13, to Elliptic, equation 5.14.
If the flows to be predicted were of the boundary layer 
type, with no recirculating flow regions, then equation 5.13 
would be used. The finite-difference version of this 
equation can be formulated so that no information is required 
from the downstresum direction, if backward differences are 
used for the term Thus the downstream boundary
conditions do not have to be specified in order to obtain a 
solution. At any fixed time, the solution propagates down­
stream in a step by step fashion, and is often said to march 
downstream.
For recirculating flows, the finite-difference version 
of 5.14 does require that information from the downstream 
direction is available. Thus the boundary conditions have 
to be specified everywhere, including downstream, before a 
solution can be obtained. For solving general flows, 
equation 5.14 would be used so that any recirculating flow 
regions would be predicted.
In the method proposed by Hubble, the solution of 
equation 5.14 by finite-differences replaces the solution of
5.9 by the superposition techniques. The other elements of 
his method remain intact.
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5.1. CONCLUSIONS
Brief details of the proposed method for solving viscous 
flows are given below, much greater detail being given in 
Chapter 6.
1) Calculate the potential flow.
- This is done by an Integral equation solution to Laplaces 
equation, as before.
2) Calculate the diffusion and convection of vorticity in 
the flow.
- This is to be done from a finite-difference solution of the 
vorticity transport equation, 5.14.
3) Calculate the perturbation effects from the vorticity 
in the flowfield at the solid boundaries, using potential flow 
techniques.
- These effects are then removed by resolving the Integral 
equation.
f S
6.0.ROTATIONAL FLOWS - VISCOUS INTERNAL FLOWS
6.1. INTRODUCTION
Details were given in chapter 5 of the alterations 
necessary to the calculation method proposed by Hubble(1967). 
This chapter describes the tests performed using the new method 
outlined at the end of that chapter, and described in greater 
detail below.
For the initial testing of this new method, it was
decided to concentrate on the prediction of simple flows with
a sufficiently low Reynold’s number to ensure the flow was non- 
turbulent. If the model was successful in predicting a simple 
laminar case, then extension to cover turbulent flows could be 
formulated. Such an extension is vital if combustion chamber 
flows are to be predicted.
Two simple flows were chosen
a) 2-D parallel duct
b) 2-D parallel duct with a backward facing step in the
lower wall.
These cases were selected since analytical, computational 
and experimental results exist in the literature for one or both 
of these flows.
6.11 The Computer Model
A brief outline of the model has already been given at 
the end of Chapter 5. In this section, each element of the 
model is explained in greater detail. Briefly, the model 
consists of:-
1) Calculation of the potential flow
2) Calculation of the diffusion and convection of vorticity
3) Calculation of the perturbation effects of the flowfield 
vorticity at the solid boundaries.
It is apparent from , that the computer model
simulates the physical development of a viscous flowfield.
1. Calculation of the potential flow
A Fredholm integral equation of the second kind is solved 
for the potential flow (Chapter 3). Using this approach the 
flow through or around any shape of boundary can be calculated, 
provided the boundary shape is known.
7 ^
This technique has already been demonstrated to give good 
results for aircraft and jet engine installation flows, Hess(l966), 
Mason (1968) respectively.
2. Calculation of the vorticity.
As described in Chapter 5,the vorticity development is to be 
calculated from a finite-difference form of the vorticity transport 
equation ,eqn. 5.1«4*. The form chosen was that of Fromm( 1969) (Sec. 6. 22).
3. Calculation of perturbation effects.
The development of the vorticity field over any one timestep 
will generally violate the condition specifying zero normal velocity 
at the solid surfaces. The effect of the flowfield vorticity is 
calculated at the surface,and the Integral equation re-solved. This 
gives a new source/vortex distribution around the duct boundary, 
from which the flowfield velocity may be calculated(Section 6.24).
Thus the flow prediction begins by calculating the potential 
flow. The iterative cycle then consists of repeating steps 2 and 
3 above, until the solution has converged. This procedure 
numerically represents the actual flow development and
is that described by Lighthill (1963).
6.12. Literature survey.
This can be divided into 2 sections;
1) Methods of Solution
2) Computational Methods
1. Method of Solution
The usual technique adopted for solving low Reynold’s Number 
flows was the streamfunction-vorticity method. One of the first 
solutions available was by Thom(1933) who performed the calculation 
by hand. The methods developed by Thom were to make hand calcula­
tions quicker. ApeIt (1961) used some features of Thom’s method 
in his calculation.
Many other workers have used the same streamfunction - 
vorticity method.Fromm(1964)for calculating the wake flow behind 
obstacles etc, Fromm (1969a),for flow in diffusers.In the latter 
paper,Fromm used a more accurate representation of the vorticity 
transport equation than in his other paper.
Pearson(1965),Mills(1968),Son & Hanratty(1969), Maeller &
O ’leary(1970) and Fanning & Mueller(1973),all use a similar approach; 
however they differ from one another in their finite-difference 
representation of the vorticity equation, 5. ]4r, and
   ___________________________




Payne (1956, 1958), solved the vorticity equation but 
did not solve the streamfunction equation. He used vortices, 
and their images, to ensure that the boundary condition of zero 
flux of mass at the solid boundaries was satisfied. By this 
means, he was able to calculate the flow field velocity.
Chorin (1973)solved neither the vorticity equation or 
the stream-function equation, but used computer generated 
pseudo-random, numbers to simulate the generation and dispersal 
of vorticity from the body. Rather than use vortices and
their images as Payne did, Chorin solved an Integral equation
for the source strengths to be placed on the body circumference. 
The combined effects of the sources and vortices satisfies the 
zero flux condition and gives the flow field velocity.
2. Computational Methods.
Both Thom and Apelt mapped the physical region into a 
computational plane, and solved the transformed vorticity and 
streamfunction; equation in this plane. Thus they eliminated 
any mesh-boundary intersection problems.
As already stated, the major difference between the 
various solutions was in their treatment of the vorticity 
equation. Pearson used an implicit finite-difference fprm of 
this equation if the non-linear terms were small, and the 
Alternating-Direction Implicit(ADI) method of Peaceman and 
Rachford (1955), if they were large. Fromm(1964) used central 
differences for the deviative terms at all times. The method 
of applying the two boundary conditions i.e. zero flux of mass 
and no-slip of the fluid at the solid boundary, can also vary 
between the methods listed above.
Payne avoided solving the streamfunction equation by 
integrating the effects of the vortices representing the vorticity 
field. By using a body of simple shape he ensured that 
calculations of the image position would also be simple.
The model proposed in 6.11 is a combination of the 
techniques of Payne and Chorin. The Integral equation method 
is used to satisfy the zero normal velocity condition and to 
give the flow field velocity. A finite-difference solution 
of the vorticity equation is obtained at specific mesh points, 
and vortices used to represent the vorticity at these points.
A consequence of using the Integral equation method is 
that it is unnecessary to find the image vortex position. Thus 
any boundary geometry may be used.
6.2. THEORY
6.2.1. Calculation of Potential Flow.
The potential flow through the stepped and parallel ducts
is calculated by solving a Fredholm Integral equation of the 
second kind (chapter 3). The technique used follows that by 
Hess et al (1966) who calculated mainly external flows. Source 
sheets distributed over the solid surfaces were used to satisfy
the Neumann boundary condition of zero normal velocity.
In calculating internal flows, they noted that the only 
difference between these and external flows, is the sign of the 
body outward normal vector. However, specifying a source 
distribution over the body surface for interior flow problems 
results in the Integral equation becoming indeterminative.
Even so, solutions of the Integral equations are sometimes 
possible because of errors in the approximations. It is 
generally dangerous to accept such numerical solutions because 
they have arisen from the presence of errors. If a sufficiently 
good approximation to the equation were used, then the matrix 
would be singular, and no answer would be obtained.
For this investigation, a source distribution was not used 
because of the indeterminate nature of the matrix outlined above. 





FIG 6.1 DEFINITION OF DUCT WALLS
The inlet and exit section of the duct are at A and B 
respectively. The equivalence of vortex and source distri­
butions, given by Kuchemann et al (1953), is given in section 
4.242. It follows that the portion of the vortex lines 
between - oo and A above, can be replaced by a distribution 
of sources between a^ and a^* Similarly, a distribution of 
sinks between bĵ  and b^ replaces the vortex lines between 
B and + oO.
The solution of the Integral equation for the potential 
flow throughthe duct is described in Appendix 2. ,
Hess used the boundary condition that the normal velocity 
at the collocation point, usually the mid-point of the sheet ̂ 
is zero. In this investigation, the boundary conditions are:
1) The normal velocity for the inlet source sheets is equal to 
the fluid velocity there, calculated from the Reynold’s 
Number, the duct width and the kinematic viscosity.
2) The normal velocity for the exit source sheets is equal to 
the fluid velocity at exit, calculated from continuity.
3) Along the duct walls, represented by vortex sheets, the 
tangential velocity on the outside of the duct is zero.
This can be explained by considering the opposite problem
i.e. the external flow around a body.
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Fig 6.2a shows a profile bounded by the contour C.
Fig. 6.2a FLOW AROUND CURVE C
The flow around this body can be found by subdividing C 
into a finite number of segments, and calculating the 
circulation of each segment from the zero normal velocity 
boundary condition, Von Mises (1953).
Since there is no flow normal to the boundary, then 
the streamlines of the flow resulting from the superposition 
of the uniform field and the vortex sheet around C, must not 
cross C. Each streamline must remain either inside or outside 
C.
The curve C itself is a closed streamline, and the 
neighbouring inner streamlines must also be closed curves, 
fig 6.2b.
FIG 6.2b POSSIBLE STREAMLINES WITHIN C
If the streamlines are plotted over the interior of C, 
then some are bound to contract more and more around certain 
points S. At these points, the direction of the velocity is 
undefined. The velocity cannot be zero there, for the 
condition for an irrotational flow dV/dn - v /R = O (Von Mises), 
shows, that the magnitude V of the velocity increases toward 
the concave side of the streamlines.
______54-____________ ______
The existence of a finite velocity of undefined 
direction is inconsistent with the fact that the field of 
flow induced.by a vortex sheet is regular and continuous 
everywhere but on the sheet. It follows that the field 
obtained by the superposition of the uniform flow and the 
vortex sheet on C must have the velocity zero throughout
the interior of C.
So for the flow through the interior of the duct, 
the velocity is zero everywhere outside the duct.
6.22 CALCULATION OF VORTICITY.
This is to be performed by a finite-difference 
solution of the vorticity transport equation. Such 
solutions have been available for â number of years, and 
present any prospective liser with many different formulations 
from which to choose. The author had been unable to find 
another method equivalent to the one proposed for this 
investigation, and as a result, decided to keep all components 
of his method as straightforward as possible.
This ruled out Implicit methods, whether Alternating 
Direction or not, in favour of an Explicit method. With an
Implicit approach, a matrix has to be solved for each row and/
or column at each iteration, before the new solution is known, 
along that row or column. With an Explicit finite-difference 
equation, the new mesh point value is calculated as the point 
is selected, and the complete solution at each iteration can be 
obtained with one scan of the mesh. The major difference 
between the methods is that the stability of Explicit methods 
is not assumed without a stability analysis, whereas the Implicit 
methods are automatically stable.
The advantage in using an Explicit method from the 
literature is that the stability criteria are known, and the 
method will have been tested. Froimi published at least two 
papers in 1969, one on predicting diffuser flow (1969a) and 
the other on reducing dispersion in finite-difference schemes 
(1969b). A fourth-order accurate scheme was used for mesh 
points in the diffuser flowfield, whilst a second-order 
accurate scheme was used for mesh points adjacent to the
s s
boundaries The stability criteria for the schemes are given 
in Fromm (1964, 1969b),
A diffuser is not very much different to the cases selected 
by the author for investigation. Also, Fromm’s scheme was one 
of the most accurate available at the start of this particular 
phase of the project, so it was decided to use the finite- 
difference formulation of the vorticity transport equation given 
in Fromm (1969a), The stability criteria are reproduced in 
Appendix 8,
As Fromm’s scheme is limited to flows with a Reynolds 
number of less than 4000, if the investigation proves that the 
method of predicting viscous flows is viable, a new finite- 
difference scheme will have to be chosen before combustion 
chamber flows can be predicted.
For this investigation, the vorticity calculation in the 
duct is performed in 2 stages
1) The vorticity generated at the solid surface of the duct is
calculated as a result of the no-slip boundary condition,
2) The vorticity diffused and convected in the flow field through
the action of viscosity, is calculated from Fromm’s (1969a)
finite-difference scheme for the vorticity transport equation. 
The derivation of the finite-difference scheme is given in 
Appendix 9,
1, Calculation of Vorticity on the solid boundaries.
The vorticity generated at the solid, non-porous surfaces, 
is calculated from the velocity components adjacent to the surface. 
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The circulation around the control volume abed is given by
ab VaV> Lc. V ^ c  ^  Vcd +  cdaX/da
abed
C a W  = WcVi^
but be ?= , hence
Cabcd A^cVb^: and
Vorticity and circulation are related by equation 6.18.







Once the velocity components half a mesh height from the 
surface are known, the vorticity on the surface can be cal­
culated.










FIG 6.4 CALCULATION OF VORTICITY AT CONCAVE CORNERS.
In this case, the velocity components along the arms are 
zero, and hence the vorticity is also zero.


























2. Calculation of the Vorticity in the flow field
The convection and diffusion of vorticity can be 
calculated by solving the vorticity transport equation. The
derivation of this equation is given in Lighthill(1963) and 




The term V represents the stretching
of the vortex lines giving an increase in vorticity.
However, this term is zero for the current investigation 
since the flowfield is two-dimensional, and (O is everywhere 




Where :D _  k  ^  u k  +
'Dt
The left hand side represents the variation of 
vorticity with time and its convection with the flow. The 
right hand side represents the rate of change of vorticity 
due to molecular diffusion, Batchelor (1967).
The calculation of the flow field vorticity using 
6.6. is divided into four sections, as follows:-
a) general field point
b) field point adjacent to a solid boundary
c) a duct inlet boundary point
d) a duct exit boundary point.
a) The discretized form for a general field point 
Equation 6.6. can be written.
6.7
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Where
The other terms in 6.9 are obtained by permutation of 
the suffices in equation 6.10.
The scheme is of the upwind differencing type, as cand nbe seen from the terms (0 -̂1. ̂ ̂  , and (obtained from
suffice permutation). This means that more information is
used from the upstream rather than downstream direction. As
a result, due account must be taken of the signs of the local
U. and (T components, to ensure that the necessary
information is taken from the local upstream direction.
Ec^abtoa 6A0 about e l a t i o n  1 \n FRomm(l969o) .Tk&
IaVWjT w as ^ouod 1*0 bt mcorrecl: due fo a printing
TWe Correcb ^or*vi of- Hie ei^ubion ^fogeHner vvlHn iVs
der’ivaV ion, is  given \A Appendix 9, jx&ge 24% .
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b) A field point adjacent to a solid boundary
Rather than cater for i-2, j-2 mesh points adjacent 
to a solid boundary, Fromm resorted to a second-order finite- 
dif ference version of equation 6.7 for these points.
Equations 6.8 and 6.9 apply as before, but 6.10 is replaced
' i < , s K
Again, permutation of the suffices gives the other^terms in
6.9 for these mesh points. The definition of is
as before.
^ The calculation of the velocity components *
VT for cases (a) and (b) is worth investigating.
Fig. 6.6 shows an enlarged view of part of the mesh.
Fig. 6.6 CALCULATION OF VELOCITY COMPONENTS
For the calculation of at mesh point %
■+ +  Uj. + U u j  j(ĵ
+ Ufc -t Uc +
c) An inlet boundary point
6.12
The vorticity along the inlet boundary is calculaLed 
from the velocity distribution prescribed at the boundary. 
Since this investigation is concerned with two-dimensional 
flow, vorticity is defined as
Pv
rv, .4- >-̂1
6 . 1 3
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Since a uniform profile was prescribed on the inlet 
boundary, the vorticity is zero there. However, the 






An exit boundary point
Fromm developed the following equation
n
6.14
Where the subscript I refers to the duct exit points.
6.23 CALCULATION OF VELOCITY COMPONENTS.
The finite-difference scheme derived by Fromm (1969a) 
requires the velocity components to be known half-way between 
the mesh points. In general, the horizontal velocity 
components u, and the vertical velocity components
Fig. 6.7 VELOCITY COMPONENTS ON MESH ROWS & COLUMNS
V  , are calculated on the intersections of the mesh columns 
and rows respectively. The velocity components halfway between 
the mesh points are found by linear interpolation, fig. 6.7.
If any other components are recjuired, they are calculated using 
the method outlined in section 6.22 (2b).
3 1
The calculation of the velocity components is divided 
into 2 sections;-
1) The first timestep - since the flow is potential i.e. 
irrotational
•2) All subsequent timesteps - since there is now vorticity 
in the flowfield i.e. the flow is rotational.
1. Velocity components in potential flow.
At the instant the motion begins, the flow is everywhere 
potential, This flow is calculated by using surface
singularities to solve the Fredholm integral equation. These 
are :
a) Source sheets on the duct inlet and exit boundaries.
b) Vortex .sheets on the solid walls of the duct.
Since the vorticity is zero throughout the flow at this 
stage, the velocity components were calculated halfway between 
the mesh intersection points directly.
a. Source Sheets
The velocity components induced at P, fig. 6.8a, by the 
source sheet lying between and S^ are given by
Vx = 2^ Xoje
V y  =  -2'qr (li. -  *^1^ 6.15
Where ^  = source sheet strength/unit length.
are
6.16
V x  = —  ‘̂ 0
v ^  = L o j g  / r j )
Where = Vortex sheet strength/unit length of sheet.
These components differ by a factor of ^'Tf* from those 
derived by Von Mises (1953), to maintain similarity with 
Hess et al (1966).
Yx
FIG.6.8b VORTEX SHEETFIG. 6.8a SOURCE SHEET
The components are derived in a similar manner to those 
for a vortex sheet.
b) Vortex Sheets
Consider a vortex sheet lying between "5, and 5%. 
fig. 6.8b. The velocity components induced at P by the sheet
2, Velocity Components calculated when there is vorticity 
in the flowfield.
At all times after t = o, vorticity enters the flow 
field by diffusion and convection from the duct walls . The 
resulting Poisson type equation is solved by a Fredhplm 
Integral equation, using surface singularities as before. The 
velocity components induced by these singularities are given by 
equation 6.15 and 6.16 above.
The velocity induced at a point by a distribution of 
vorticity is given by the Biot-Savart law, Lighthill (1963).
V W  A C4t dtV 6.17
where ^  is the position vector relative to the volume element 
and the integration is over the whole vorticity field.
If the vorticity at a mesh point is assumed uniform over 








Fig. 6.9 REPLACING VORTICITY BY A VORTEX.
easily be calculated. The vortex circulation is given by 
Duncan et al (i960)
f f
   __________________________
which from Fig. 6.9 gives
J] •= Oo Ax: A ^ 6.18
Thus the calculation of the volume integral of 6.17 
has been replaced by calculating the effect of all the mesh 
point vortices. The velocity components induced by a 
vortex are given by equation 4.7, except that for this 
investigation, they have been multiplied by
Linear Interpolated Components.
Difficulties were found when using the vortex 
representation to calculate the velocity components at 
points halfway between the mesh points. Since these halfway 
points were too close to the adjacent vortex singularies,
■ very high velocities were calculated from equation 4.7. The 
calculation procedure was modified so that the velocity 
components were calculated at the mesh points, and linear 
interpolation used to evaluate the components halfway between 
the mesh points.
On the duct inlet boundary, however, there is no 
vorticity because of the prescribed uniform velocity profile.
The velocity components are calculated directly at the points 
halfway between the mesh points.
In order to calculate the velocity distribution across 
the duct exit boundary as accurately as possible, the following 
i procedure was adopted;- The velocity induced at the exit 
mesh points by the exit vorticity is calculated. The 
velocity at the halfway mesh points is linearly interpolated from 
these values. ’ The velocity induced at the halfway mesh 
points by the surface singularities and the remaining field 
vorticity is calculated directly, and added to the velocity 
from the linear interpolation.
The vertical velocity components at the halfway mesh 
points, immediately prior to the duct exit, are assumed equal 
to the components calculated at the penultimate mesh points.
This is in line with Fromms Tl969a)assumption that there is no 
change in at the duct exit.
  o r  _______________________ _____________
6.24.effect of THE FIELD VORTICITY AT THE SURFACE
The boundary conditions which apply at all times are
1) zero tangential velocity immediately outside the duct.
2) uniform duct inlet velocity profile.
3) exit velocity profile which satisfies continuity.
'4) no-slip of the fluid adjacent to the solid boundary.
The fourth condition is taken care of by the continual
creation of vorticity at the solid surfaces. The amount of 
vorticity created depends on the velocity induced on the fluid 
side of the duct solid surfaces.
The remaining three conditions are affected by the 
diffusion and convection of vorticity away from the duct walls. 
At each iteration, the effects of the vorticity distribution 
in the duct are calculated at the surface collocation points 
where, in general, the boundary condition will have been 
violated by the vorticity. The strength of the surface 
sheets require alteration to counteract the effects of the 
vorticity at the collocation points.
The treatment for each collocation point varies as 
follows : -
1. Duct Solid Surface.
The tangential velocity immediately outside the duct 
surface collocation point is calculated from the field vorticity. 
In general this will be non-zero, violating the first boundary 
condition. The surface sheet singularities must induce a 
velocity at this point, equal and opposite to that induced by 
the field vorticity, in order to restore the boundary condition.
This velocity is inserted into B,eqn A2.8, for each 
particular sheet.
2. Duct Inlet Boundary.
Since source sheets are specified across the duct inlet, 
the normal velocity components, induced by the field vorticity, 
are calculated at the collocation points. The surface sheets, 
together with the field vorticity, must induce a velocity equal 
to the prescribed inlet velocity at these points. Thus knowing 
the total velocity and the contribution from the field vorticity 
enables the contribution from the surface sheets to be calculated.
This contribution is placed.in B, eqn. A2.8, for each 
of the inlet sheets. Q
3. Duct Exit Boundary
Source sheets are also specified across the duct exit.
The normal velocity components induced by the field vorticity 
at the sheet collocation points are calculated as before.
The mass flow between the duct inlet and exit are compared 
using the prescribed inlet and calculated exit velocity profiles.
A typical exit velocity profile, obtained from the field 
vorticity, is shown in Fig. 6.10
FIG 6.10 EXIT VELOCITY PROFILE
If each portion of the curve is approximated by straight 
lines, the area under the curve is
-  V, + % ) t
6.19
For continuity.
A IN»UE-T -= A E.YIT- 6.20
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In general, the velocity distribution at the duct exit, 
obtained from the field vorticity, will not satisfy continuity. 
The difference in area, ^ » is converted into a linear 
increment in velocity, eqn. 6,21, which when added to the duct 
exit velocity components, ensures continuity is satisfied.
■ (= AiMue-T - Aeyjj =  4 ^
Thus in general
AtMrF 6.21
Where A  = number of velocity components.
Thus, the linear increment , is the contribution
that all the surface singularities make at each exit collocation 
point, to ensure continuity of flow. Thus % kx is inserted 
into B , eqn A2.8, for the exit sheets.
6.241 Recalculation of the Surface Singularities
The coefficients in the matrix B are recalculated to 
take account of the effect that the field vorticity has at 
the duct surface. Equation A2.8 is re-solved using the 
Gauss-Seidal solution routine, for the new strength of the 
surface sheet singularities. Thus the Poisson equation for , 
6,22, has been solved using the numerical solution of the second 
kind Fredholm Integral equation,A2,6, described in Appendix 2.
The computer programs written for this method of calculating 
viscous flows are described in Appendix 10. The flow diagrams 
and the coding for the programs are shown in Appendix II.
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6.3 TEST RUNS
IKThe flow through a parallel duct, fig 6.1X was 
calculated for two Reynolds Numbers, 40 and 300. For 
Re = 40, the effect of varying the timestep was examined, 
whilst for Re = 300, the velocity profiles obtained were 
compared with those of Wang and Longwell (1964). The 
stability criteria established by Fromm (1964, 1969b) were 
used to decide the mesh size, viscosity auid timestep. The 
criteria are reproduced in Appendix 8.
The run data for these flows is listed in the table
below;
REYNOLDS NO. INLET VELOCITY n> Ay At
40 10 .1 .05 .005
40 10 .1 .05 .0025
40 10 .1 .05 .00125
300 20 .02667 .05 .001
Table 6.3 DATA FOR PARALLEL DUCT.
The flow through a duct with a backward facing step,114fig. 6.12, was also calculated, at Reynold’s numbers 4,8, 16 
The length of the standing vortex formed behind the step 
was compared with that ofKawaguti: (1965),Mueller(1974)





4 5 .375 .1 .05 .001666667
8 5 .1875 .1 .05 .003333333
16 5 .09375 .1 .05 .006666667
Table 6.4 DATA FOR STEPPED DUCT
The details of how this data is supplied to the 
computer can be found in Appendix ü *
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6.4 RESULTS
116 120Figs 6.13 to 6.18 show the development of the velocity 
profiles in a parallel duct at the 30% station downstream 
of the duct inlet, using 3 timesteps and with Re = 40.
I KFig 6.19 shows the various curve fitting routines
applied to a velocity profile for the Re = 40 flow.
I 2Z ( 2 6Figs 6.20 to 6.24 show the velocity profiles in a 
parallel duct with Re = 300.
• Fig 6.25 shows the comparison between the velocity
profiles for Wang and Longwell and for the present
investigation at the 30% station*
129Fig. 6.26 shows the comparison between Wang & Longwell
and the profile obtained at the duct exit.
1 2 9Fig. 6.27 shows the effect of the continuity correction
on the profile at the 30% station.1 6 0  1 3 9Figs 6.28 to 6.37 show the development of the velocity 
profiles just downstream of the step ( x = 2.1) and near the 
duct exit ( X = 3,1) for Re = 16, with and without upstream 
differencing
iqcFig. 6.38 illustrates the method used to obtain the
reattachment point coordinates,
141Fig. 6.39 shows the variation of reattachment point
with time for Re = 16.
1 4 2Fig. 6.40 compares kawagutis results for the length of
the standing vortex with those of this investigation,
' K3Fig 6,41 compares the results of Mueller, kawaguti
and the author for the prediction of the length of the standing
vortex,
1 4 4  1 5 3Fig. 6.42 to 6.51 show a.selection of computer plots 
of the streaklin^s(instantaneous velocity vectors), velocity 
and vorticity profiles for flows at Re = 4,8 and 16 in the 
stepped duct.
6.5. DISCUSSION
It was decided to keep the first computer program 
as simple as possible, since this particular method of 
predicting viscous flows had not, to the authors belief, been 
tried previously. By doing this, some limited results 
could be obtained which would prove whether a more complex 
program was justified. For the first program, the geometry 
was limited to the parallel duct and the stepped duct, and 
the upwind differencing mechanism for the finite-difference 
equation was not included.
Some of the routines described in Appendix 10 were 
formulated as a result of testing this program. For example, 
when the velocity components were calculated at the c + ^ 
and ^  +% mesh positions directly, they were unacceptedly
high as a result of the ^/f term in equation 4.7. By 
calculating the velocities at the mesh intersections, and 
linearly interpolating for the t + % and ̂  % velocity
components, the results were more realistic.
The results from this first program being sufficiently 
promising, a second more general program, forming a part of 
the COMET data management system, was written. In this way 
programs which already existed, e.g. an automatic mesh fitting 
program, could be utilised. The upwind differencing 
mechanism was incorporated in the finite difference equations 
i.e. the complete scheme Fromm (1969a) was used. All the 
other routines were identical to those in the first program. 
This second program is described in Appendix 10 and its flow 
diagrams and coding are given in Appendix 11.
6.51 Parallel Duct
The first program was used to predict the flow at
Reynolds number 40 using variable timestepsin the computation.
The velocity profile development at the 30% station is shown 113 \loin figs. 6.13 to 6.18, where ic can be seen that the .005 sec 
timestep causes instability. The reason for the prediction
io%
being unstable can be seen from examining the stability 
criteria, Appendix 8, where three criteria have been 
violated.
loo ^The data in Table 6.3 was calculated assuming P «  o
(for definition of ^ see Appendix 8) which will not be the
case even for a parallel duct; therefore conditions A8,3
A8.-4 and A8.5 will be violated as the calculation proceeds.
It is not surprising that the velocity profiles show this
instability. By halving the timestep to .0025 secs ensures
that all criteria are satisfied, and as a result the velocity
m  (20profiles show no sign of instability, figs. 6.16 to 6.18.
The velocity profiles for the timesteps .0025 and 
.00125 secs have stabilised by t = .03 secs, fig. 6 .16.
With the latter timestep, twice the number of iterations, 
and hencetwice the computer time, were needed to achieve 
the sEone profile, which indicates that there is no real 
advantage in using smaller timesteps.
Although the profiles are stable, they do manifest 
a point of inflexion near the wall. This would appear to 
be erroneous since the expected profile is parabolic. It 
may be caused by:
a) the coarse grid chosen
b) the linear interpolation used in calculating the
velocity profiles
c) the calculated velocity distribution.
To examine the possibility that the linear inter­
polation v/as the cause of the point of inflexion, a 
parametric cubic routine, Riley (1973), was used in its 
place. The resulting profile in fig. 6.19 shows that the 
point of inflexion remains although the portion in the middle 
of tl'c duct is more parabolic. The original velocity profile
at the mesh intersection points also exhibits this point
of inflexion, due to the low velocity calculated at the mesh 
points adjacent to the walls. This could be due to the 
coarse mesh, and further testing is required to confirm this.
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The flow at Re = 300 through the parallel duct,U4-fig 6.11, was predicted using both first and second programs 
i.e. without and with upwind- differencing"respectively. \ooThe flow data used for the prediction is given in Table 6.3,
and the velocity profiles for the 30% station are shown in 
(22 (26Fig 6.20 to 6.24. In the initial stages of flow development, 
no detectable difference can be seen between the velocity 
profiles, and in^^the final stages the difference is only 
slight, fig. 6.24, Several points can be made regarding this 
figure:-
a) Although the points of inflexion near the wall are
still present they are not so prominent.
The mesh spacing used was the same for both the 
Re = 40 and 300 prediction, yet the inflexion points 
appear to be disappearing. It is possible that this 
is a consequence of the higher inlet velocity used for 
the Re = 300 investigation, but no definite conclusion 
can be reached without further testing.
b). The velocity profiles without upstream differencing show
an assymmetry between the velocities on opposite sides 
of the duct. This was also present at Re = 40.
The reason for this is that the mechanism for determining 
the local upstream direction was not included in the 
first program. Hence the values used in the finite- 
difference equations for one side of the duct would 
not be upstream, and would give different results to 
points on the other side of the duct. Once the 
mechanism was incorporated into the second program, 
the assymmetry disappeared.
c) The profile obtained is not parabolic.
This is not surprising as the profile was drawn for a 
station close to the duct inlet. Here the flow is not 
fully d e v e l o p e d , resulting in a non-parabolic velocity 
profile. The profiles from Schlichting (196^) and Wang 
and Longwell (1964) confirm this, fig. 6.25.
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Schlichting integrated the boundarÿ“Tayeir equations 
downstream from the duct inlet, joining this solution to one 
obtained by integrating the same equations upstream, from 
the asymptotic parabolic distribution. However, the accuracy 
of his results for the duct inlet region must be in question, 
since the boundary layer assumptions are not valid there.
The derivative 3 is not negligible relative to
à  u , and the pressure gradients in the y
direction are not necessarily small. These factors indicate 
that the momentum equation for vT should also be solved for the 
inlet region.
Wang et al (1964) used the streamfunction-vorticity
approach for predicting parallel duct flow, solving the
equation by finite-difference methods. Their velocity
profile, fig. 6,25, has a concave central portion which was
judged by them to be a real effect, since it was also present
when the mesh was coarser. The concavity was reduced by having
a non-uniform inlet velocity profile as a consequence of the
mesh being extended upstream of the duct inlet. Wang et al
maintain that this was more realistic as the effect of the duct
walls would be felt upstream. The author believes that the
concavity is unlikely to be a real fluid effect, but to be due
to inaccuracies present in the finite-difference equations they
used. No concavity was present in either the authors results or(2̂those of Schlichting, fig. 6.25,
The error in the maximum velocity predicted at the 30% 
station is approximately 21% and 17%, when compared to the 
profiles of Schlichting and Wang et al respectively. Fig. 6.26 
shows the comparison of the velocity profile at the duct exit 
section, with the equivalent profiles from Schlichting and Wang. 
Here, agreement is generally better with the error in maximum 
velocity decreasing to 20% and 9% compared to Schlichting and 
Wang, It was thought that adjusting the exit velocity profile 
(to satisfy continuity between duct inlet and exit) was the 
reason for the better agreement. However, when a similar
I P S
mcorrection was applied to the 30% station, fig. 6.27, the 
errors increased to 27% and 22% from 21% and 17% obtained 
previously.
A parabolic velocity correction, based on the
parabola used for the exit velocity boundary condition
by Wang et al (1964) and Gosman (1969), was used to predict129a velocity correction at the 30% station, fig. 6.27. The 
error increased to 29% and 24% compared to 27% and 22% for 
the linear velocity correction. However, for flows other 
than those through a parallel duct, the exit velocity profile 
will not be parabolic, and the parabolic. correction will not 
be relevant. As a result, the linear velocity correction 
was used at the duct exit, in predicting the flow in the 
stepped duct. It is not known, without further testing, 
why the application of these corrections at the 30% station 
should increase, rather than decrease, the maximum velocity 
error.
It is interesting to speculate why such corrections 
are necessary at all? One possible reason is that the higher- 
order terms missing from the finite-difference equation 
account for the mass imbalance through a vorticity imbalance. 
This implys that the correction should be applied at all 
mesh columns, not just at the duct exit, yet at the 30% 
station this led to an increased error. More sophisticated 
correction modelling on finer meshes could resolve the
increasing error, but further testing is required.
It is believed that if an integral (or conservative) 
finite-difference method, Gosman(1969), were used, any errors 
arising from vorticity imbalances would be eliminated. Also, 
continuity should be checked at each mesh point to ensure
that there are no mass imbalances. Fromm (1969a) does not
state whether he uses a correction process similar to the one 
described here, but it is unlikely. The reason is given in 
Gosman (1969) i.e. if the vorticity terms are expressed in 
terms of streamfunction, then there is no need to make any 
explicit appeal to the mass-conservation principle.
lo&
6.52 Stepped Duct
Three flows were predicted using the stepped duct, at
Reynolds numbers of 4,8 and 16. The flow data is given 
looin Table 6.3, and was calculated using the stability 
criteria in Appendix 8.
As the development of the velocity profile in the 
duct upstream of the step will be very similar to that
in the parallel duct, the distribution will not be shown.
130 (39Figs. 6.28 to 6.37 show the velocity profile development 
at X = 2.1 and x = 3.1 i.e. just downstream of the step 
and near the exit respectively. Results, both with and 
without upstream differencing, are shown.
Just downstream of the step, the flow starts 
recirculating immediately, and there is very little 
difference between the results of the two programs. As 
time increases, negative velocities become greater as the 
recirculating region expands. The point of inflexion in 
the velocity profile adjacent to the wall is present again, 
probably due to the low inlet velocity used.
. 136One interesting fact is shown in fig. 6.34. It can 
be seen that the velocity adjacent to the wall and near 
the duct exit has become negative. This does not lead to 
an instability, as subsequent figures show that the velocity 
becomes positive there shortly afterwards. This could be a 
starting phenomena caused by the presence of more negative 
vorticity, from the lower wall, in the flow. As time 
progresses, and more positive vorticity is diffused and 
convected into the flow, this'phenomena is removed.
134 139It can be seen by comparing figs. 6.32 and 6.37, 
that the omission of upwind differencing has more effect 
near tns step than further downstream. This will almost 
certainly be due to the rapidly changing conditions near 
the step compared with relatively calm exit conditions. The 
shape of the velocity profile near the exit is much more
to?
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rounded than the profile in fig, 6.24, and this could be due 
to there being more mesh points across the stepped duct than 
there were across the parallel duct,
The lengths of the standing vortex behind the step
■were to be compared with the results from Kawagutis (1965)
streamfunction - vorticity method. To measure this length,(42fig. 6.40, the reattachment point was required. The procedureUVoused to obtain this measurement is illustrated in figs. 6.38 and 
\A\6.39. Once the flow had begun to converge curves bf velocity
against x, distance down the duct, at several positions acrossl4othe duct were plotted, fig. 6.38. Where these curves crossed 
the U — o  axis, gave the %  value of the separation streamline 
for that u value across the duct. Hence the separation .O  140
streamline could be plotted, fig. 6.38, and the reattachment 
point estimated.
It will be noted that the separation streamline for 
y = 2.4 was actually plotted at y = 2.425. The reason is 
that the U - velocity component stored at the mesh point along 
the row at y = 2.4, are calculated at y = 2.425 i.e. halfway 
between mesh rows at y = 2.4 and y = 2.45, The separation 
streamline at the other points are similarly plotted.
If the reattachment points are obtained at every timestep, 
or other timestep if convenient, then they can be plotted 
against flow elapsed time i.e. fluid time since prediction 
started, fig. 6.39. Once estimates of these points stabilise, 
then the final position of the reattachment point can be obtained 
and hence the length of the standing vortex.
Lengths of the standing vortex are compared with those(42. ,of Kawaguti (1965) in fig. 6.40. ' The same trend is noticeable
but the average difference between the predicted lengths is
approximately 90%. Surprisingly, the results without upwind
differencing are closer to those of Kawaguti than those with upwind
differencing.Since the flow is most complex in the recirculation
region, it would be expected that the upwind differencing model
would produce the more accurate result. It could be that the
1 0 3
errors arising from the coarseness of the mesh are 
sufficiently large for them to mask the errors arising 
from not using the upwind differencing, anâ to account 
for the large discrepancy between predicted lengths.
Before writing the program with upwind differencing, 
the three flows in the stepped duct were predicted with the 
first program. The duct was much shorter for this 
investigation i.e. the duct exit was 2 mesh columns down­
stream of an estimated reattachment point. These results 
are not shown on fig. 6.40 because they bore no relation 
to either Kawagutis results or to the more recent results from 
the two programs. The reason for this was that the effect.bf 
the linear correction process applied across the duct exit on 
adjacent mesh columns was much greater than anticipated.
(44With reference to the streakline pictures, fig. 6.42 
onwards, it can be seen that for Re = 4, the effect of the 
linear correction is apparent at 2 or 3 adjacent mesh columns. 
For Re = 8, the effect is apparent at 3 or 4 columns and for 
Re = 16, at 5 or 6 adjacent mesh columns. With the duct 
exit only 2 mesh columns downstream of an estimated reattachment 
point, and the correction effect being transmitted upstream, 
it was to be expected that little agreement was obtained with 
the first trial runs. For the second series of predictions 
the duct was lengthened considerably so that the flow would 
reattach without hindrance from the downstream boundary.
IBoth Kawagutis results and those from the present 
investigation were plotted with those from Mueller(1970), who 
predicted the length of the standing vortex obtained from the 
flow over a backward facing step in an open channel.
Kawaguti’s and the author’s results were obtained for a ducted 
flow, so they are not directly comparable. Although the 
authors results agree fairly well with Muellers, it would be 
interesting to calculate the flow in an open channel, to see 
how the results were altered.
This could be done by using a duct with a roof 15 or 20 
step heights away from the step, to ensure that the roof
log
caused as little disturbance as possible to the step flow.
For reasons given below, this was not carried out.
144Figs 6.42 onwards give a pictorial history of the 
three flows from the streakline, velocity and vorticity 
vector plots. Some of the plots were drawn on a kingmatic 
draughting machine, and the others were drawn on a drum 
plotter, which accounts for the squared paper on which some 
of the plots are drawn. The plots are produced completely 
automatically, the user requesting the particular plot 
required in the input data. Appendix II.
6.53 Computer Time and Finite-Difference Equations
Some comments must be made about the relatively long 
computer times required by the program. The number of 
iterations required to obtain convergence was about 80 on 
average, and with approximately 300 mesh points, each 
iteration took about 12 minutes CPU time and 40 minutes elapsed 
time i.e. physical time on the machine against 12 minutes 
actual numerical calculation time. All the computations were 
carried out on the Rolls-Royce (1971) limited, Bristol Group 
KDF9 computer, which is slow in comparison with machines 
currently available.
In line with other users of the computer, the run time 
was arbitrarily limited to between 20 to 30 minutes per day, 
which meant 3 iterations could be calculated each working day. 
Simple arithmetic then shows that 27 working days, or 5% 
working weeks are required for each flow, excluding mishaps. 
After each run of 3 iterations, all mesh information was 
stored on disc by the ring processing package. A backup was 
kept of each days run, so that in the event of a mishap, it 
would be unnecessary to restart the calculation from the 
beginning.
During most weeks, it was quite usual to develop a 
minor computer fault which meant repeating a days run. As a 
result, only 4 working days were used in that week, and the 
converged solution could take anything from 6 to 8 weeks.
no
Occasionally a more serious fault might occur when even 
the back up was lost, which meant repeating the whole
calculation. The complete solution could take 10 to 14
weeks depending on how far the solution was towards completion 
when the fault occurred.
The total time taken to obtain all the results 
presented here has been so long that any variation e.g. finer 
meshes, other inlet velocity profiles or other geometries, 
have not as yet been tried. Since this investigation is being 
carried out in conjunction with the authors company, some of 
these variations may be tried in the future.
The KDF 9 computers are shortly to be replaced by a
CDC Cyber 74 computer which is approximately 30 times faster.
A significant reduction in CPU time will be experienced when 
using this new machine.
Comments are also required concerning the derivation 
of Fromms finite-difference equations. Before the first 
program was written, the second-order form, as presented in 
Fromm (1969a), was derived from first principles and found 
to be correct. It was decided at that time that as the 
second-order form was correct, the derivation of the fourth- 
order form would be delayed and the programming completed.
It was only as this thesis was being written that the fourth- 
order form was derived, and found to be incorrectly printed 
in Fromm (1969a). Thus the wrong equation had been used 
unknowingly throughout the viscous-flow investigation.
After the program was corrected, the Re = 8 and 16
cases were rerun to see if this vorticity equation error
accounted for the discrepancy between the authors and
I4Z •Kawagutis results, fig 6.40. However, the corrected equation
caused no detectable difference in the standing Vortex
length when plotted on that figure. Although this appears
1 4 4  1 4 6  \ 6 Irather surprising, figs 6.42, 6.44, 6.49 all show that along
any mesh row in the recirculating region, where the fourth
4 n  norder equation would be used, j .
n
It can be seen from Appendix 9 that the terms W  n *\ nand should have been used instead of and w
respectively. The figures show that the vorticity is
approximately the same at these corresponding points and hence
correcting the equation will not have a significant effect on
the standing vortex length.
The incorrect equation, as taken from Fromm (1969a), is 
given in section 6.22, and the correct version is given in 
Appendix 9.
6.6. Conclusions
1) The velocity profiles obtained in the parallel duct
investigation agree reasonably well with those of Wang
Longwell (1964)
2) The linear correction process used at the duct exit did
not decrease the maximum velocity error at the 30% station.
Further testing is required to establish the reasons for 
this, or why such corrections are required at all.
3) The points of inflexion in the velocity profile which are 
adjacent to the duct wall, could have been caused by the 
coarse mesh or the low inlet velocity used. Further 
investigations are needed to establish the correct cause.
4) A parabolic interpolation routine was used in place of the 
linear interpolation process for the velocities,resulting 
in an improved velocity profile for Re = 300.
For flows without a parabolic velocity profile, the para­
metric cubic routine, Riley (1973), is probably to be 
preferred since this is more general.
5) The same trend for the variation of the standing vortex 
length with Reynolds number was observed in the results 
of the author and Kawaguti. However, the magnitude of 
the difference between the predictions was rather high. 
Better agreement could probably be obtained by using a 
fdner mesh in the recirculating region, and a coarser 
mesh elsewhere.
\\Z
6) The prediction of these flows took an exceptionally
long time in terms of CPU time and manhours. They
were simple in nature compared with a combustion 
chamber flow, where both turbulence and chemical 
effects must also be considered. This would 
obviously lead to a further increase in computing 
time.
6.7 Further Work
1) In order to make the method usable outside the authors 
company, the COMET system and the ring processing 
package, and all the authors programs need to be in 
Fortran. The ring package has been translated, and 
work is in progress on translating the COMET system.
2) The strengths of the source and vortex sheets on the
boundary could be described by a cubic spline distri­
bution , rather than assuming the strengths are constant 
along the sheet. The use of the spline would give a 
continuous rather than the step distribution used at 
present.
3) Cubic splines could also be used to interpolate for the
velocity components halfway between the mesh points, in
place of the linear interpolation used at present.
4) The calculation of the vorticity at the convex corner
could also be further investigated, since more complex
models are used by other investigators.
5) Different flows should be predicted so that the results 
may be compared with other investigators., to see if the
i 1 . tlarge difference found between the authors and Kawagutis 
results is repeated.
6) Methods for reducing the long computing times could be 
investigated in order to make thî s method competative .. 
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This chapter will deal with the overall implications 
of the project, rather than confine itself to one 
particular topic. The subject matter will be dealt with in 
three sections; the three-dimensional jet, the two-dimensional 
viscous flow and their relevance to the prediction of 
combustion chamber flows.
7.1. Three-dimensional Jet
The method chosen to predict the three-dimensional 
jet was successful in showing that the kidney-shaped 
deformation could be achieved with a potential flow model. 
Whilst the basic model could be improved in certain 
aspects, it can be used for generating deformed jet 
patterns. Possible applications include the prediction 
of chimney plumes, by environmentalists, and the 
prediction of interference effects between the jet 
exhaust and flow over the wing of a V.T.O.L. aircraft.
As far as the author is aware, current practice for 
computing the effects of the plume from the jet on the 
wing, entail representing the jet by two or three line 
singularities to incorporate the blockage and entrain- 
ment effects. These singularities are placed along an 
experimentally determined jet path and not allowed to 
deform. The singularities can be incorporated into 
progreims solving a second kind Fredholm Integral equation 
for the wing pressure distribution (Panel method programs), 
where the effects of the jet on the wing can be calculated. 
The results obtained from the programs compare favourably 
with experimental data.
As computers increase in speed, it will be possible 
to increase the complexity of the jet model, using the 
method discussed in this thesis. The jet deformation, 
together with its subsequent effect on the wing pressure 
distribution, can then be calculated iteratively.
IS4-
By this means, the interaction between the jet and the 
wing will then be modelled more accurately. Thompson(1971) 
npted that the computed pressure distribution behind the 
irrotational jet did not compare favourably with 
experimental results. Even allowing for this, the method 
described here could be used to improve the modelling of 
the jet within a panel method program.
It was the lack of agreement between .
and computed values of surface pressure which led Thompson 
to predict the three-dimensional jet by solving the Navier- 
Stokes equations. Similarly for the combustion chamber 
designer, it would probably be the omission of viscous 
effects from potential models of the jets which would lead 
him to the same result. Solving the Navier-Stokes 
equations by finite-difference methods allows the program 
to compute not merely a single ideal jet, but any number of 
jets with viscous effects already incorporated. Solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations by finite-differences is a 
complex problem, but conceptually tidier than predicting 
irrotational jets with viscous effects added almost as an 
afterthought.
Hubble*s original intention was to calculate the 
vorticity distribution around a jet in crossflow.One reason 
for wanting the vorticity is if the forces on the jet are 
required; Joukowski’s theorem can be used to estimate 
them, provided the vorticity is transformed to circulation. 
Also, by concentrating on the vorticity alone, an advantage 
is gained over streamfunction- vorticity methods in that 
the program is confined only to the region of interaction 
between the crossflow and the jet. As a result the mesh 
should be smaller, leading to a reduction in computing time.
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The logical development, therefore, is to solve 
the three-dimensional vorticity transport equation by 
finite-difference methods. However this entails an added 
complication in that the direction of the vorticity vector 
is unknown in three-dimensions, whereas in two-dimensions 
it is known. The knowledge of the direction is important 
since the induced velocity direction cannot be found 
without it. The author believes that the solution of the 
three-dimensional vorticity transport equation by finite - 
differences is the best method for calculating the viscous 
jet in crosswind, even though the unknown vorticity 
direction adds further difficulty to an already complex 
problem. However, work on the jet had to be curtailed 
before a solution could be found to the problem of the 
direction of the vorticity vector.
At this point work on the two-dimensional viscous 
flow investigation was started.
7.2.The Solution of Two-Dimensional Viscous Flows by 
Vorticity/lnteqral Methods.
Hubble’s (1967) proposal of an approximate method 
for solving the vorticity transport equation was shown to 
be in error. Consequent upon this, a finite difference 
solution of the full vorticity transport equation was 
adopted, and this was linked to an Integral equation 
solution of the poisson equation for satisfying the boundary 
conditions. The author believes that this is a 
theoretically sound method with the results obtained so far 
in general agreement with those of other investigators.
One obvious disadvantage with the method is the 
computer time taken to calculate any particular flow 
situation. It is believed that the majority of this time 
was used to set up the data for the solution of the Integral 
equation, and the subsequent calculation of the velocity 
field. Three aspects are immediately apparent:-
1 5 6
(i) in calculating the effect of the vorticity field 
at the surface collocation points, every mesh point 
carrying vorticity was taken into account.
Similarly (ii) in calculating the mésh point velocity,
all the surface sheets together with all the mesh points 
having vorticity were used.
Finally (iii) the mesh point data was not stored and 
retrieved efficiently.
Regarding the first point, a simple analysis on an 
N X M mesh shows that for each iteration the total number of 
mesh movements required to set up the Integral equation data, 
is of the order of 2N^M + 2NM^ i.e. 20,020 for a 22 X 13 
mesh. This assumes that all mesh points carry vorticity, 
which appears a valid assumption since the results show that 
only a few iterations are required before the vorticity 
spreads throughout the duct. Some numerical experimentation 
is required to determine whether the effect of mesh points 
"far away" from a surface collocation point was small in 
relation to mesh points close by. If this were the case, and 
results showed that, for example, only the 8 mesh points 
closest to the collocation point need be used, the total 
number of mesh movements is reduced to 560. This represents 
a considerable saving in computer time.
Considering the second point, the calculation of mesh 
point velocity, an analysis shows that the total number of 
mesh movements per iteration is 2N^M + 2NM^ + - NM i.e.
101, 530 for the mesh above. If numerical experimentation 
showed, for example, that only the 10 closest mesh points 
need be considered, or the 10 closest points plus all 
surface sheets, then the number of mesh movements is reduced' 
to 2860 and 22,880 respectively. This again represents a 
considerable saving in computer time.'
Regarding the third point, the ring package used, 
Dennison (1973), is inefficient in storing ring information, 
and consequently, retrievel is also inefficient. The 
difficulty appears to be that the ring pointers, whi ch enable 
the computer to locate the data within the rings, are not 
stored effectively. These ring pointers give the locations.
I5T
of adjacent mesh points and are contained within each mesh 
point data area. Thus to locate data two mesh points 
away from the current position, necessitates finding the 
intermediate mesh point. If the data for this point is 
not present in the computer core, one page of data would 
be placed onto disc, and the page containing the required 
point substituted into the core. With Marge structures 
such as those used in this investigation, there could be a 
large amount of page swopping in order to move around the 
mesh*
Taking all three points together, it can be appreciated 
why the method took a significant amount of computer time.
Any future development work on this method should be aimed 
at reducing the number of mesh operations highlighted above.
The ring package has already been rewritten into 
Fortran IV at Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd., Bristol, such that the 
pointers to all the mesh points are kept in the core, and 
the data on disc. This indicates that the movement around
the mesh points should be faster, but tests are required to 
establish if this is the case, or if any further savings in 
time could be achieved.
When this particular investigation was started, the 
author could find no other reference to similar Vorticity/ 
Integral methods of solving viscous flows. Even now, to the 
authors knowledge, there is only one other investigator,
Coulmy (1976), who is using this approach. Coulmy is at 
present evaluating the technique, and has not yet compared it 
with experiment.
This present investigation has shown that the Vorticity/ 
Integral method is capable of predicting low Reynolds Number 
flows, but the requirements for solutions at high Reynolds 
numbers should now be examined. Two aspects must be 
considered: (i) Fromm’s (1969a) finite-difference equations
155
were used by him to Re = 4000 only,and hence a different 
formulation of the Vorticity transport equation is required*
(ii) A suitable turbulence model is needbd which can be 
easily incorporated into the Vorticity/lntegral method.
The second requirement is considered by the author to be 
the most important step to be taken in the future.
The major advantage of the Vorticity/lntegral approach 
is that the flow field development is calculated in terms of 
vorticity. This mirrors the actual flow exactly since only 
the boundary layer and wake regions have non-zero vorticity. 
Calculating the flow development in this manner gives insights 
which would be hard to explain from consideration of pressure- 
velocity interaction. Lighthill(1963) quotes the case of a 
candle being blown out as an example of this. The airflow 
during the puff consists of an irrotational ’source* flow, 
which falls off rapidly with distance, and a vôrticity- 
induced flow. The candle does not respond until the lip­
generated vortex ring, each portion of which inducesa forward 
motion in the others, has reached the candle.
At the present time, the flow around or within any 
two-dimensional geometry can be calculated by the method set 
out here. The solution of the Integral equation is performed 
by specifying singularities around the surface, so that the 
surface geometry must be known. This method is much more 
general than the calculation of image positions, Payne (1956, 
1958), which may be complex in the general case.
The author believes that the Vorticity/lntegral method 
as described here is a useful technique for calculating two- 
dimensional viscous flows. However, in extending the 
technique to three-dimensional viscous flows, once more the 
difficulty of orienting the vorticity vector (previously 
mention for the 3-D jet) is encountered. The author was 
unable to investigate this problem further as the time limit 
for the investigation had expired.
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7.3 Relevance to Prediction of Combustion Chamber Flows
Much work remains to be done before even a two- 
dimensional combustion chamber can be successfully 
modelled. It is the authors belief, however, that the 
Vorticity/lntegral method will form the aerodynamic 
core of a combustion chamber optimising program.
Only incompressible flows have been discussed 
here. Strieker (1976) has solved compressible flows 
by placing source singularities in the flow field.
The strengths of the sources are calculated so that the 
continuity and energy equations are satisfied at each 
mesh point. This is accomplished using the Integral 
equation approach already outlined. The work necessary 
to extend the Vorticity/lntegral method to compressible 
flows would be small; the requirement is merely to add 
a source at each mesh point, and calculate their strengths 
iteratively.
8. CONCLUSIONS
These are best set out under three separate 
headings :-
8.1 Three-dimensional Jet
1. The type of irrotational flow model described here 
could be incorporated in a wing pressure distri­
bution program. It is believed that this would 
allow the interference between the engine exhaust 
plume and the wing flow to be more accurately 
calculated.
2. It is believed that viscous effects in jet flows 
can be most readily dealt with by solving the full 
vorticity transport equation by finite-difference 
methods.
3. To extend the method to three-dimensions it will be 
necessary to consider the orientation of the 
vorticity vector.
8.2 Two-Dimensional Viscous Flow
1. The Vorticity/lntegral method provides a foundation 
for the calculation of two-dimensional viscous flows.
2. The reason for the long computer times was the time 
required to set up the data necessary for the solution 
of the Fredholm Integral equation. Further numerical 
experimentation should lead to a radical reduction in 
computer time. The improvements to the ring package
; structure have already been carried out.
3. The numerical solution of the Fredholm Integral 
equation can be accommodated to any surface geometry. 
This has obvious advantages within a general design 
program, especially when used with the automatic mesh 
fitting routine at Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd.,Bristol, 
to give the finite difference mesh for the vorticity 
calculation.
4, To predict higher Reynolds number flows, both a 
turbulence model and a different finite-difference 
form of the Vorticity transport equation would be 
necessary. The incorporation of a suitable turbulence 
model into the computational method is the next most- 
important step to be taken in the future.
5. The Vorticity/lntegral method mirrors the physical 
flow field, and has the further advantage over stream- 
function-vorticity methods of having the mesh only
in the non zero vorticity regions i.e. boundary layer, 
wake etc.
8.3 Relevance to Combustion Chamber Flows
1. It was felt that the Vorticity/lntegral method would 
form the aerodynamic core of a combustion chamber 
optimising program at some stage in the future.
\ U 7
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Verification that the potential for a source satisfies Laplaces equation
Consider the potential of a 2-D source. From 
’Robertson (1965), it is
'f' - Al.l
Where = source strength and T
Substituting Al*l into the Laplace equation
^  o  ^  -  7 . v ( £ t o 3 e r )
A
"  2-^r
Where C is a unit vector C




hence the potential for a source satisfies Laplace's equation. 
Exactly the same procedure would be used to prove that the 
potential for a uniform stream also satisfies Laplace's 
equation, where (D in Al.l would be set equal to
160 .
APPENDIX 2.
Derivation and Method of Solution of Second kind Fredholm Integral 
Equations.
The Neumann problem involves the determination of the 
potential in a space for which the normal derivative has been 
specified on the boundary.
Consider a distribution of sources over the surface of a 




Where C 3 denotes 
functional dépendance
FIG A2.F1. SOURCE DISTRIBUTION OVER SURFACE S
Let the intensity per uni t area of the sources be 
varying over the surface S of the body. The potential at a 
point Q in the fluid space outside the body due to this source 
intensity is,
-  3 1  d S
■4ur
Where r = radial distance of Q from surface element being 
considered.
A2.1
The potential at a point Q due to the whole body is
A2.2
Where p = the location on the body surface of the element 
considered, and
r p  ̂Q , the radius from p to Q
The normal derivative to the body surface is taken, 
and the limiting value is considered as Q approaches a general 
point, say b, on the boundary surface
A2.:
Where = the direct contribution to the velocity
from the source strength on the surface at point b# This is
z A2.4
Thus the Integral equation to be solved for the 
unknown source-intensity distribution appears in the form of 
a Fredholm Integral equation of the second kind.
■ w 1 . ( ^ 3  V s
A2.5
For a more detailed description of this derivation, 
see Hess et al(1966) and others.
The Neumann problem can be redefined if vortex 
singularities are used in place of sources. In this case, 
the Neumann problem would involve the determination of the 
s treamf une t ion in a space for which the * Oornaa I ~ derivative 
has been specified on the boundary.
The derivation of the Integral equation would be 
exactly the same as above, the final form being
=  -2 1 A2,6
Solution of the Integral Equation for Irrotational Flow
Through a Duct,
The sheet singularities comprising the duct surfaces 
are; Vortex sheets along the solid boundaries, source sheets 
along the duct inlet ajid exit boundaries. The reason for 
this choice in singularities is explained in Section 6.21.
Following Hess the surface singularities are divided 
into an arbitrary number of discrete sheet singularities. The 
orientation of some of the individual sheet axes and the 





THE - t v e  % d ir e c t io n  is  TAKEN
INTO the page.
S U R FACE
FIG A2.F2. BOUNDARY VORTEX SHEETS
It is worth emphasising the following points:-
(1) A right-hand axis system is assumed, with -fue vorticity 
in 4 direction.
(2) The local normal vector to the vortex sheet points into 
the flow domain.
(3) The correct sign for the local vorticity and sheet 
strengths is obtained by solving the Integral equation. 
Those orientations shown in fig. A2.F2 are initial guesses.
\ 1 \
The approximate solution to the Integral equation is 
obtained as follows:
(1) Each sheet is selected in turn, with the collocation point 
chosen to be the sheet mid-point. For each sheet an equation
is set up equating the velocity induced at the collocation point, 
to the sheet boundary condition. The velocity is composed of 
contributions from every sheet.
The significance of the collocation point is that the 
solution to the Integral equation is exact at this location.
(2) Select each sheet in turn as a field sheet. Calculate 
the velocity induced by the sheet at the collocation point, in 
terms of the sheet strength (section 6.23).
Thus an equation of the form is established for each 
collocation sheet
a„<r, -V 4 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ ^ A2.7
where Qu to are the known coefficients of the source strengths
and ^  to are the unknown source strengths
and is the boundary condition for collocation sheet
The boundary conditions are:
1) for a vortex sheet, ̂ .c3= 0 (tangential velocity)
2) for a source sheet at the duct inlet, ^8-^3 = V INLET (Normal
Velocity
3) for a source sheet at the duct exi t “ V OUTLET "
The explanation of the boundary conditions is given in 
Section 6.21.
The N equations for the N unknown source/vortex sheet 
strengths can be summarised in the matrix equation.
A < ^ =  B , A 2 .8
Where A = ĵ N X N^ matrix of coefficients.
^  = 1.^3 column matrix of source/vortex sheet strengths-.
B = [^N3 column matrix of sheet boundary condition.
Equation A2.8 is solved using a Gauss-Seidal technique 
for the unknown source strengths.
From these, the velocity distribution throughout the 
interior of the duct can now be calculated (Section 6.23),
APPENDIX 3
To calculate the velocity induced by a vortex sheet strip
The velocity induced at an interrogation point by a vortex
sheet strip is given by the surface integral
H s  ^  k  \  A " * '
Where ^  is the vortex sheet strength vector having the s
direction as the vorticity vector ^  •
A3.1 can be rewritten as
ame
Vp =  ^  [  d x  [  SLA S —  d  -  4-n J j  \rP %l^ A3.2
X, €,
for the strip QllNT, fig. A3 .FI. Evaluating the cross product gives
V, .  1  p .
in a direction perpendicular to plane APD. This may be written
as
P ^  ^  \ Z ,  d X  A3.4
Where
' 'f  '  I r  J
X,
"T" \ (X (X;%) ^
^ ■ ’ j  " T é s r^ i y
From fig A3 .FI W / S l M * O C
hence f SiNi OC ^ A3.5T, - j k"
Following MiIne-Thomson (1966), from fig. A3.FT,
p
Z = AB = ad - BD = AD - h cot<X, Since AD is constant dZ " h cosec âfdoc 
Substituting in A3.5




Substituting A3.6 into A3.4 gives
A3.7
Where Vp is in a direction perpendicular to plane APD.
APD is at an angle ^ to the sheet QMNT. The velocity 
given by A3.7 can be resolved into components parallel and 
perpendicular to the sheet, as follows:
Vp^ -= — V p  S im A  and V p  =• V p  CoS ^ A3.8
Substituting in A3.7
CoS CX^ —  CoS , s w  6 dy.
J
rXi _  -j
Vp = T  \ p 1 CoS D(, - Cos CoS S 
•J A t  J  M L  I.
1̂ 3
Again, following MiIne-Thomson, from fig. A3.F1^
A3.9
X=EB=EK-BK=EK-J CoT ̂  . Since EK is constant dx= 3'cosec^^cl^
3"
Substituting this into A3.9 gives
A3.10
V f . . ? —  CoS CXjl ■&M^ ̂ dÇ A3.11
Evaluating first A3.10 From fig. A3.FT.
J"•= V\ SlN) e
hence
9 4 -
V f .  '  T V
A3.12
Now C o S  (y, =■ =■
AP
Whexe q  ^  T
At>
Similariiy C o S  X%.
Ab SiM f






Vp. =  T
F
SlM ? %|M f
df A3.13
-V 4- aj" -t i
 ̂d'tj = ' ̂ iNi ̂  cü ̂  ^  CôS ^ AnJ1> ^ ^1 — ̂
Hence Cos^x
J 5 [a k. 1 lCctŜ ,
Let ^21 ~  /\ i "(■ et.
V t - J  W(-D'̂ 4-








C b  C os. S
Q„ =
Vp, ^  T  
4tt
CtÂ ,
[Vâ.r - Y’- Vqii*- J otY
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Vp^ - ^  ^  jjsiM —  S im (̂ c«jS






Using the same substitutions for CoSOC^and CoS OC 2.-and CT"“ V>S(tsJ 2
I
\  ■ 4 t  Î  L æ T w  V s 5 > 7 ^ A3.16
Let "=r CoS ^ dl^ ■= ^
Hence





_V + Y V dlY A3.17
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FIG.A3.f i . VELOCITY FIELD C F A  3-D VORTEX SH EET STRIP
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APPENDIX 4.
DESCRIPTION OF 3D JET COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A4.1 SEIJSCTION OF INTERROGATION POINTS>
The coding of the program (written in Fortran IV) is 
contained in Appendix 5« The program predicts the behaviour 
of the 3-D jet by calculating the effect of each singularity on 
every other singularity. This entailed calculating the velocity 
induced at specific points, known as interrogation points, by 
the singularities.
mFig. A4.FI shows the way the AVS and CVS may be approximated 
by means of singularities. Upon superimposing these two sheets 
it is apparent that the vortex filament and vortex rings intersect. 
The interrogation points in the working section are taken to be 
those intersection points (where Vl, V2, V3 intersect Ri and R2, 
fig. A4.F1).
The working section has been enlarged in fig. A4.F2. For 
demonstration purposes, the following singularities have been 
shown:-
1) 5 vortex filaments, Vl to V5 .
2) 2 vortex rings, R% and R2* representing the cylindrical
sections between Al and A2 , A2 and A3 respectively.
3) 2 semi-infinite cylindrical vortex sheets f r o m t o  Aj
and A3 to - 00 . A ring of interrogation points is 
arranged on each of these sheets. For the top sheet, 
they are shown at position T, where distances TA^ =
Al R^ • For the bottom sheet they are at B, where 
distances R2 A3 = A3B.
The singularities are treated as follows:
(011) The vortex filaments shown in fig. A4.F2, are divided 
into 5 segments.
a) “too to T
b) T to Ri
c) Ri to R2
d) R2 to B
e) B to —  *3
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2) The vôrtex rings are divided into straight line 
segments joining the interrogation points.
3) The semi-infinite vortex sheets are divided into plane 
strips, shaded in fig. A4.F3 which are formed as follows;
a) Upper sheet
i) from to A^ halfway between the
vortex filaments.
ii) straight lines between the intersection 
points on Aj.
b) Lower sheet.
i) from A3 to - , again halfway between the
vortex filaments.
ii) straight lines between the intersection 
points on A3.
4) The part of the CVS in the working section may be 
represented by a vortex ring or a cylindrical section, 
depending on the relative position of the section and 
the interrogation point, section 4.26. The vortex 
ring approximation has been described in (2). The 
planestrips representing the cylindrical section are 
shown shaded in fig A4. F3, and are formed as follows
a) Section between A^ and A2
i) straight lines halfway between the 
vortex filaments
ii) straight lines joining the intersection 
points, both on A^ and A^
b) Section between A2 and A^
as for (a), except that the intersection points 
are on bo th A2 and Ag
180.
Before the jet is deformed, the intersection points on 













OF WORKING SECTION. 
A4.2 PROGRM'I LOGIC
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The flow diagram for the program is shown in fig. A5.F1. 
Each block has been labelled and will be described separately.




On the first iteration, all the interrogation point 
coordinates are calculated and stored. There is only one 
vortex ring in the working section at this stage; more are 
added as the calculation progresses. If the calculation is 
to be restarted, then all coordinates are read from the results 
file of the previous run.
As the vortex ring circulation is most conveniently 
calculated separately, this is read into the program as data.
The vortex fiIciment circulation is more easily calculated within 
the progreim using equation 4.4
At Rolls-Royce Bristol is a program for drawing views of 
engineering components. The output from the 3-D jet program 
was arranged in such a way that it could be used as input to 
this drawing program. Thus the working section became a 
component, and isometric views for example , drawn of it.
Certain constants required by this program are set within this 
block, and printed as required.
b) BLOCK Bo
Each iteration consists of the following;
1) Calculating the velocity at every interrogation point
from the effects of all the singularities present.
2) Calculating the new position of the interrogation points
from the velocity and time step.
'3) Introducing a new vortex ring into the working section.
At the beginning of each iteration the coordinates of
the vortex strip edges, where they intersect the points rings1%  J9Z(T and B, fig. A4.F4) and the vortex rings (R% Rg fig.A4.F4),
are calculated using subroutine CRVFIT. These are then stored with
the strip local x-axis direction cosines, fig. A4.F4, so that the
corner coordinates of all cylindrical section strips, e.g. D, can
be easily calculated during the iteration.
The end coordinates of the top semi-infinite strip e.g. 
A, are also calculated and stored. On the/first iteration
only, those for the bottom semi-infinite strips are calculated.
c) BLOCK C.
Each interrogation point is chosen by; 1911) Selecting each ring in turn (T R^, B fig. A4.F3)
2) Selecting each point on that ring in turn.
Incorporating the conclusions of section 4.26, the 
following singularities were used to calculate the velocity at 
the interrogation points on rings as follows;
1) Interrogation points on Ring T.
a) All vortex singularities, except the one from 4-oo to —
through the interrogation point, for the AVS.
b) All top and bottom semi-infinite sheets strips, for 
the CVS.
c) Cylindrical section strips on R^, for the CVS.
d) Vortex ring R^, again for the CVS.
2) Interrogation points on Ring R^.
a) as 1(a), 1(b), 1(c).
b) Cylindrical section strips on R ^ , for the CVS.
3) Interrogation points on Ring R^.
as 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), 2(b).
4) Interrogation points on Ring B.
a) as 1(a), 1(b), 2(b)
b) Vortex ring R̂
l%3
The procedure for choosing field points i.e. points 
having singularities associated with them, is also as above.
These singularities are used to calculate part of the induced 
velocity at the interrogation point. The singularities 
associated with each field point is as follows;
1) Field point on ring T.
a) semi-infinite vortex filament between -poo and T
b semi-infinite vortex sheet strip between poO and
2) Field point on ring .
a) segment of vortex filament between T and R̂
mb) either the segment of vortex ring PQ.fig A 4.F5 in the
direction of the local vorticity vector, or the
cylindrical section strip between A^ and A^. The 
choice depends on whether the interrogation point is 
on an adjacent ring or not, see section 4.26.
3) Field point on ring R^.
a) segment of vortex filament between R^ and R^
b) See 2b, except the cylindrical section sheet strip 
is between A^ and A^.
4) Field point on ring B.
a) segment of vortex filament between R^ and B , B and - ©o
b) semi-infinite vortex sheet strip between A^ and — co
Having decided upon an interrogation point and selected 
those singularities which are to be used for the particular field 
point, the velocity induced by one of the following may be 
calculated;
5 4
1) Segments of filament and vortex ring.
2) Segment of filament and cylindrical section sheet strip
3) Segment of filament and semi-infinite sheet strip.
1) Filament and Vortex ring
The subroutine FILRIN is used to calculate the velocity 
induced by a segment of a vortex filament and ring.
Coordinate markers are set in the main program, so that the 
filament and ring segments are located from the subroutine.
If any filament segment is part of the filament passing 
through the interrogation point, it is ignored in the 
subroutine .
2) Filament and Cylindrical section sheet strips.
The velocity induced by the filament segment is calculated 
using subroutine FILRIN.
The end coordinates of the sheet strip are calculated 
from the coordinates and direction cosines previously stored 
(Block B). Subroutine SHEET calculates the contribution to 
the interrogation point velocity induced by the sheet strip.
3) Filament and Semi-Infinite sheet strip.
The routine is the same as 2) with the numerical 
infinity being set at 1X10& or -1X10&.
d) BLOCK D
Having calculated all the interrogation point velocities, 
the coordinates of the points are printed with the plotting 
constants. At the same time, the new interrogation point 
coordinates are found from the velocity at the point, and the 
timestep. The results are arranged so that with a minimum of 
editing, they can be used as input to the plotting program, whose 
output is a plan, end elevation & isometric view of the working 
section.
The working section is lengthened by replacing a part of 
the bottom semi-infinite vortex sheet by a vortex ring. The 
height of^the new cylindrical section equals distance A2 to A^ 
(fig.A4.F3). Hence the ring of interrogations points at B, 
now become interrogation points on vortex ring Rg (not shown).
The interrogation point coordinates at the new position B 
(not shown) are then stored. These points are at a distance 
equal to to below the position B shown in fig, A4,F3,
The flow diagrams for the subroutines FILRIN, SHEET and196CRVFIT are shown in fig, A5,F2, The coding for each subroutine 
is shown in Appendix 5,
Each subroutine will be described separately:
1) Subroutine FILRIN
The velocities induced by a segment of vortex filament and/ 
or ring are calculated using this subroutine. The position of 
the segments and the interrogation point are shown in relation 
to the field point in fig, A4,F6,
NEXT POINT UP FILAMENT( Tc02 )
FIELD POINT
INTERROGATION POINT ( IC04 )
NEXT POINT AROUND RING IN 
DIRECTION OFVORTICITY VECTOR ( Ico3 )
FIG.A4. F6 VORTEX SEGMENTS USED IN FILRIN
The coordinate markers for use in the subroutine, are 
also shown in brackets. Equation 4.10 was used to calculate 
the velocity at the interrogation point.
1 '
2 ) Subroutine SHEET
The position of the coordinate markers used to locate the 




(  INTERROGATION POINT )
%coi
IC02
FIG. A4. F7 VORTEX STRIP SECTION FOR USE IN SHEET
The position of the field point in relation to the strip, 
is dependent upon whether or not a cylindrical section strip or 
a semi-infinite strip is being considered:-
1) Cylindrical Section Strip:
F IE L D  POINT
Icoi Ic04
FIG. A4.F8(a) FIELD POINT ON CYT/iN.DRICAL STRIP,
\ Z 1
2) Semi-inf ini te strip:
FIELD POINT 
I  TOP S H E E T )
/  H E L D  POINT 
( BOTTOM SHEET )
Icoi
lC02
R G .A 4 .F 8 (b )  FIELD POINT ON SEMI-INFINITE STRIP
In fig* A4,F8(a), the field point is in the centre of 
the cylindrical section strip*
In fig* A4,F8(b), the local normal always points into 
the jet* For the bottom sheet, therefore, ICOI and IC03 will 
be at —'Oo, and for the top sheet IC02 will be at*f*^o # The 
distances between the field point and the nearest edge of the 
sheet equals TA^ and AgB for the top and bottom sheets 
respectively.
The equation for the velocity components is 4*11. The 
method used in the subroutine, is to transform the interrogation 
point coordinates into the strip axis system* Once the velocity 
has been calculated, it is then transformed back into the jet 
axis system*
3) Subroutine CRVFIT.
This subroutine is used to calculate the intersection 
coordinates between the edges of the cylindrical section strips 
and the vortex rings, cuid between the semi-infinite strip edges and 
the points rings. The method is based on Riley (1973), except 
that a Newton-Raphson routine was incorporated to determine 
accurately the intersection points. The subroutine is called 
each time the points are to be calculated on a ring.
Yi V i  Vs
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TWO S E M I- IN F IN IT E  C Y L IN D R IC A L  
YORTEX S H E E T S  U AND L ,  
AND TWO V O R TE X  RINGS Ri AND Rz
Y i  Yz Ys
Ri
Rz
FI6.A4.f i . SUPERPOSITION OF INFINITE CYLINDRICAL VORTEX SHEETS
+  A P P R O X IM A TIO N S
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-G-
y POINTS S E L E C T E D  ON S E M I  I N F I N I T E  C Y L IN D R IC A L  V O R T E X  S H E E T S  A S  IN T E R R O G A T IO N  P O IN T S
--iY
IN T E R S E C T IO N  POIN TS BE TW E E N  VO RTICES AND  
V O R T E X  R IN G S  C L A S S E D  AS IN T E R R O G A T IO N  POINTS
S IN G U L A R IT Y  B O U N D A R IE S
F1G.A4.F2.POSITION OF INTERROGATION POINTS AND CYLINDRICAL 
VORTEX SHEET BOUNDARIES ON DEVELOPED CYLINDER
(91
T Y P IC A L  V O R TE X  
P O SITIO NS ( 1 - 8  ) 5 -
SEMI INFINITE  
PLANE STRIP A
COORDS OF S E M I- IN F IN ITE  
STRIP EDGES FOUND FROM 
SU BR O UTINE  C R V F IT
TY P IC A L V O R TE X  
POSITIONS ( 1 - 8 )
xf
STRIP B
y c O O R D S  OF F IN IT E  LENGTH S TRIP  EDGES  
. FOUND FR O M  C R V F IT  ( D )
FIG.A4.F4. POSITION OF VORTEX STRIP EDGES ON 
POINTS AND VORTEX RINGS
l a z





RG.A4.F5. POSITION OF VORTEX RING SEGMENT AND CYLINDRICAL 
SECTION STRIP IN RELATION TO FIELD POINT
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APPENDIX 5.
This contains the following:-
1) Flow diagram of the program.
2) Details of the data input*
3) Program coding for the 3D jet *
4) Typical output from the program
74
 @ ______________________________
CALCULATE INITIAL CO ORDS 0»  READ COORDS OF PREVIOUS ITERATION
i
READ CIRCULATION OF VORTEX RINGS  
CALCULATE CIRCULATION OF VORTEX F IL A M E N T S
SET C O N S T A N T S F O k  P L O T T I N G
® J
IT E R A T IO N  LOOP
CALCULATE AND STORE INTERSECTION POINTS ON RINGS FOR SHEET CYLINDRICAL SECTION ,  STORE 
ALSO THE AXIAL DIRECTION COSINES OF EACH S H E E T .  IF THE TOP RING COORDS, CALCULATE  
T H E  SEMI m  SHEET CO-ORDS TOP AND BOTTOM
DO LOOP C O N T R O L S
J.
ROUTINE TO DECIDE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERROGATION 
R IN G ,  F IELD RING AND SEMI oo S H E E T SI
ALL CALCULATION 
FOR THIS ITERATION 
IS F IN IS H E D
CALCULATE CONTRi&UTION FROM ONE OR BOTH F ILA M E N T  
AND RING S E G M E N T S ,  AND STORE
FIELD 
RING LAST̂
CALCULATE FILAMENT  
CONTRIBUTION FROM 
THOSE BETWEEN LAST 
RING AND BOTTOM SEMI- 
INFINITE VORTEX SHEET
 [
CALCULATE CONTRIBUTION FROM  
ONE OR BOTH FILAMENT AND SHEET 






CALCULATE CONTRIBUTION FROM SEMI IN F IN IT E  FILAMENTS  
AND VO RTEX SH EET S T R IP S
CREATE RESULTS FILE WITH PLOTTING IN FO RMATION
UNFREEZE ANOTHER SECTION AT B O TTO M  OF WO RKING S E C T IO N
ANY MORE IT E R A T IO N S
YES
FIG.A5.f i . FLOW DIAGRAM FOR 3D JET IN CROSSWIND
(95
SUBROUTINE 'FILRIN'
RING SEGMENT REQD ALSO
RE TURN
C A L C U L A T E  R E Q U I R E D  V E C T O R S
CALCULATE VELOCITY AND STORE
STORE C IR C U L A T IO N  OF S E G M E N T
SUBROUTINE 'SH EE T'
R E T U R N
CALCULATE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE SHEET SEGMENT
TRANSFORM INTERROGATION POINT COORDS INTO SHEET AXIS
CALCULATE VELOCITY COMPONENTS AND TRANSFORM BACK TO MAJOR AXIS
SUBROUTINE 'C R V F I T '
R E T U R N
F IT  CUBIC
STORE CO-ORDS
F IT  QUADRATIC
CALCULATE CO-ORDS OF POINT MIDWAY BETWEEN GIVEN POINTS
FIG.A5.F2.SUBROUTINE FLOW DIAGRAMS
196
NUMBER OF R IN G S  NR
NUMBER OF VORTEX FILAMENTS NF
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS I I
MARKER
T IM E  STEP STEP
Ï  CO ORDINATE OF TOP POINTS RING ?  TOP
SPACE BETWEEN RINGS SPACE
U S U A U _ X  1  IF F i R S T  lTeR.ATlocNl
C ALL FORMAT • 14  )
IF P O S IT IV E ,  CO ORDINATES TO BE READ 
IF NEGATIVE, CO O RDINATES TO BE CALCULATED
( A L L  FORMAT = 7 0 )
NEW CARD 
N «  0
N « N +  I
MARKER POSITIVE ONLY
ri3.li;— 7.7.T. ]
I IN TER ROGATION POINT AND START A NEW CARD IF NECESSARY
I--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J f  FORMAT = 0 . 0  )
NEW CARD
r------------------- 1 NUMBER IS ( N R - 2  ) .  CIRCULATION CALCULATED
I C IR C U L A T IO N  OF V O R T E X  R ING S I FROM EON 4 5
[_ _ _ ^ R C M J 0 _ ^ T _ 0  ^O T_TO M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j C IRCULATIO N ON A NEW CARD
NEW CARD
1 2  CROSSFLOW AND J E T  V E L O C IT IE S  ]  f  FORMAT = F 5  0  )
INPUT FOR GENERAL PROGRAM
19? •
The coding for the program to calculate the three- 
dimensional jet in a crosswind is given.
198
CüM| | ( ) ( j  X f 5 O 0 ) , Y ( 5 j O ) , Z C ^ O u ) , n x ( J O ) , D Y ( l ü ) , D Z ( 3 0 ) ,  
l S X ( l O o ) f S Y r i O f ;  , - 3 z C l 0 0 ) , n A M i l A R ( 3 U } r r w \ M M A F ( 3 ü ) ,
2 T C n i  , 1CI 12 ,  i c o j ,  I CU' 1 ,  M  , T DUM f M AK’ K l R  , V X , v Y , V Z , X VF.L Y , VT-L J F T ,
j S V X ( n j O j , 3 V Y ( ü n j ) , S V Z ( 5 k O ) , W n ( l ü O ) , J F , T C 2 u , I C l R ,
4C X ( ‘J 0 , f. Y ( ,̂ 0 u ) ; C z ( 5 ') u ) , ni .  ( t) 0 u ) # F-' ' ( ‘j  0 0 ) , DN ( 5 0 ü )
C
c RFa D ÎIü RINGS Ni) r i l . ANRNTS Nu I TERAT IIRNS RRSf^F.CTf ÜLL Y 
C
• R L A u C l f  l O U O ) M K , ; j r ,  T I , H A R K R R , S T E R , z T U R , S R A c E  
l OüO n j R , i A T ( ' 1 T 4 , : i F 7 . 0 )
W R I T E C ? , 2 v l u ) N R , N r , I I , M A R R E R , S T L R , Z T n R , S P A C L  
20 j n  r u R i l A r C l I I  , 4 l u , j F l O , 5 j 
I DU . i  - MF 
I R L u K  -  1
C
C R F a H (1R cAl . C ALL C ü N l R U l  R l j l N T  C U N R D I N a YLS  
C
R J = 4 . Ü * A T a n ( l • 0 ) 
n u  1 1= 1 ' i j R  
i F Ct i ARKi  R )  i 2 , y g q . R  
R R L A u C l  . ) } ( X C I Î  ) / Y ( I 1  ) , Z ( I 1  1 = I t i l . U K , I t ; U I I )
l o o l  F ü R , | A T ( : 3 F n , G )
R R I t F ( 2 , ? j O o ) C X ( I l ) , Y C l i ) , 7 C l  l ) , I l  = l B L n K , i n u M )
GU y n  13
12 J A= U
DU 10 l i r i f n . n K , i D i j N
X ( I l )  = - c n s C M ü A f  C J A ) * p I / F L U a T ( M F ) )
Y ( I I )  = - S T ü C F L U A T  ( J A ; * P I / F L U a T ( N F )  J 
Z ( I l )  = Z T U P - P L U A T ( I - 1 ) * S R A C E  
W R I T E ( 2 , Pu Ou )  X ( I  I ) / Y ( i  1 ) , Z ( I  i  )
2 0 U 0  F ü Rm A K  i f ; U , 3 F l < S . 6 )
10 JA = j A + 2
13 X ( I i j U | i  + l )  = X ( I U L U K )  R I  O n <
Y C I u U . l t l )  •= Y C l ü L u K J  . L J L - W V ^ I ^
Z C l p M p + l )  -  Z ( I n L u R )  A
WRI T F ( 2  , ? U3 1  ) X ( I D i j N + 1 ; / Y ( l D U M  + 1 )  ̂ Z C I D l ' M t  1 ) 
l ü L u K  = i ' ,L;lRi+2
1 I D U m = ( C I + l ) * N F ) t I
C
C R E T A I N  CuRY IJU LAST  R I N G  CüURDS 1N DuMMY ARRaY  
C
I B L u K  = ( ( N R " 1 ) * N F ) + N R  
D X ( n F + 1 )  = X C i B L U ^ )
DYCu F + 1)  = Y f I B L U K )
DZ Cu F  + l )  = Z C l B L U r . )
WR I T E  ( 2 , 2  U 3 l  D ^ X l N p  + l ) , 0 Y  CiiF + I  ) t[)7. CNf - 1  )
DU 2 1 = 1 ' NE  
D X ( I )  = X ( T ü L U K j  
D Y ( I )  = Y ( I r . L u K )
D Z ( l )  = 7 ( I b L ü K )
WR T TE ( 2 , 2  U 3 1 )0 X ( I ) , U Y ( I ) , pZ C I )
2 0 3 1  F U Rr A  I ( l ; : o ,  J F 2 -1 . 6 )
2 IBLuK % îhL()K| .  I
C
C READ Ri Nc,  CI R’C U L a T I U m 
C
I D  Nil z N p_2
RL Au I i , l X 0 3 : f G A N N A R ( I l ) , I  1 = 1 , 1  DlJH )
1 0 0 3  r U R , | A | ( F b , 0 ;,
WRI T E  ( 2 ,  2 0 0 % )  ( G A N | | A R ( I  1 ) , 1  1= 1 , I ( U i M)
2002 ruR||ATClH0,3F24.6)
C
C c a l c u l a t e  F I L A M E N T  C I R C U L A T I O N  
C
R A D j E t  = S Q R T ( n x ( i ) * * 2 + ü Y ( l ) * * 2 )
R E A u ( 1 , 1 0 ù 4 ) X V E L Y , V L L J E T  
1004 FORMAT(2Fb.6)
W R I T E ( 2 ,  2 0  3 2 ) X V L L Y ^ R I  / R a H J E T ,  VELUET  
2 0 3 2  F U R | l A r ( l r O / 4 E 2 4 , 6 j  
(H.) J 1 = 1 , l JF
GAMtiAi  ( I )  = 4 , o * X v E L Y A R A D j E T * S Î N ( P I / F l . f l A T ( N F ) ) * S T N ( 2 . o M  l ü AT ( I - l  
l ) * P i / F L U A T ( N F ) )
WRITE(2,2003)UANNAF(I)
2 0 0 3  F U R p A T C l n  /  2 4 . u )
3 c o n t i n u e
C
C s e t  CNi i STAf JTS f OR pATA l u P u T  Tü P L U T T I i m  RRf )üRAM 
C
I  FN, |K z 1
I S F m K z 2
I DDi i K z 3
I L N ^ M k : i l
X M U V E = 0 . 0
Y M U v E - 0 . 0
Z N U v E = 0 . 0
ROT l X — 1 . 0
Rü T m X z 0 . 0
RüT. j X z 0 . 0
RUTpY = 0 . 0
RUTf i Y = 1 . 0
RUTi j Y z 0 . 0
I T R r T - 1
E N D  O F  
B L O C K  A
C
C I T l R a T i U n l ;n L o u p  c n t j T R ü L  
C
nu 50 11= 1,11
T I N L  = F L Ü A T ( 1 1 - 1  ) * S T L R
C
c C A L C U L a T l  a n d  s t o r e  R I N G  i r j T L R S E c T i N N  R N I N T S  AND LOCAL SHEET  
C X - a X I S  d i r e c t i o n  C J S l ' i E S  
C
MRD = NR -  1
DO 2 0 u  I D 1= 1 ; NRD
I L  l u  = ( f l D l - 1 ) * N p ) f I N I
i c 2ü z  i c i n  -  i
CALL C R V F I T
nu 201 1 0 2 = 1 , N F
I F C i n j . N F . l )  un  Tu 2 0 3
C
C F I R S T  T l N E  T i | RU - C AL C  CUOR'D Ma RKEr S 
C
I F ( i D l . N E . 1 I GO Tu 2 0 2  
J C l u  = l e  20 
Go i N  2 j 3
202 I C l D  = I C 2n - I u l +1
2 0 3  I C I  = I C l p + i n z  
I C 2  = I C 2 U + I D 2
R I N S  = S D R T ( ( X ( l C 2 + l ) - X ( I C 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( Y ( I C 2 t l ) - Y ( I C  
l 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( / ( I C 2 + 1 J - Z ( I E 2 ) ) * * 2 j  
DLR = ( X ( l C 2 + l ) - X i l c 2 j ) / R i U S
Z O O
r  ’ 1
B L O C K
B
DUR = ( Y ( I C 2 + l ) - Y ( T C ? j ) / R l U S  
HNR = ( Z ( l C 2 + l ) - Z ( I C 2 ) ) / R l U 5  
R l ' i j R  = S u R T ( C C X ( l C 2 + l ) ~ C x ( I C 2 ) ) * * 2  + ( : Y ( T c 2  
l + l T - C Y ( I C 2 ) ) * * r + ( C Z ( T L 2 + l ) - C Z ( I C 2 ) ) * * 2 )
DES = C C X ( T L 2 + l ) - C X l l L 2 j ) / R i U s 2  
DUS = C C Y C T c S f  l ) - L Y ( T c 2 ) ) / R X t l o 2  
DNS = ( C Z ( T c 2 + l ) - c Z ( T C 2 j ) / R i U s 2  
DLN = [)i 13 * n n R - D U R  * ! )NS 
DMM = D L R t n n S - n L S a D N R  
DNN = DLS * DMR~ DL R* f ) NS  
R U ( U = S N R I ( D L N * * 2 + p N N * * 2 t D N N * * 2 )
D i r i c i ) = o l n / r u n t
D M ( l C l )  = n , ' | N/ RuUT  
n i N ( i C i )  = D f j N / R ü ü T  
201 C ON T I N UE
I F  TiJp R i N Ü  c a l c u l a t e  AMp s T d Rl  SHEFT CCIORpS
I F d O l  . N T ,  1 ) GN Tu 2 0 u  
DO 2 0 4  I D 2 = 1 / N F  
I C I  = I C U )  + 1D2  
S a ( i C i )  = e x ( I C I )
S Y ( i C i )  = C Y ( I C l )
S Z ( l C l )  = C Z ( I C I )  -  S RAc E / 2 . 0
FRRi j R = S Z ( l C l )  -  ( C Z l I C l U  + l ) - 3 R A C F / 2 . 0 )
I F ( A B S ( E R R n R )  . G E .  1 . 01 - O o )  S z ( l C l )  = C Z ( I C 1D f  1 ) - o R ACL / 2 .0 
I F ( I  1 . N E '  i ) Gu TO 204 
I C 2  = I C I  + Nr + 1 
S X ( I C I )
Sy ( 1C 1 )
S Z ( l C l )  -  F L O A T ( N N " 2 ) t S R A C F
204
200
S X ( i C 2 ) = 
S Y ( l C 2 )  =
S / ( l C 2 )  =
CUNi  T(| lJL 
SX(lCill) 
S Y ( i C i + l )  
S Z ( i C l  + i ) 
If (Il .Np.
S X ( i C 2 + l )
S Y ( l C 2 + l )
S Z ( l C 2 + l )
CONt I n NC
= S X C I C  i N+ 1  ) 
= SY(ICintl) 
= S Z ( I C l D + 1 )  
l )  GU TO 2 0 0  
= S X ( l C l D t l ;  
= SvdClDtl j = SZ(lCiD+lj
E N D  O F  
B L O C K  B
-  F L O A T ( N R - 2 ) A S R A C F
COn TROl  R I N G Du LOt jP CUNTRuL
DU 4 2  I 2 - * 1 , N R D
CflNTf. ’OL P O I N T  DO LUOp Cf l i i TRf i L
DU 4 1 I  3 = I , Î |F 
SUMvX = 0 , 0  
SüMvY = 0,0 
SUMyZ = 0,0
F I E L D  R I N G DU LOUP Ci jNTRiJL « - i ] R  1 CK D E C I S I O N  R i j U T I N E  
DU 4 0 I 4 = 1 , N R
I F ( i 4 . F N . l . | j R . M . L D . N R ) G 0  Tu 2 0  
I f  ( 1 2 - 2 ) 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 /
15 I f  ( l 4 , E N . 2 ) G O  TU 5 
GU f O 7
16 Tf ( i 4 , F N . 2 . u R . I 4 , L N . 3 ) G u  TO 6
2 0 1
GU TO 7
17 I f  ( i 2 . E Q , ( M K ' - i ) ) G u  TO 18
I f  ( l 4 . E U . ( T 2 - l ) . n R . i 4 . r i u l 2 . n R . l 4 . E Q . ( l 2 + i ) ) G U  TO 6 
GO TO 7
18 I f  ( l 4 . E Ü . ( l 2 - l ) . n R . I 4 . E ü . I 2 ) G i J  TO 6 
GU t U  7
C
C CALCULATE.  F I L A M E N T  A| jD R l U U  C O N T R I B U T I O N  
C
7 f)U 5 i n U M z 1 , N r
I f C l D u M . N L . 1 )G0 Tu 58
C
C F I R S T  T I M E  T l l P u - S E T  cNÜRü MARKERS  
C
I C f i i D  = ( ( 1 4 - 1  ) ANp)  + C i 4 - l  ;
ICO^D = ((l4-2)*NE)t(14_2)
I C 0 4  = C ( 1 2 - 1 ) * N F ) + I 3 t ( l 2 - 1 )
5 8  Î F C i ü u M . E U . l 3 ) G ü  TO 4
C
C c o n t r o l  a NU F I E L D  P O i N T  Ü I F F e R L N T “ CALC F I L  AND R I N G  
C
NARRER = 0 
ICOi = ICOU) i IDuN 
I C O 2 = I C U 2 U  t  i DuM  
GU 1 0  59
C
C COm TROl  a n d  f i e l d  f T l i N T  SAf i F - CAL C UNLY R I NG  
C
4 MaRkEF’ = 1
I C O l  = I C O  I D + I D u N
1CO2 = i c u l  f  t B L O C K
59 CALe  f - I L R i N  ^
SUMyX = SUMVX + V /  U
SUMvY = SuNVY f  Vy
SUMv'7 = 3UMVZ + VZ
5 CUfJTl N' JE 
GU TO 4u
C
C CALCUL ATE f I L A M E N T  Aijf* SMELT ( F I N I T E  LENGTH S f C T l O N )  C l j N l R l B U T l U N
C CALCUL ATE F T L AME UT  Cl j NTR f i R S T
C
6 DU 8 l D U M z l , N E  
I E ( l D U N . N ' L , l ) G O  Tu GO
C
C F I R S T  T I M E  T l l R u - S E T  MARKERS  
C
ICOlD = ( ( l 4 - l ) * N p ) t ( I 4 _ l )
I C O 2D = ( ( 1 4 - 2 ) * N F ) t ( 1 4 - 2 )
I C O 4 = ( ( I 2 - 1 ) * N F ) + I 3 + ( I 2 - 1 )
6 0  I f  ( 1 D U N . E U . I 3 ) G 0  T' l  8
C
C F l E l . D  p r i i N T  NOT CONTROL p O i N T  
C
I C O l  = I C U I D  f  I Di j M 
I C O 2 = I C U 2 D  t  I D u N  
NARRER = - 1  
CALL \ I L R I N  
SUMyX = SUMVX + Vx 
SUMyY z SUNVY + Vy  
SUMvZ z SUMVZ + VZ
2 0 2
! ’1
8 ClJfJTl l i ' Jf:
c
c c a l c  S ( i E L T ( F l f l l T L  L E n GTH S l C T I ü N)  cOi l T I d  Cl )T I  i jN 
C
DU 11 I D ü M = l , f J F  
i r ( l D u M . M L , l ) G U  Tu 6 2
c
C ( I R S T  T T m E T i I RU- CALC CUÜKD Ma R K F r S
c
I C 2 U  = ( d 4 - l ) * U F )  + ( l 4 - l )
I C l i )  = I C 2 D  -  14 + 1 
I C U i  = ( 2 * ( U F t l ) ) t 1
TCH2 = I C U I + I  
T C O j  -  I C u 2 + l  
0 2  I C I  = I C t ü + l D U M  
I C ?  = I C 2 D + I D U M
S X ( l C u l )  = C X C I C 2 )  -  ( S P A C E * D L ( I C l ) / 2 . 0 )
S Y C i C u l )  = C Y C I C 2 )  -  ( S p A c E * D M ( l C l ) / 2 . 0 )
S Z ( l C u l )  = C Z ( I C 2 )  -  ( SPACF * D ; i ( i r  1 ) / 2 . 0 )
S X ( j C u 2 )  = C X ( i C 2 )  + ( S p A C E * D L ( l C l ) / 2 . 0 )
S Y ( l C u P )  = C Y C I C 2 )  t  ( S p A c r ^ D f K l C  n / 2 . 0 )
S Z ( l C u 2 )  = C Z C I C 2 )  t  ( S p A c E * D u ( i C l ) / 2 . 0 )
S X ( l C u i )  = C X ( I C 2 + 1 )  -  ( S P A C E * D L ( I C l ) / 2 . n )
S Y C l C u 3 )  = C Y ( I C 2  + 1 )  -  ( 3 f > A C E * D M ( l C  1 ) / 2 . 0 )
S Z ( i C u 3 )  C Z ( I C 2 + 1 )  -  ( Sp A C F ^D|  J ( 1 C l  ) /  2 , 0 )
C A l L  SHEET  
. SUf WX r  S U" VX + Vx
SUMyY z SüHVY + Vy
s u M v z  z s ü N v z  f  VZ Q i  n r k '
n  C ü H T i f p I L
GU t O  4U Q
C F I E L D  k i n g  E I T H E R  F I R S T  UR L a ^T  
C
2 0  I F ( l 4 . E n . i ) G 0  TU 2 2
C
C S E L ECT E D F I E L D  R I N G  I S L a ST UN J pT  
C CALC P E N U L T I M A T E  F T l G 
C
DU 2 l  TDU!1= i , N F  
i r C l D U N . r j L . D G U  Tu 5 5
C
C F I R S T  j l t i E  TMRU- CAL C CUURD Ma RKE r S 
C
I C U i D  z i ( N R ~ l ) * N p ) + ( M R - l )
I C n ^ D  = ( ( N R « 2 ) * N P  ) + ( M R - 2 j  
I C U 4  = ( ( I 2 w l j * u r j + I 3 + C i 2 - 1 )
M A R K E R = -  t 
55  I F C i Du M , E U . 1 3 ) G U  TO 2 l
C
C c o n t r o l  a n d  f i e l d  P O l N T  D i f F E R E N T  
C
I C O l  = I C U I D  + m u H  
I C 0 2  = I C U 2 D  t  I DUN  
CAI . l  P T l - R i N  
SUMvX = SUMVX + Vx
SUMvY z SUMVY + Vy
SUMvZ = SUMVZ + Vz




C c a l c  s c N i - i N r i N î T r  f i l s  C
2 2  DU 2 5  I L ) i J | } = l , i i r  
I F C i I ’ U M . N L . D G i ) T u  5 2
cC F I R S T  l l i l F  T I l R ü - CA L C  CUORD Ma R K F r S  
C
I CO4 = ( ( l 2 - l ) i I f F )  + I 3 + ( i 2 - l )
M A R K F R = - l  
I F ( i 4 . E U . U R ) G U  TH 51
C
C r i L l - U  R i N G  TS . F I R S T  üN JL'T 
C
I CO2 = ( NR * l i F } + ( j R t l  
ZCicOp) = 1.0L6 
GU T') 52
51 I C O )  = ( l l R * l i F ) f r j R f  1
I C U 2D = d M R - I ) * M F ) t ( N R - l )
Z (IcO 1 ) = “ I.UEO
5 2  I F  ( i Du N . F u . 1 3 ) G U  T' I  2 5
C
C CHu T RU l  AND F l F l - D  POj I JT D U F l RLNT  
C
IF ( I 4 . F N . N R ) G U  TU 23 
I CUi  ini jM 
X ( I c 0 2 )  = X ( T c n i )
Y ( T c 0 2 )  = Y ( I C O I )
GU TU 24
23 ICRV = ICU2L t  iDyM
x(icui) = X(icu2 ) n\ o r i <
Y(IC'll) - Y (ICI 12)
24 CALL FTLRiN C
SüMvX = SUMVX + Vx
SUMyY z SU ' WY + Vy
SUMvZ = SUMVZ + Vz
2 5  Cu N t I I jUF
CC CAl .C S L M i - . r M F T i l I T E  S( | FET C U N T R I B U T j U N  
C
DU j O  I D U i I = i , U F  
ÎF ( i D u M . n L . D G U  Tu 27 
i c n ^  = ( ( I 2 ~ 1 ; * U F ) + 1 3 + ( 1 2 - 1 )  
i r C l 4 . F U . ! i R ) G ü  TU Pu
C
c F I f L D  r i n g  13 F I R S T  üD J r T  
C
I CU2 = C2*NF) t f ] R  
S Z C l C u P )  = l . u E o  
GU Tü 27
CC F I f L ü  R i N G  I S  LAST Uu J E T  
C
26 TCÜ2D = NF t 1 
Î C U i  = ( 2 * N | ) + N R  
I C U j  = ( 2 * M F ) t N R + l  
S Z ( l C u l )  = ~ 1 . 0u 6 
S Z ( i C , j 3 )  = - I . 0L 6
2 7  I T  ( r l . F f J . N R ) G U  TU 28
CC F l L l . ü  R I n G  F I R S T  UN j E T  ^
2 0 4 -
i c n i  = i d u m  
icuj = inu'ut 
s x ( i C u P )  = s X ( î c n i )
S Y C l C i j ? )  = S Y C T C n i )
GU TÜ 29
c
C P I E L D  K I N G L a s t  UN J [ T
c
2 8  I L U J  = l CU2 ( )  + I f ) l j N 
S X ' C i Cu l  ) = 3 X ( I C U 2 )
S Y ( l C u l )  = S Y I I C U P )
S X C l C i i S )  = S X C I C U 2 + i )
S Y ( i C u 3 )  = S Y C I C U 2 + 1 )
2 9  c a l l  SHLFT
SUMv'X = SUMVX + Vx
SUMvY = Si j MVY + Vy
SUMvZ = SUMVZ + Vz
30  C U N t I n UL
c
C F I E L D  R I N G  U - L  LNu
C
40  CUNt I u UL
c
C ALL F i F L n  P j N u S  I n T L RK O u ATL ' u - STf j PL  V d . Y  l i j  ARRAY
c
I L U 4  = ( ( 1 2 - 1  ) * i l F ) + I 3 t ( i 2 - l  ;
S V X ( I u n  n  = SUMVX 
S V Y ( I c n 4 )  = SuMVY  
S V Z ( I c n 4 )  = SuMVZ
c
C CUNTRuL PT U - L  LNuc
41 c i i N T i f i u r  E N D  O F
c CUNTRuL R I N G  U - L  LMU B L O C K  C
C
4 2  CUN t I n UL___________________________________________ _ __ _ ______________________________
c
c ■ a l l  c u n t r u l  R i n g s  i n t l p k u g a t f u - - c a l c  new k i n g  c u u r d s  
c
C CUijSTRUCT F U R Ml R S  I N  UUTf ' UT f l l F
c
n u  J 4  I UNI I = 1 , NR
W R I T E ( ? , f u 9 ü ) l F M M K
30 0 0 FURiiA T ( IH 1 . I 3 , l i i  ; ) 
w r i t e ( 2 / 3 u 0 i )  i d u m  
3 0 0 1  F u R n A t  ( I l  , I ? ,  l / i ;  }
ICU4U = C(lD!IM-l)AMr) + (lOuM-l )
I D L i j K i  = u r  + \
DU u3 T G L u K z l  , I b L i j K i  
I C U 4 “ i Cu4D + 1BLUp
WK I  t F ( ? , 3 0 0 2  ) X ( 1 Ci j 4 ) , Y C1 CU4 ) , Z ( 1 CU4 )
3 0 0 ?  FURi iA-r ( in , j ( E i J , 5 ,  I N ;  ) )
I f  ( i D U M  . F N  . NR . UK . I R I U' D , p Q . l u L i j K  I I  GU TU 3 j  
X ( I l U 4 )  X ( I C U 4 )  + ( S T L P * S V X ( I L U 4 ) )  + ( S T F r * x V E L Y l  
Y ( I c M ' . j )  = Y ( T C U l )  + ( S T L P * S V Y ( I c U 4 ) )
Z ( I c U < )  = Z ( I C U l ) t ( u T E P * S V Z ( l L U 4 ) )
33 C U N T l u N L
I UN -- t C U 4 D t  1 2o 5
.1
X C I c U j )  = X t l U M )
Y C R U a )  = Y ( I U M )
Z C I l U j ) = Z(IUM)
W R I T E ( 2 , 3 ^ 9 j )
3 0 03  FUR( 1 AT ( 1 H + , 4 2 X , 3 H a ; * )
34 ClJMlItiUL
C
C C H N vS I R ü CT SURFACE I N  (JUTTHJt f l L E  
C
WRI T E ( 2 ,  3 0 0 4 ) 1  SFMK D |  1 /
3 0 0 4  T(. )R[ i At C1H , 1 3 ,  I N ; )
DU j O o  I D U M = 1 , 4  D
3 0 0  W R T T E c 2 , 3 o o 4 ) l T i : R T  
DU j O i  i D U U z l , N R  
K'RiNT = NRfl-IuNll
3 0 1  w r i t e  ( 2 , 3  j O o ) l  R i d  n T , X i i U v E , Y |  | n v E , Z l l 0 V E , R n T L X , R u T H X ,  RUT N X ,  
l P u T L Y , R U T l i Y , R u T i l Y ,  I T R R T
3 0 0 6  F U R u At CI H  , I  3 , 1 il ; , ^ H F 4  . 0 r l N  ; ) ,  I  3 , 1H ; )
I I jL u R — 2 + NR'D
DU 302 i n U N = l , I b L u K
3 0 2  W R T | E ( 2 , 3 j O / )
3 0 0 7  F U R i IA T ( I N , 4 N  k; )
C
C CONSTRUCT BODY I N  U U t RUT F i LE 
C
W R I T E ( 2 , 3 o 0 8 ) I B D N K , I T R R T , 1 T R R T , 1 T R R T
3008 F u R iiAT ( IH ,4(13, lu;))
WRT l E  ( 2 ,  3 0 0 0  ) X Ml,JVC, YMuVL , Z N U V l , TU ) T L X , R 0 T M X ,  r o t  N X ,  
l R U T L . Y , R t j T | | Y , R i l T N Y
3 0 0 9  FUR, | AI  ( I N  , 9 ( T  4 . 0 ,  Ui  ; ))
Du 303 1 I > u M= 1 , 4
3 0 3  WR T 1 F ( 2 , 0 ) I T RRT  
30  10 F U R r A t ( I H , J 3 ,  1,1; J
W R I l F : ( 2 , 3 o l  D l E . i D i l K  
3 0 1 1  F U R u A j C r ;  , 3 H ^ ; * / 1 H  , 1 2 , 2 | | ; * / 1 H  , 2 l M * )
C
c c r e a t e  New r i n g  a t  p i R E  e x j t  
c
I C I D  = ( NR* NF) +NR  
l C3 u  = NF+1 
NF D = NF I 1 
DU 39 I DU! l =l  ,iNFD 
I C I  = IC T d + I D ü M 
I C3  = I c 3D+IDUM 
X ( I c l )  = u X ( l D U i l )
Y C I c l  ) = D Y ( l D l ) i i )
Z ( I c l )  = d 7 ( T D N M ) - ( F I . . U A T ( I  i ) * s Ra c e )
3 9  S Z ( l C 3 )  = S Z ( 1 C 3 ) - S P A C E  
NR = uR+1
GAM| | Ar ( N R - 2 )  = UA,m Ma R ( W R - 3 )
c
C I T E r AT I UM  O - l  END E N D  Q r -
so Cl l MTTt i U i ;  B L O C K  D









S U B k U u T I N L  r î l R l N
c
c SUf iR CAl .C s V L L v  I N i ) U c E D  àT P ü I N T  I N  SPACf  bY SEGMENTS ÜF I N F I N I T E
C VORTEX F i l a m e n t s  a i i d  v u r t f x  r I i ngs t a k e n  t n g f . t h l r  o r  s f p a k a t e l y
C
CUMmOu X f 5 n u ) , Y l 5 u O ) , Z ( 5 0 ü ) , D x ( ] 0 ) , D Y ( l u ) , n z ( 3 0 ) ,
l S X ( i O u ) , S Y ( 1 0 u ) , S Z ( i r w ) , G A M N A R ( j O ) , G A N M A F ( 3 ü ) ,
2 î c n i  / i C ' l f  , I c O j ,  I C u 4 ,  I 4 , f ‘ l  , I N Ü M , M A R K E R , V x , v Y , V Z , X V L L Y , V E L J E T  ,
3 S V X ( 5 ; j O )  , 3 V Y ( 5 0 0 )  , S V Z ( 5 . j ( ) }  , K O ( l 0 O )  , NF  , î c 2 u ,  I C I D ,  
4 C x C b 0 j ) , C Y ( b 0 ü ) , C z ( 5 0 u ) , D (  C b 0 o ) , l ) ( l ( 5 0 0 ) , 0 j | ( ü 0 ü )
I f  ( i lA|<Rf;R j b ü 0 , 5 ü 0 , 5 ü l
5 0 0  C I R c Nl = ü AMMa F C I d ' RI )
TUENT = - I
OU Tfl 5 0 2
501 C I R c RL = G A N M A R ( I 4 ~ 1 )
C
C CALC F i L a MENT U N I T  VECTOR  
C
5 0 ?  E I . E n T i i = SORT i ( X l l C U 2 ) - x C l C U l ) ) * * 2 + ( Y ( I c n 2 ) " Y  ( I C O l  
1 ) ) * * 2 + ( Z ( I C u ? ) - Z ( l C 0 1 ) ) * * 2 )
EUE = ( X C l C u 2 ) - X ( i C u l  D / E L F N ' T h 
EUM = ( Y ( I C ü 2 ) - Y ( i C U l  j )/E l E n T||
EUN = ( Z ( x C U ? j - Z ( i C ü l ) ) / E L E N T H
C
C CALC Ra D i US V E c T u R 
C
RVX = X ( T L O 4 ) - ( ( X ( l L O 2 ) + X ( T L O l ) ) / 2 , 0 )
RVY = Y ( K : 0 4 ) - C ( Y ( l C 0 z ) + Y ( l C f ) l ) ) / 2 . Q )
RVZ = 7 ( I C O 4 ) - ( C Z ( l C O 2 ) t Z ( I C O i ) ) / Z . 0 )
C
C CALC Cu Mp ONF NT c  AMD NOUULUs ()F T V r CTOR R 
C
VUX = ( E n N ^ R V Z ) - C t M N * ( ’V Y )  
v u Y  = ( [ : d n * r v x ) - ( e u l * r v z )
VüZ = ( E n L * R V Y ) - ( E M N * R V X )
VM = S ü R T ( V U X * * 2 + V D Y * * 2 + v n Z * t 2 )
C
c CALC M a g n i t u d e  o r  v E l m c t t y  
C
T D O j R = CL n i . * f > v x )  + C E D . U R V y  ) i  CEUN M^ VZ)
VMAg = ( (  ( T o O T R x Ce L E N T M / 2 .  0 )  } / S u R T  ( V N *  * 2 + ( T DOT R + ( EL E M T H / ?  , 0 ) ) ★ 2 ) 
1 ) - ( ( Y u O T R - ( t  I L N T H / 2 , 0 }  ) / S u R l  ( VM* ^ 2 +  ( T D H r R - CEl E N T U / 2  , 0 ) ) * * 2  ) I  )  ̂
2 C I R c Nl / ( V N * 4 . 0 * P I )
C
c CALC V c L y  VEcT i j R  
C
VX = v D X I v ' Ma O / V M  
vy  = V D Y * V Ma G/ V , 1  
v z  r. V D Z * V M a G / V M  
I  f ( i i A R’ !< L ̂  ; 5 0 6 / 5 0 3 , 5 0 6 
5 o 3  I f  ( i U r  NT ) 5 0  1 , 5 0 7 , 5 9 5
C
C S T liRE v E l Y o I N  DUMMY AREA 
C
5 04 DVX = VX 
DVY •- vy  
DVZ = VZ
IDEur T. 1 207
. 4  i
I C O 2 = I C Ü l  4 î 
GU t O  5 01
C
C CALC V l L u C I T y v ECTUR DUE Tu UNTH P U  AND R i  Nu 
C
5 0 5  VX = VX + DVX
VY = VY + DVY
VZ = vZ + DvZ
5 0 6- RLT ijR n 
5 0 7  W R I | E ( ? , > u O b )






S U H R U u T I N E  s h e e tC
c SNbR C a L c ' J L a T E S  V E L U e I T Y  I ND U CE D  AT P O I N T  JN SPACE H Y SEGMENT UF A
C v u r t l x  S h e e t  i t s e l f  s k l w e d  i n  s p a c e  
c
CUMi i UH X ( 5 0 u ) ,  Y ( 5 u O ) , Z ( 5 0 o ) , D x ( 3 9 ) , D Y C 3 0 ) , D Z (  3 0 ) ,
l S X ( l 0 ^ ) , 3 Y ( l 0 u ) , S z ( l O o ) , G A M f : A R ( 3 0 ) r G A f ! M A F ( 3 0 ) ,
2 I C U 1 , I C 0 2 , I C U j , i C u 4 , I  ) , P I , I D U M , M A R K E R , V X , v Y , V Z , X V E L Y , V E L J E T ,  
3 S V X ( 5 j O ) , S V Y ( b o o ) , S V Z c 5 o O ) , U O ( l 0 9 ) , N F  , T C 2 u , I C l D ,
4CX ( ‘j O v )  , C Y ( 5 0 0 ) , C Z ( U 0 0 )  , D L  C50-0)  , D M C 5 0 0 )  , D n ( 5 0 o )
c
C SU u R U N t I n E s t a t e m e n t  F U N C T I O N  
C
A f < G ( A , B )  -- ( A / R ) / b N R T ( l  , 0 - ( A / U ) * * 2 )
C
C c a l c  X - A x I S  D I R E C T I O N  C O S I u E S  
C
UMO,; = S Q R T ( C 3 X ( I c U l ) - S x ( l C U 2 )  ) * * 2 + ( S Y ( I C i ) l  ) - S Y ( I C  
1 0 2 ) ) * * ? + ' S 7 ( I C O l ) - S Z ( i C u 2 ) ) * * 2 )
NUL = C S X ( I C 0 1 ) - S X ( 1 C U 2 J ) / U M O ü  
UUM = ( S Y ( T c 0 1 ) - S y (IC u 2) )/U,iOD 
UDN = ( S 7 ( I C 0 i ) - S z C l C u 2 ) ) / U M O D
C .
C c a l c  Z - A x I S  d i r e c t i o n  COSn.ES 
c
DMOuD = S u R l ( ( S X ( l C U 3 ) - S X ( I C O i ) ) * t 2 t ( S Y ( I c 0 3 ) " S Y ( I  
l C U l ) ) * * 2 ! ( S Z ( l C U 3 ) " S 7 ( I c O i ) ) * * 2 )
DDL = ( S X ( l E 0 j ) - S x ( l C U 1 ) ) / D M 0 u D  
DDM = ( S Y ( I c 0 3 ) - S y ( I C U 1  ) ) / D M U d (̂
DUN = ( S Z ( I c n j ) ~ S z ( l C U l ) ) / D M O D D
C
C CALC Y-Axis d i r e c t i o n  C O S I n E S  
C
E U D l  = ( U D N a DDMj - ( N D M ^ D d N)
E N D m = ( U u L * D D N ) - ( O u N * D u L )
EWD iN = C MD My U ) D L ) - C " D L * D D M)
C
c c a l c  T r a n s f o r m e d  f i e l d  p u i i j t  c u o r d s  
c
S f d p N  = ( ( " D L * X ( I C 0 4 ) ) + ( N D H * Y ( I C 0 4 ) ) + ( N U M * 7 ( I C 0 4 ) ) ) - ( (  
l U D L * S x ( : C U 2 ) ) + ( U D N * S Y ( T E 0 2 ) ) + ( U p N t S Z ( l C u 2 ) ) )
S P T u  : ( ( D D l . * X d c " 4 )  ) 4 ( 0(.)f I a Y ( I r O  4 ) ) -̂  ( (>DM * 7 ( I CO 4 ) ) ) -  ( ( 
l D D L t S x ( l C u 2 ; I + ( D D M * S Y ( I u U 2 ) ) t ( D u N * S Z ( I C U ? ) ) )
SPTuN ( ( F U D L * X ( l C u 4 ) )  + ( l  W u M * Y ( I C 0 4 ) )  + ( L u D N * Z ( l C U 4 ) )  )
20S
14
l - ( ( t ' W u l - > S X ( l C U 2 ) )  + ( l . WuMASY( l Cu 2 ) )  + ( i : H n f U 3 z ( I C ü 2 )  ) )
cc CALC C O N S T A N T S  IN vFl Y TlRmS 
C
CUNi  = ( 3 U R T ( S P T N u * * 2 + S p T b A * 2 ) ) / S P T u
CUM2 = ( S u K T ( f S P T u " U N U D D ) * * 2 f S P T N U A * 2 ) ) / ( 3 P T n - n n n D D )
C .
C CALC ANGL ES  
C
SINbl = SRTtjU/SUR] CSPTMliA^2 + SpTflN*y<2)
S i N ù ?  = Sf’T u U / S u R T  ( SP TMU * a 2 t  ( SPT MU-UM( 10 ) * *? )
CUS, )1 = S P T i l U / S i J R T ( o P T N U A A ? t S p T M t l * A 2 )
C ü S b 2  % ^ b P T N U - U N u O ) / S G R T  ( S p T t l U  *  * 2  + ( vSPTi UJ- Ul i nL)  ) a a 2 )
C
C CALC VLl.Y TER MS  
C
VI . X = ( ( X l  A N ' ( A P ü ( c O S H 2 , c n i j l  ; ) - Â T A R C A R G ( C f ) 3 B 2 , C 0 ! J 2 ) ) ) - C  
1 A T A N C A P G C c n s B l  , C O n  1 ) )  - A T A(i  (  A R ü  ( C U S B  1 , C r ) N?  j )  ) ) * V P |  J E T / ( 4 . Ü * P 1 )
VLY = ( (-ASlNii(SI;iB2 4(SpT[)-i,Muno)/SpTNII)+ASINll(ST,jU2*SPT(.)/SPTNU) ) 
l " ( " A S l N H r S T N R l * ( S p T L " p P u O D ) / S p T R U ) + A S l N N ( 3 l N B l * 5 P T n / S p T N U ) ))*VEL 
2 J L T / ( 4 , ù * P l )
C
C CALC TRANSEflR'MED V E EyS  
C
VX = ( U U L * V L X ) + ( E w U L * V L Y )
VY = (U[;m *V l X) + (E,J)|UVLY)




C P U b C l l u N  S U B R OU T I N E  ( O R  S N l E I  
C
F U N C T I O N  a S I M H ( A )
U  ( aBSCA).GT.1.u ) GO Tu S 3 9  ASÎuM=AU)G(A4SNRT(A*Af1,0))
RETURN
539 ASIuH = ALnGC ABS(A) * ( 1,o+SOrT( 1 ,0 +1 ,0/(A*A) ) ) )
I f  ( A . 1 , T ‘ 0 . 0 )  A S 1 n H = - a S i N iI





S U B R OU T I N E  C K V E I T
C
C S U B R O U T I N E  I N T E R P O L A T E S  FOR S MP ET P O I N T S  U S T n G P a R A M E T R I C  C U b ICS 
C
C(jMi )Ou XCUOü), Y(f)uO) ,ZC50ü),OX(30),L)Y (30 ) , 07. ( 30 ) ,
I S X  C 1 O4 I , SY C1 O u ) , S Z ( i 0 0 ) , Ga MN A R ( J o ) , GAMMAE ( 3 0 ) ,
2 l C O l , i C U 2 , l c O J , i C u 4 , T I , p l , T u U N , M A R K L R , V X , v Y , V Z , X V E L Y , V E L J E T , 
3 S V X ( 5 u 0 ) , S V Y ( U O u ) , S V Z ( 5 u 0 ) , w 0 ( 1 ü O ) , N ( , T C 2 u , l C l O ,  
4 C X ( S P u ) , : Y ( 5 9 j ) , C z ( 5 0 u ) , D L ( 3 9 ü ) , D N ( 5 0 o ) , n u ( 5 n u )
I N T E G E R  A , 0 , EC
C SET UP Ri j OTTUE  
C
OU 1 18 I ( 0 . JM- ; 1 , NF  
I C I  IC 1 u t  iDüM 
Ï C 2  = I L 2 U  4 I DUM
U  ( i ; U , M , N E d  ) G0  Tu 1 1 7  ' ^ ^ 0 9
W O C ü l ) = X C I C 2 )
Wü Cd ? )  = Y( IC2)
W 0 ( d 3 j  = Z C 1 C 2 )  
w 0 ( 8 'I ) = 2,0
D = 0
wO CüG j = X ( l C 2 f l )
W0 (87 ) = Y I I C 2 + 1 )
‘ No(ü 8)  = Z C i C R f l )
• wu C89 ) 2,0
117 U  (lf'uM.ru.nF)IC2 = IC2D 
W ü ( y 1 ) = A (1C2 + 2)
Wü(y?) = Y(lC2+2)
W ü ( j 3 )  z Z ( l C 2 + 2 )
W 0 ( y 4 )  r  2 . U
C
C STA RT  IJF TIITLRpOLATluU R iJUTTUE 
C
W ü C 2 ) = S U R T ( ( W u ( y l ) " U 0 ( H o ) ) * * 2 + ( W 0 C 0 2 ) - W u ( 8 7 ) ) * * 2 + ( W 0 ( y 3 ) - w 0 ( R G ) ) *  
1 * 2 )
W 0 ( 3 )  = S ( 1 R T ( ( W j C 8 6 ) - W 0 ( Q i  ) ) * * 2 t ( W 0 C 8 7 ) - W 0 ( 9 2 )  ) * * 2  + ( W 0 ( ü 8 ) - N 0 ( 9 3 ) ) *  
1 * 2 ) + W j ( 2 )
J = 3 
Ar. 0
10 3 W ü C 2 1 ) = U 0 ( 2 ) / C W 0 ( J ) - l'Nj ( 2 ) )
W O ( 2 2 ) = ( * u ( A + Ü l ) - x O ( A t 8 ü ) - W o ( 2 l ) * ( W V ( A + 8 6 ) - H O ( A + 9 1 ) ) ) / ( - W U ( 2 ) * * 2 -  
1 W 0 ( 2 1 j * ( W j ( 2 ) * * 2 ~ u G ( 3 j A * 2 ) )  
W O ( 2 3 ) = ( W u ( A + ü l ) ~ w O ( A + R o ) + W O ( 2 2 ) * W O ( 2 ) * * 2 ) / ( - W O ( 2 ) )
101 W ü C A + 8 2 ) = W 0 ( 2 j )
102 w 0 ( A + 5 6 ) = W 0 ( 2 j ) f 2 . 0 * W 0 ( 2 2 ) * b 0 ( 2 )
A z A f  1
J z J «• 1
Il ( J ) 1 0 4 ,  1 04  , 1 03  
104  J = 2  
A = 4
1 05 Wü ( 2  1 ) = 1 . 0 / Sn | \ ’ T ( Wo (A + 5 2  ) * a 2 + W0 (A + 5 3  ) * * 2  + W0 ( A t f j 4  ) * a-2 )
W 0 ( A + 4 2 )  = w 0 C A + 5 2 ) *W u ( 2  1 )
WO(A+43)=WO(A+53)*WU(21)
W O ( A + 4 4 ) = w O ( A + 5 4 ) * W O ( 2 1 )
A = A - 4
I l  ( U ) 1 0 6 , 1 1 5 , 1 0 6  
1 1 5  J = v,J- 1
I l  C J ) 1 0 6 , 1 0 0 , 1 0 5
1 0 6  J = 3  
A = 0
f:=o
1 07  W U C L + 5 3 ) = W 0 ( A + 8 1 )
WO ( l + 5 4 ) = l O (A v42)
W ü C L + 5 5 ) = ( 3 . 0 * ( W 0 ( A + 8 u ) - W o ( A + U l ) ) " H 0 ( 2 ) * ( w 0 ( A + 4 6 ) + 2 . 0 * W 0 ( A + 4 2 ) ) ) /  
1 ( W 0 ( 2 ) * * 2 )
W 0 ( L + 6 6 ) = ( W ü C 2 ) * ( u O ( A + 4 6 ) + W 0 ( A + 4 2 ) ) + 2 . 0 * ( w 0 ( A + 8 1 ) - W 0 ( A + ü 6 ) ) ) / ( W O (
1 2 ) * . 3 )
E = E + 4  
A = Ai  1 
J z J - 1
IK I J ) 108,106,107
1 08 D z T p I f i T  ( W . j ( 8 4  J )
W O ( r d = U ^ C ? ) / r i . u A T ( ü )
109  J = 3  
E = 0
110 W 0 ( 2 î > zV 0 (E . 53 ) +W u ( 1 4 ) * ( W u (L + 54 ) + W 0 ( I 4 ) * (;.j 0 (f. t55 ) + W u (i 4 ) * W 0 (E + bo )
210
n)
I F  ( J . [ 0 .  5 )  f : X ( i c i  )  =  
If- Cj.cn,2) ( YclCl ) = 
II Cj.LO.l ) c/cict ; = 
C = [+4 
J“J-l
II ( J ) 112,112,110 
1 1‘2 J= 1 u 
. A = 0
1 13 WUCA+dl  ) = l i n ( A + 8 0 )  
W J ( A 4 2 ) = i 10 ( A t- /I b )
A = A + l 
J = J-1 
II ( J )
1 in CIJNtI(JIE 
c X ( I c 1 n )
CYCiCin) 
c z CI c 1 D )
RLTuRU FfJD
W O (21) 
W 0 ( 2 1 ) 
W O (21)
H a , i i u , i l 3
= lX(ICl )
= CV(ICl)
= c Z d d  )
FUiJCTI i j l l  SUBROUTINES FUR CKVFI T
1 16
FUMcTin.N iPlNT(X)
Y = A(jS C X . F L O A T ( l N T ( X ) )  
IRI,jT = I I O T ( x )
II ( X. L T .U . u )




GÜ jn 116 
IRInT=lRTNT+l
A l i n .  Y . U E . 0 . 0 )  I R I N T  =  I K I U T  + 1
FUUc T i DN niil(X')
I I U T = I N T ( X )II (X.GC.O.ü) RlTuRU 
Y = X « F l H A T  ( T I U T )
If ( Y . N L . Ü . U )  I I N t  = ITi]T-1
i u ; t u RnEND
P A G E  -  13 F j : E nELFTEl) 211
A sample of the output obtained from the three- 
dimensional jet in a crosswind program is 
included. The asterisks are used to edit the 
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APPENDIX 6
SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION 
FOR 2 CHARACTERISTIC CASES.
For this investigation, the diffusion equation is written as
"Where is the vorticity and
^  is the kinematic viscosity.
The characteristic cases are:-
1) diffusion of vorticity from a solid boundary
2) diffusion of vorticity already present in the flowfield,
A6.1 DIFFUSION OF VORTICITY FROM A SOLID BOUNDARY 
The following boundary conditions apply
a)  ̂ -= o
At all points in the flowfield, at time o  » the flow is
irrotational
b) C c  > O  AS ^ — S> OO
At infinity the flow is irrotational for all t
c) ^ ^ 1^  — ^  o  as ^ — & oo
i
d) "S3" O  ^  =  o
Thus, Prandtls two-dimensional boundary layer equation




Using Bernoulli* s equation to obtain in terms of IX
P ^  ̂  ̂ -=r CotASTAhJT
gives
- i  * è £  +  u  ^  ^  ^
hence
1  k  _ o
This means that






—s. I An d
^  f  '





\  —  g O
To justify this, consider a vortex sheet separating two flows, 









Fig A6.F1 VORTEX SHEET. 
From Duncan et al (i960).
and
Where ^
\T *= clr j d ^  ^
^  U d s
Vortex strength, and 
circulation.
Applying A6.3 to the box in the diagram above, gives
D  =  U L -
Using Stokes Theorem eqn A6.3 becomes
.  f
Where ^  -= (X by definition.
Applying A6 .5 to the box above gives
J3 rsr J *  Co L d j  L
Equating A6.6 and A6.4 gives boundary condition e 






Boundary Conditions (b) and (c) allow Fourier cosine transforms 
of A6.1 to be taken, giving.
k)c 6 , 0 ] A6.7
Duff et al (1966)
Where is the Fourier cO sine transform of
Boundary condition (d) reduces A6.7 to
A6.8
from which a solution can be obtained
A6.9
When t = O , A =UJc (S, O), hence
W c  (s,0 •= t/Oc E^jo) e
Boundary condition (a) can be transformed giving
/'OO
U) %M t  j
2
MÎT
Where G is a constant
A6.10 becomes
- ^ 5 ^ 6
\)ir












hence lO & CoS d  s
.. u,C3,t) .  %  2 3
i r
A6.13
Where Re = real part of.
Consider the integral
po







which on substitution of the limits gives
° — 2)5^6
s®- SiNi ^  d s A6.15
From A6.14
6  . - i
00 —
s c  ti(fs) Sy d s
dt^ a
which can be substituted into A6.15, giving




hence %  =  €, I —  B  Q.
When V zz O  , %  ̂  %  and from A6.14 B ~  \ C dls
C5
Let' 4| -zr ^ NJ then d s
I d + l
hence
6  = J
o
,00 -.4̂
'  -  i x j ■2) e
hence T A6.16
Substituting into A6.13 gives
-Ü Ia 'ù ^
J ïr F f c
A6.17
Using boundary condition e gives
DO
V ir-i) e
c5u =■ U SURFACE. A6.18
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A6.19
Rosenhead (1966)
A6.2 DIFFUSION OF VORTICITY ALREADY PRESENT IN THE 
FLOWFIELD.
The following boundary conditiorB apply:-
a)
Where is the vorticity distribution in the free stream
b) Co — > o  As ^
Q ̂ ^  ̂  As ^  ^ OO
d) ^ -=0 /̂ T ^  ^  O
As for case 1,Fourier cosine transforms are taken, giving the 
solution
—
W c  (s,t) = WcC^jo)e. A6.10
Boundary condition (a) can be transformed to
rCG
hence for case 2, A6.10 becomes.
w, Cs,fe) ^ CoS S A6.20
As the integral is a function of its limits, A6.20 can be 
written
^  C V ) e  coE d iWcCSjé) 2IT
Taking Fourier inverse transforms, as before, this becomes
• 7 ^ 4 - ________________________________
oo OÔ
c ^ cos ̂ ds j s5r diTT
which can be written as
eo /- oo
U
. . . - 
C-ijF) ^ -  U ( L )  6: Cos -s. CoS dsdir
A6.21
Duff et al (1966)
Consider first the inner integral over S, i.e.
\ €. CoS CoS sT r” d s
This is equivalent to
ii + cos ( L - * i > ^ d s 22
Now j  Z ' ^ ^ ^ C o s C t t ç ^ ) s  ds  -  2 - J ^
/OO
and s  . 1e CoS C c-Mj-s ds = -
Z./V
TT




Substituting this into A6.21 gives
2 3 6
APPENDIX 7.
ORDER OF MAGNITUDES ARGUMENT ON VORTICITY TRANSPORT
EQUATION.
The vorticity transport equation is
àco
A7.1
This can be transformed into non-dimensional form by using 
the following non-dimensional variables.
feV«






















The boundary conditions for the boundary layer region are
Uo *** ^  ^ =5 O
u ■i ^ ̂
___________ 9 ^ 1 _____
From Schlichting (1968), the dimensionless boundary layer 
thickness very small compared with unity ^ ^  .
Thus an order of magnitude can now be estimated for 
each of the terms.
With reference to Daily & Harleman (1966), with ^
a scale for decreasing orders of magnitudes is as follows
Using the notation ^ o C .  ^ expressing "is the order of" 
the boundary layer relations,
a  »  vr 5C M ^  ^
can be used to set down the relative magnitudes of distances, 
velocities and vorticity as follows
\ T o ^  o C^)  \  ^ ^
*^Uio is the same order as _From Daily, the term dOO (Ji
23%
Hence from A7.2
^COo I (I ^+  U o  —  -  —
Consider the terms on the right hand side. . The term ^ can
be eliminated since it is smaller than ^ ■ A c  •
Also, the order of must be to satisfy the Boundary
Layer concept that the viscous term is to be comparable to the 
inertia term. This leads to A7.3
^ids y U o  + u"o ^ ^ 2  -= -L [ ^
3^0 3 % .  R<(_ L
6 ” 4 )  4 )  =-
A7.3
Thus incorporating the boundary layer conditions it can be seen 
that only one of the viscous terms can be eliminated from the 




The stability criteria used in the investigation were 
taken from Fromm (1964, 1969b), where details of the analysis 
are given. They apply to the vorticity transport equation 
only
^  " " h  '
The stability of the diffusion process is assured if 
the following criterion is obeyed
A8.2
4-
Where a = ■=? Sj (mesh interval)
For the second order representation of A8.1 for mesh 
points near the wall, the low wave-number modes ( O  ) are
stable if
4- é I AG.3
Where 6^—  U. Ar>rc> &  =•
The next mode y is stable if
^ A8.4
In practice, only these two criteria were satisfied, 
and no stability problems were encountered.
For mesh points away from the boundaries, the vorticity 
was calculated using the fourth-order convection approxi­
mation. For this scheme, in order for the most troublesome 
mode to be damped.
C» S  A8.5
Z 4 0
All these criteria were used to establish the correct 
relationship between Kc  ̂ and v7“ .
For meshes where then (X was set to the
smallest mesh interval, in order to cater for the worst case.
Z4l
APPENDIX 9
DERIVATION OF FINITE - DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
The equations used by Fromm (1969a) were not formally 
derived either in that paper or in Fromm (1969b). It was 
not immediately clear how the various forms were derived, 
but it was considered worthwhile to derive them from first 
principles, to gain an insight into these rather complex 
second and fourth-order finite-difference formulations.
This derivation is given here.
Z 4 Z
Both analytic and numerical solutions of the Vorticity 
transport equation are limited by the non-linear convection 
terms. Although numerical solutions can be obtained, they 
are liable to be inaccurate because the finite-difference 
‘approximations of the convection terms may introduce errors. 
CrOwley (1968) developed equations for these terms in both 
the advective and conservative forms i.e. where the 
dependant variable in the finite-difference equation was not 
necessarily conserved and where it was identically conserved 
respectively.
Fromm used the advective form, expressed conservatively, 
for the second and fourth-order approximations to the convective 
terms.
A9.1 Second Order Advective Scheme
Stirlings interpolation formula is (Wylie (1966))
Xf3ĉtrV\\ + if çY 4. ("5 S 4. r 4-
1 ^ V. 2 21 2»P 2. "4T" I*
A9.1
Where
%  '*■ Ç-1 = 4 , -  4-,
^ ^ 4, - L -  2^^ + 4 _ r  \-z
and ^ can be shown to be
+ + 4 - Z
*  VNoVkrv "H) resa*v\blô Ybq conserVaV»ye -̂tcrrx
2 4 3  ■
For the second order form, only the first three terms are used 
from the right hand side of A9.1, for the later approximation 
of ,
The new value of 0̂  can be obtained from the vorticity values 
at the mesh points ^ as follows;
^  n  . n  n  V 2 ^  n  a n  \
Substituting ^  and — OL •== (CROWLEY( 1968) )gives
n / - n  .  n n \
A9.2
n
The terms and are associated with the time derivative
in the Vorticity transport equation, with the remaining terms 
associated with the derivative
Equation A9.2 can be written
nirt rt
+ G  A9.3
Where
Neglecting the diffusion terms and the corresponding variation in 
j  , A9.3 can be seen to be equivalent to equation 6 in Fromm 
(1969a) if the following transformation is made to B, to enable 
the conservative form to be obtained.
B =
Where ~ + A,^0< (pt-i,j ~ ^ A 9 . 4
Cd+(j j =and ....
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Using the method of undetermined coefficients, as follows, 
the values of and A^^ can be found
A9.5
Equating. A9.3 and A9.5
Afi = ^ and A^^ = ^
A9.6
which when substituted into A9,4 gives
CwJijS =̂o<(wc|i + w£+i,iV !»<•’■
NB G<.=̂ in Cc-£i^ and in , Fromm(l969b)
A9.2 Fourth Order Advective Scheme
The five terms on the right hand side of A9.1 are used for
the Fourth-order form. The new value of w can be obtained
from the vorticity values at the mesh points 0-2,
as follows
wc "  ^  /  n  n \  2 /  n .  n
; . 1 / 3  \  /  n ^  ^  _  n /\ \
n v  - + 2 w L - . , i  - ^
( /  4. n . n / n A n \
2Ï V  ^ -b w^_2 j
A9.7
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 ̂ 4ftSubstituting — Csl and T ■»• — oc and with some
algebraic manipulation, A9.7 becomes
M  n
^  î \ 4- BÜ
Where B -  "
oc:2a- SoWî - . 4- -




By ignoring the diffusion terms and any variation in j , 
'A9.8 can be shown to be equivalent to equation 5 in Fromm 
(1969a) if the same transformation is made to B, again to 
enable the conservative form to be obtained.
B - C ;C-4-U2>J
2 4 6
Where =  A|, 4 AiO^Cf^C-i.i + A..^ -t-
+ Az|D( ~  (̂ L-2.,j - ‘̂ <A',jX
A  (.W-i,j + + ^Î4i,p4
+  -  ^ 4 )  +  A .z '^ " (c o c -Ii -
A9.9
can be obtained from A9.9 by permutation of the 
suffices. Using the method of undetermined coefficients as 
above, the coefficients in A9.9 can be evaluated.
Consider the first two terms in Ci h \ and Ci\h \
KtP^Cc-1̂ 4  W c+(,j ^
*11
® -  C  64.(Ç;
hence for the first two terms
/ o  n \  , /  ^  n n \
B  =  - ^ 1 1 ^  j  4  ( , j  -  c - ( , '
B = A|2.<̂ (ĵ c-2.;̂ —  ̂ ÔtZ,j^ A9.10
By comparing equations A9.8 and A9.10
n  I
5 l  = —  3  2 - (2_
which on substituting in A9.9 gives for the first two terms
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Continuing with the above method the remaining coefficients 
were determined, giving finally
4- 4 W(:+|,P +
~  ~  E " ^  "  ^ 6 « 4 )  -
13/^ n A \ I  ̂/, n n \- 0( (pc-..j 4- (̂L,j I + 4 _
-  O r f  ([ o \  , 4 /  n n  \
- _ ^ o C
A9.11
A9.11 should be compared with equation 7 of Fromm(1969a). The
following remarks are relevant;
1) Both equations are analogous.
2) Corresponding coefficients are identical.
3) The assumption is made that OL =  » Fromm(l969b)
4) The suffices of some terms differ. To be more definite, 
Fromm’s equation contains no terms with the suffix u4( ̂ j . 
Itwould appear that this discrepancy has arisen from a 
misprint in Fromm’s paper. This is confirmed by the 
appearance of the correct form of the equation (i.e. 
containing terms with the (,4- (  ̂̂  suffix) in Fromm( 1969b).
2 4 %
Crowley (1968) also details a second and fourth order 
conservative formulation which can be used for the convective 
terms in the vorticity transport equation. Although this 
formulation was not used in this investigation, the equations 
will be derived here for completeness.
The term accounts for the transport of the
vorticity by the fluid. If this term is regarded as the 
divergence of a flux. Green’s theorem can be applied; consequently, 
in any zone, the decrease of vorticity with time is proportional 
to the net flux out of the zone. The flux across a zone 
boundary at j ̂  is
A9.12
I
A9.3 Second Order Conservative Scheme
If W  is assumed to vary linearly between and C-hl ,
and the following transformation is used
S = + eh
Where X  =  A'sc, substituting into A9.12 will give
A
^  ^  1 +  .....
—DC%-DC ̂ A9.13
Neglecting second and higher order differences, and integrating
A9.13 gives , //
-  /i z ^
e
which on substituting of the limits and rearranging gives
^  Ft+^2j =  ^  "  ^'■'0 A9.14
24cû\/
If oC is evaluated at ,A from j A b  , then
equation A9.14 corresponds with equation 15 of Cowley (1968)
A9.4 Fourth Order Conservative Scheme
A cubic is fitted through W  at the mesh points L— \ %
i  ̂ L4 7. J J and the following transformation used
S = ^ + e n  • A9.15
Where \\ =  A %
The vorticity can be expressed as
■ + ô A"wc-,j + —
A9.16
Substituting A9.15 and A9.16 into A9.12 gives
A9.17





+ p - ^ ■*■ - 5  +Zwt-(,^'^ +
A9.18








which corresponds with equation 16 Crowley (1968) if 0(, is 
evaluated at from ClL4^  j .
Crowley in his paper carried out tests for one and two 
dimensional problems, using both advective and conservative 
formulations for each case. For the one dimensional problem, 
greater accuracy was achieved by using the conservative form 
rather than the advective form, and the most accurate result 
came from the fourth order scheme in conservative form.
ZS\
For the two-dimensional problem, the results were not 
qualitatively different when using either the advective or 
conservative schmes. Crowley noted that since his test problem 
involved non-divergent flow, this result was not too surprising, 
although he still felt that the more accurate solution would 
come from equations in conservative form.
Fromm (1969b) contended that whilst there was fairly 
general agreement that the conservative form was more accurate, 
there was little precise information to explain this. In his 
companion paper, Fromm (1969a), he used the advective form 
expressed conservatively for the fourth order equations; This 
is the form used in the present investigation.
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APPENDIX 10
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
TO PREDICT VISCOUS FLOWS.
AlO.l Introduction •
The program flow diagram is shown in Fig. All.FI. If 
this is compared with the program text, Appendix II, it can 
be seen that each block in the flow diagram denotes one of the 
programs comprising the program suite. The similarity 
between the flow diagram and the general description of viscous 
flow development, t can also be seen.
All programs were written in Scheme D, an extension of 
an autocode developed at Rclls-Royce (1971) Ltd., Bristol 
Engine Division. This enables the data to be stored in a ring 
structure, Dennison (1973), making it easily accessible from 
any Scheme D program.
The data is stored in entities whose size depends on the 
particular users requirements. These entities are placed in 
rings, and may be accessed using standard instruction.
Each program will now be described separately.
A10.2. DATA INPUT & MESH CREATION
The data input is divided into the following sections
1. (a) Definition of the body boundaries
(b) Definition of the flow region using 1(a)
2. Definition of the mesh.
3. Flow data.
An example of the data input can be seen in Appendix 11 . 
This particular format was chosen so that the programs could be 
incorporated into the COMET data management system. This is 
currently under development at the Bristol Engine Division.
The first two sections of data are required for the 
mesh generation program, which fits a mesh between any 2-D 
boundaries and is available to any user of COMET. The mesh 
is created using the ring structure, which makes interrogation 
of the mesh by any other program straightforward.
Each mesh point has an entity assocated with it, to store 
the 19 data items for each point. The data is shown in fig 
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M E S H  POINT M A R K E R
X COLLOCATION P O IN T
y  COLLOCATION POINT
X S H E E T  E N D  P O IN T
y  S H E E T  END PO IN T
V E L O C I T Y  M A R K E R
SOURCE OP VORTEX SHEET M A R K E R
Ay
USED FOR T E M P . S T O r i A C F
ADDRESS M A R K E R
2 S 4
A control block at the start of program 55 calls the 
programs to read the data,section 1 & 2,and run the required 
mesh fitting program. When the mesh has been fitted, 
program 55 is itself run, to process the flow data. Some of 
this data is stored for use by other programs in the suite.
A flow diagram for 55 is shown in fig. A11.F2.
If the run has been restarted, assuming convergence has 
not been reached, then the previously stored information is 
updated i.e. total number of iterations to be performed, which 
iterations are to be plotted and printed, or only printed etc. 
Also, any plotting vectors from previous iterations are removed 
from the ring structure. This means that the vectors from the 
next set of iterations only will be stored. Control is then 
passed to 10003 for solving the matrix equation, whose 
coefficients have been stored by the previous run.
If this is the very first iteration, then the first part 
of 10008, the plotting vector program, is run. This calculates 
the coordinates of the duct outline and the end coordinates of 
the mesh columns, and stores them all on the ring structure in 
preparation for any plotting of results
If the run has not been restarted, control is then 
switched to program 10002, to set up the mesh markers which will 
be used by every program throughout all the subsequent iterations.
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A10.3 MESH MARKERS & MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS
The flow diagram for this program is shown in fig A11.F3 
The program is called once only, at the beginning of the 
computational cycle. Its purpose is to;
1. Allocate mesh point markers denoting:
a) their position in the flow field relative to the 
boundaries
b) the number and type of velocity components stored at 
the mesh point.
2. Calculate the coefficients of the matrix equation A 2.8 
for the initial irrotational flow.
la. Mesh point markers.
A table of these markers is shown in 10.1, with a
illustrative diagram in fig. A10.F2. Any program may interrogate
this marker and deduce the position of the mesh point. This is
easier and quicker than calculating the mesh point position every
time it is needed. The marker is stored in the tenth position254of each mesh point data area, fig AlO.FI.
MARKER .POSITION OF MESH POINT
0 ON SOLID BOUNDARY.
1 ON INLET FLUID BDRY, ADJACENT TO SOLID BDRY.
-1 ADJACENT TO SOLID BOUNDARY
2 ON EXIT FLUID BOUNDARY.
-2 ON INLET FLUID BOUNDARY.
3 ADJACENT TO INLET FLUID BOUNDARY.
-3 REMAINING FIELD POINTS.
TABLE 10.1 MESH POINT MARKERS.
2S G
lb Velocity component markers.
This marker is calculated from both the position of the 
mesh point and the mesh point marker. A table of these markers 
is shown in 10.2, and the marker is stored in the fifteenth data 
position fig AlO.FI. These markers are illustrated in fig. 
A10.F3.
They are used when calculating the velocity components 
and for calculating the streaklines in the plotting program.
MARKER VELOCITY COMPONENTS CALCULATED AT A MESH POINT





VELOCITY COMPONENT MARKER 
TABLE 10.2
OO O O
-1 -1 -1 -1 2
3 -3 -3 -3 2










FIG AlO. F2 MESH POINT MARKERS.
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 2












FIG AlO. F3 VELOCITY COMPONENT MARKERS.
2. Matrix coefficients
The coefficients A and B of the matrix equation A2.8 
are calculated for the irrotational flow at the start of the 
computations. For details see Appendix 2.
The coefficients are stored in entities for future access. 
The coefficients of A represent the weighting factors of one 
surface singularity on another. As such they remain constant 
throughout the cycle of computations. The coefficients of B 
are dependent on the vorticity present in the flow field, and 
will change at every iteration until convergence.
25% .
AlO.4. SOLUTION OF SINGULARITY STRENGTHS
The program flow diagram is shown in fig A11.F4. As 
the coding for the Gauss-Seidal solution routine already 
existed in the COMET system, it was adpated for use in this 
program suite. The theory is given in Smith (1969).
Once the strengths have been calculated,they are stored 
in the ninth data word of the surface mesh point data area,
fig. AlO.FI. The correct mesh point is the one at the
origin of the sheet local axis system, fig. A10.F4.
- c
X ^
FIG A10.F4. MESH POINT LOCATION FOR STORING 
SURFACE SHEET STRENGTH
is stored in the data area of mesh point A and ^^3
in the data areas of points B and C respectively.
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AlO.5 CALCULATION OF THE VELOCITY
23-6The program flow diagram is shown in fig A11.F5. Each 
mesh point is selected in turn, and its data interrogated to 
establish one of the following:-
1) If it is the first iteration
2) Whether it is a general mesh point
3) Whether it is on the duct inlet or exit.
1. First Iteration
The only singularities present during the initial irro­
tational flow are the surface sheet singularities. The velocity 
components V2 are calculated directly and
stored in the fourth and fifth data words of each mesh point,254-fig AlO.FI.
The velocity components induced by the duct inlet and exit 
source sheets, are calculated from equation 6.15. Those from the 
solid surface vortex sheets are calculated from equation 6.16.
For any other iteration, the procedure depends on the mesh 
point position. The vorticity in the duct is represented by 
discrete vortex filaments at the mesh points, as mentioned in 6.23. 
Incorrect results were formed when the velocity was calculated 
directly, due to the (^/r) term in equation 4.7* The halfway mesh 
points were too close to the inducing vortex.
The method eventually used was to calculate the velocity 
components at the mesh intersection points, and use linear 
interpolation to calculate the components at the halfway mesh points, 
(Section 6.23).
2. General Mesh Point
The velocity components induced by a vortex filament are 
given by. equation 4.7. The required components j
are calculated and stored as above.
3. Inlet or Exit Point
For this investigation, a uniform velocity profile was 
specified across the duct inlet, which means that the vorticity 
is zero there, (Section 6.22), The velocity components,
^^^4. : induced by the surface and field singularities, 
were calculated directly. • Had the vorticity not been zero there, 
then the technique adopted for the duct exit would have had to 
be used.
The method adopted for the exit section entailed dealing 
separately with its own vorticity. The U velocity components 
induced by both the surface singularities and the field vorticity 
NOT on the duct exit, are stored at the EXIT, J + ^ mesh points.
The U velocity components induced by the duct exit 
vorticity are calculated at the EXIT, J Mesh points, and
linear interpolation used to calculate the velocity at the 
EXIT,J + ^ points. These components are added to those 
previously stored to give the exit velocity profile. This routine 
ensures that any errors associated with the linear interpolation 
at the duct exit, are kept to a minimum. The significance of 
this will be seen in section A10.7, where it is shown how contin­
uity is enforced between the duct inlet and exit.
The surface vorticity is calculated from the velocity 
components adjacent to the surface. The equations are given in 
section 6,22
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AlO•6 CALCULATION OF VORTICITY
The flow field vorticity is calculated in program 10005, 
whose flow diagram is shown in fig A11.F6. Each mesh point is 
selected in turn and certain data e.g. velocity and vorticity 
values, mesh marker, is stored in dummy data stores.
If the point is on the duct inlet then the vorticity is 
calculated directly from the prescribed inlet velocity distri­
bution. If it is not, then a number of other mesh points are 
selected, fig A10.F5, and their equivalent data transfered to 
other dummy stores.
D  S E LE C TE D  M ESH PO IN T  
(  WHERE VO R TIC ITY  IS  
TO BE CALCULATED )
O  OTHER MESH POINTS
(  TO BE USED IN CALCULATING 
THE V O R T IC IT Y  )
O
0-
Fig A10.F5 MESH POINT SELECTION
If the selected point is on the duct exit, then enough 
information has been stored for the vorticity to be calculated 
there. Should the point be in the flow field, then the contri­
bution to the new vorticity value from diffusion of the vorticity 
can be calculated and stored.
The finite-difference version of the vorticity transport 
equation used, was taken from Fromm(1969a) section 6.22. It is 
an upwind differencing type of formulation, where more information 
is used from the local upstream direction. FigAlO.F6 shows the 
variation of mesh position for ± Cl..
2GZ
0- -Chi-i Î4I i+( -0- ■0(-(
Fig A10.F6 MESH POINT ORIENTATION
For any mesh point, i , j , the components ^














FIG ALO. F7 CALCULATION OF AVERAGE VELOCITIES
-= 4- ^ ^ 2 .  ^ 3 »  4- U q .  +  ' 2 u i ^  -V
j = -t VTc 4- VTd 4 4 / %
AlO.l
2
For mesh points in the flow field, Fromm uses the fourth 
order approximation to the vorticity transport equation. This 
entails using information from the i-2 and j-2 mesh position 
fig. A10.F8
O  i,j4-l
i-2,j O V “ ■O i +  l, j
FIG A 10.F8 FOURTH - ORDER MESH POSITIONS
For mesh points adjacent to the solid surfaces, inlet, 
and possibly the exit, fluid boundaries, difficulties arise 
prescribing the values at the i-2 and j-2 positions. Since they 
are not in the flow field, Fromm uses a second-order approxi­
mation to the vorticity transport equation. The mesh point 
positions are shown in fig, A10.F9, and are dependant on the 




FIG A10.F9 SECOND-ORDER MESH POSITIONS,
_____________
When the new vorticity value has been calculated, it is2S4-stored in the eighth data position, fig AlO.FI, Once the 
vorticity values at all the mesh points have been found, the 
values are overwritten into the seventh data position ready 
for the next iteration.
AlO.7 EFFECT OF VORTICITY AT SURFACE.
z?sThe program flow diagram is shown in fig A11.F7. The 
reasons for calculating this effect at every iteration are given 
in Section 6.24.
The store addresses of the surface sheets and those field 
mesh points having vorticity, are stored in a dummy array for 
access by the program. This saves the time consuming process 
of scanning the mesh at each iteration to find those addresses.
The area under the inlet velocity profile is calculated and stored 
ready for comparison with the area under the exit profile.
For each surface sheet not on the exit boundary, the 
procedure is as follows:-
1) Calculate the velocity component induced by all
the field vorticity at the sheet collocation points;~
a) tangential component at the duct vortex sheet s
b) normal component at the duct source sheets.
2) Temporarily store each component.
For each of the exit surface sheets, the procedure is 
different :-
A) Calculate the normal velocity component at the sheet 
collocation point induced by all the field vorticity NOT on the 
exit boundary.
b ) Calculate the normal velocity component at the duct exit 
mesh points induced by the exit vorticity.
C) Linearly interpolate the velocity components (B) to calculate 
the components at the sheet collocation points. These are then 
added to (A)
The area under the exit velocity profile is calculated 
using the trapezium rule, and compared with the area under the 
inlet velocity profile, see above. The difference in the areas 
is converted into a linear increment in velocity, section 6.24, 
to be added to each of the velocity components comprising the exit 
velocity profile. This linear increment is temporarily stored 
for each of the exit sheets.
Using the information for each sheet, it is possible to 
recalculate the vector B, equation A2.3, to take account of the 
field vorticity. The procedure is:-
1) For each solid surface collocation point, the velocity induced 
by all the surface sheets must be equal and opposite to that 
induced by the field vorticity. This ensures that the 
boundary condition of zero velocity on the outside of the 
sheets is maintained. The correct velocity is extracted
from the information temporarily stored, and restored in vector 
B.
2) For the duct inlet collocation points, the velocity induced by 
the surface sheets should again be equal and opposite to that 
induced by the field vorticity, so that the prescribed velocity 
distribution is maintained. The surface sheets velocity is
'stored in vector B .
3) For the duct exit collocation points, the velocity induced by 
the surface sheets should be the linear velocity increments 
previously calculated. This ensures that the velocity induced 
at the duct exit, by the surface and field singularities, 
satisfies continuity.
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These increments are also stored in Vector B,
Having obtained the new vector B for all the surface 
sheets, it is possible to recalculate the strengths of those 
sheets, by using the Gauss-Seidal program, 10003.
AlO.8 CONTROL PROGRAM
279The program flow diagram is shown in A11.F8. Based upon 
the data input, the current iteration is either printed, plotted 
and printed or ignored. If it is to be plotted, program 10008 is 
run to assemble the velocity vector coordinates, for the streakline 
plot, and the coordinates of the velocity and vorticity profiles.
If this iteration is not the last in the current run, 
control is switched to 10003, to re-solve the matrix equation 
A2.8 for the new surface sheet strengths.
If the iteration is the last, and some of the previous 
iterations involved plots, then program 10009 is run to assemble 
a magnetic tape of plotting information. If none of the iterations 
involved plots,all available mesh information is stored ready for 
the next series of runs, and the computation stopped.
AlO.9 PLOTTING COORDINATES AND INSTRUCTIONS.
The last two programs in the suite are concerned with 
plotting. They are
;
1) 10008, to assembling all the plotting coordinates.




Z.%0The flow diagram for this program is shown in A11.F9.
The program is run as a subroutine from two different programs.
The first section of 10008 is run from program 55, to assemble 
the basic plot data. This consists of:-
a) duct outline coordinates.
b) mesh column end coordinates.
This information is stored for easy access by the rest of 
the program each time a plot is called for.
The second section is run from program 10007, the control 
program. Each time a plot is requested, three pictures are 
produced by 10008;-
a) Streakline plot, where streaklines are defined as 
instantaneous velocity vectors.
b) U-velocity component plot across the duct.
c) Vorticity profile across the duct.
All these plots are contained within the duct outline.
On entry to the program the duct outline and column
coordinates are retrieved from their storage locations, and stored 
within the ring structure ready for plotting. A reference velocity 
and vorticity are chosen as follows:- the reference velocity is the 
maximum velocity across the inlet section, and the reference 
vorticity is the absolute value of surface vorticity at the inlet. 
These values are stored so that the plots may be sealed.
Each mesh point is selected in turn, and the coordinates of 
the points on the velocity and vorticity profiles for this mesh 
location are calculated and stored. The mesh point velocity 
marker is examined and either X or Y streaklines, or both, 
are calculated. The X streakline is the velocity vector at
 ̂j , the Y streakline at ^
26-2
Considering the X streakline, the v component is stored 
for the  ̂j position but the u component is not known.
It is calculated from the average of the surrounding components 
as follows, fig. AIO.FIO
FIG AIO.FIO CALCULATION OF STREAKLINE COMPONENTS.
is known
A
u. -= (u, 4- Uz 4 AIO.2
similar procedure is performed for Vc  ̂ ^4
Knowing all the components at both ( 4 j and ù enables 
the velocity vector to be calculated, and scaled. The coordinates, 
angle of inclination and the magnitude of the streakline are stored 
ready for plotting.
Once all the plotting information has been assembled, 
control is switched back to 10007, for the mesh information to be 
printed.
2. Program 10009
When all the iterations in the present run have been computed, 
program 10007 calls program 10009 if one or more of those iterations 
involves a plot. The program flow diagram is shown in All.FlO.
This program is one of the COMET programs and although it wasnt 
written by the author,was adapted by him to cater for streaklines.
The program taikes all the coordinates, angles etc. stored 
by program 10008, and converts these to a series of plotting 
instructions. These are then stored on a magnetic tape ready for
2fe2_________________________________________
processing by another system program.
This program is run from 10009 and converts the information 
on the magnetic tape to instructions which will operate the plotter.
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APPENDIX 11
This appendix contains the following -
r
1) Flow diagrams of the computer programs.
2) Details of the data input.
3) Program coding.
4) Typical output from the program
2 1  \
YES
YES
ANY P LO TS ?
STORE RESULTS  
E N D
STORE R E S U LTS  
E N D
S E T  UP MESH W ITHIN  BOUNDARIES
C A LC U LA TE  V O R T IC IT Y  IN F IE L D
RECALCULATE CO EFFIC IENTS OF B
R E A D  REGION DATA, BOUNDARY COORDS
READ FLOW DATA 
PROGRAM RESTARTED
GAUSS-SEIDAL SOL" OF EON A 2 - 8
STORE INSTRUCTIONS TO OPERATE PLOTTER
STORE PLOTTING INFORMATION ON A MAGNETIC TAPE
READ FLOW DATA 
ESTABLISH BASIC PLOT D ATA
ARE R E S U L T S -.P R IN TE D -P R IN T  RESULTS 
PLOTTED  
LAST ITER A TIO N
SET UP MESH & V E L O C IT Y  M A R K E R S  
SET UP COEFFIC IENTS A.B IN EON Ao%'B
CALCULATION OF VELO C ITY IN F IE L D .
CALC SURFACE VORTICITY IF  VISCOUS FLOW
A S S E M B LE  PLOTTING INFORMATION FOR 
STREAKLINE VELOCITY 8. VORTICITY PROFILES
fig.ai.fi. program suite flow diagram




STORE DATA FOR 
THIS RUN
UPDATE DATA FROM 
PREVIOUS RUN
RELEASE ALL PREVIOUS 
PLOTTING VECTORS
GO TO 10003 
(GAUSS-SEIDAL ROUTINE)
RUN I St PART 10008 
CTO SET UP BASIC PLOT DATA )
GO TO 10002
(SET UP MESH MARKERS ETC)
TEMPORARILY STORE REGION AND FLOW DATA 
FOR REMAINING PROGRAMS
control BLOCK CALLS PROGRAMS TO READ 
REGION DATA & FIT MESH. READS FLOW DATA
FIG. AI I. F2. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PROGRAM 55 
DATA INPUT & MESH CREATION
2? 3
C A L C U L A T E  C O E F F IC IE N T S  OF 
M A T R IX  E Q U A T IO N  A 2 .8
C A L C U L A T E  AND S T O R E  A 
V E L O C IT Y  M A R K E R
C A L C U L A T E  %  A N D  y  S P A C IN G  
OF M E S H  P O IN T S
C A L C U L A T E  A N D  S T O R E  E A C H  
M E S H  P O IN T  M A R K E R
6 0  TO 1 0 0 0 3
(  G A U S S -S E ID A L  R O U T IN E )
RG.AII.F3, FLOW DIAGRAM OF 10002
MESH MARKERS & MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS
29-4
S T O R E  E A C H  
S H E E T  S T R E N G T H
S O L V E  E O N  A 2 .8  B Y  
G A U S S -S E tD A L
R E A D  C O E F F IC IE N T S  
F R O M  R IN G S
CO TO 1 0 0 0 4
/C A L C U L A T E  FLOW  
I  F IE L D  V E L O C IT IE S






SELECT MESH POINT AT WHICH VELOCITY  
COMPONENTS TO BE C A LC U LA TE D
LEC TIO N
F IN IS H E D ?
I
SET MARKER IF FIRST TIME STEP ,  POINT ON DUCT INLET OR 
EXIT,O R  ON ANY O THER M E S H  POINT
_  NO
1 f
SELECT FIRST ALL SURFACE SHEETS, THEN  
A LL FIELD POINTS WITH VORTICITY
YES
ELEC TIO N
F IN IS H E D ?
VELOCITY COMPONENTS CALCULATION  
ROUTINES. T E S T  MARKER SET ABOVE
M ESH FT  ON 
DUCT IN LE T /E X IT
MESH FT ANY 
OTHER POINT
CALCULATE ONLY U r , j+ ' /z  




CALCULATE COMPONENTS U ^ j + V z  
A N D /O R  V i -h V z .J  DIRECTLY 
DEPENDING ON VELOCITY MARKER
CALCULATE COMPONENTS U i , j  AND 
V i ^  FOR TH E S E  POINTS
$
NO
- - < Z L . n R S T  T 1 M E 5 T E 2 ^ ^ ^ > --------------
CALCULATE COMPONENTS U i , j +  Vz ; V i  +  '/z, j
DEPENDING ON VELOCITY MARKER USING
LIN EA R  INTERPOLATION
--- ------- ----- -,----------
IF  IRROTATIONAL FLOW ONLY 
GO TO P R IN T  ROUTINE
I CALCULATE S U R F A c f VORTICITY |
GOTO 1 0 0 0 5
(  CALCULATE FIELD V O R TIC ITY  )
FIG.AII.F5. FLOW DIAGRAM OF 10004
CALCULATION OF VELOCITY COMPONENTS
2 1 G
©-►
SELECT MESH POINT AT WHICH VORTICITY IS BEING 
CALCULATED. STORE POINT DATA IN DUMMY ARRAY
FIND SURROUNDING PTS & STORE 
THEIR DATA IN DUMMY ARRAY
SWOP ADDRESSES & STORE DATA 
READY FOR NEXT POINT
IS POINT ^ 
E X IT  FLUID BDRY?
CALC NEW VORTICITY AT PT DUE 
TO DIFFUSION EON 6 .8
CALC VO R TIC ITY EON 6 .1 4  
(S T O R E  PT ADDRESS 3I
Y E S
CALC VORTICITY FROM PRESCRIBED 
VELOCITY PROFILE C STORE PT 
A D D R E S S ) EON 6 .1 3




SWOP DATA TO ENSURE % A XIS  
IS  UPSTREAM
CHECK SIGN OF V i , J
-Vf
♦




IS POINT ADJ TO .  
SURFACE OR INLET BDRY J
CALCULATE VO R TIC ITY  
EQN 6 .
GET E X T R A  POINTS 
S T O R E  TH IS  DATA
C ALCULATE V O R T IC IT Y  
EQN 6 .9
STORE TH IS VORTICITY VALUE 
(S TO R E PT ADDRESS )
LL MESH  
TS INTERROGATED?
SELECT EACH MESH PTAND SWOP VORTICITY 
VALUES READY FOR NEXT ITERATION
FIG.AII.F6. FLOW DIAGRAM OF 10005
CALCULATION OF VORTICITY
GO TO 1 0 0 0 6  (  CALCULATE EFFECT OF 




SURFACE SHEETON EXIT BDRY
SURFACE SHEET NOT 
ON EXIT BDRY
IS FIELD POINT 
ON E X IT  B D R Y ?
Y E S
 -------- ^  15 FIELD - ------ -
PT & STARTOF SURFACE SHEET THE 
 ----------  _SAME PT ? _______ ^
Y E S
5SURFACE SHEET 
ON E X IT  BDRY ?
TEST MARKER  
SET A B O V E _
SELECT EACH SHEET 
IN TURN
CALC E X IT  
VELOaTY PROFILE
NOW CHECK TH IS  
NEW P R O F ILE
SELECT MESH 
POINT IN F IE L D
S ET M A R K E R
GOTO 1 0 0 0 7  
(P R IN T /P L O T  ROUTINE)
CALC VELOCITY COMP AT 
SURFACE & ADD TO OTHERS
CALC LINEAR CORRECTION TO 
PROFILE TO ENSURE CONTINUITY
CALC EXIT MASS FLOWS & 
COMPARE WITH IN LE T
CALCULATE INLET MASS 
FLOWS AND STORE
STORE THE NEW VECTOR L B ]  IN 
ENTITY WHICH STORES [A ]  & [  B ]
CALC V E LO C ITY  COMP AT START OF 
SURFACE SHEET & ADD TO OTHERS
STORE ADDRESSES OF SURFACE SHEETS AND 
FIELD POINTS HAVING VORTICITY IN DUMMY ARRAY
FIG.AII.F7. FLOW DIAGRAM OF 10006




AND PR IN TED
PRINT
ONLY
^ ------ — IS  TH IS -
EPATION TH E LAST IN T H IS  
RUN ? _ _ _ ^
YES
Y E S
- ^ ^ H A V E  ANY 
LOTS BEEN ASKED FOR?
PLOTTED AND PRINTED 
M  PRINTED ONLY ?
T H IS
ITERATION TO BE PLOTTED AND/OR  
 ---------   PRINTED 7
E N D
P R IN T  SELEC TED  
M ESH  D ATA
STORE ALL R ING  DATA 
READY FOR N E X T  RUN
GO TO 1 0 0 0 9  (A S S E M B L E  
TAPE OF PLOTTING INSTRUCTIONS )
GO TO 1 0 0 0 8  C A SS E M B LE  STREAKLINES  
VELOCITY & VORTICITY PROFILE DATA )
GO TO 1 0 0 0 3  (  RECALCULATE THE STRENGTHS 
OF THE SURFACE SHEET S IN G U LA R ITIES  )
TEM PO RA RILY STORE ITERATION No.,N o OF 
PRINTS, ITERA TIO NS TO BE PROCESSED




STORE COLUMN END COORDINATES
CREATE A REFERENCE EN TITY FOR P L O T T IN G  |
BACK
i
STORE OUTLINE & COLUMN 
COORDINATES IN DUMMY STORES
I
STORE DUCT OUTLINE FOR STREAKLINE PLOT, DUCT OUTLINE 
& COLUMNS FOR VELOCITY I  VORTICITY PROFILE PLOTS
STORE R E F E R E N C E  
V E L O C IT Y  & V O R T IC IT Y
Î
CALCULATE COORDS OF POINTS ON VELOCITY 
& VORTICITY PROFILES FOR THIS MESH PT
HECK VELOCITY MARKER
C A LC 'X  & STO R E  
S T R E A K L IN E
CHECK V E LO C ITY  
M A R K E R
S E LE C T EACH MESH PT UP END OF CLOSE VELOCITY L STORE THE
EACH COLUMN IN TURN COLUMN VORTICITY PROFILES PROFILES
END OF 
COLUMNS?
ii C A LC ’Y ' & STORE CALC 'X ‘ & STORE
S T R E A K L IN E S T R E A K L IN E
RESET STORE ADDRESSES  
FOR N E X T  MESH P O IN T
END
FIG.AII.F9. FLOW DIAGRAM OF 10008
ASSEMBLE PLOTTING COORDINATES 
 ___________  9
Y E S
E N D  ?
F IN D  P L O T  
R E F E R E N C E  E N T IT Y
O U T L IN E  CU R VE S TO R E PEN  
I  L IN E  JOINING IN S TR U C T IO N S
PR O FILE C U R V E  S T O R E  P E N  
& L IN E  JO IN IN G  IN S TR U C T IO N S
S T R E A K L IN E  STORE P E N  A N D  
LIN E JO IN ING  IN S TR U C T IO N S
S E L E C T  EACH E N T IT Y  
ATTACHED TO E A C H  PAGE
GO TO S Y S T E M  PROGRAM TO 
A S S E M B L E  PLOTTER IN S T R U C T IO N S
PRINT A L L  INFORMATION ATTACHED  
TO A L L  PAGE E N T IT IE S
FIG.AII.FIO. FLOW DIAGRAM OF 10009
ASSEMBLE PLOTTING INSTRUCTIONS
DATA INPUT
All the programs written for predicting viscous flows are 
written in Scheme D Autocode, and use the ring structuring 
facilities, Dennison (1973), available within the COMET data 
management system. By structuring the data in rings, any other 
Scheme D program can easily interrogate the structure, and alter 
the data accordingly.
The data is fed into the COMET systems by filling out 
questionaires known as Data Types. These are given a unique 
number which corresponds with the program which analysises the 
data. Thus program 50 interrogates the data from Data Type 50, 
and carries out the users requests indicated by the data he has 
supplied in using that Data Type.
The input data is stored in a structured form known as a 
COMET Record, for which a hard copy can be obtained. For this 
investigation, only the curve definitions describing the boundaries 
of the flow region were stored on the Record, although other 
information concerning the flow region could.be stored there if 
necessary.
The ring structure for the mesh, however, is completely 
distinct from the ring structure for the Record. Program 50 
calls the programms to fit the mesh, if required, and these use the 
Record ring structure to establish the mesh ring structure. All 
the viscous flow programs use the mesh ring structure.
Three Data Types are used to define a rotational flow
problem
1) Data Type 50, to define the^ boundary curves, the flow region 
and the mesh, fig. All.Fll.
2) Data Type 55, to specify the type of flow, flow data and plotting- 
printing requirements. All. F12.
3) Data Type 52, to recover the flow region from the mesh ring2*9structure, when the computation is restarted, A11.F13.
Every Data Type is divided into options, known as rows, 
which require the user to supply certain specific data. Thus 
Row 3, Data Type 50, can be used to define any two-dimensional 
section through an engineering component, by giving the coordinates 
of points along the curves comprising the section. These points 
can be joined by either straight lines, circular arcs or parametric 
cubic spline curves. Fig. All. Fll.
The data chosen to illustrate the use of the three Data 
Types is for the viscous flow of Reynolds Number = 16 through the 
duct with a backward facing step, fig. 6.12, The data specifies 
the duct and region boundaries, information to start the prediction, 
and has explanatory notes written alongside.
101;50 Control Number 101 indicates a Data
Type number is to follow
102;1 Control number 102 indicates an item
of data, the first, is to follow.
3;1; 1; 1 Row 3; Designl; Curve 1; straight
lines and circular arcs to define 
boundary curve.
1.5; 2.7 x;y of 1st point on boundary.
1 ; 1.5; 3 Joined by a straight line to x; y of
2nd point.






1; 1.5; 2,7; 3;^ —  3 to end definition of curve 1.
##— " signifies end of this Row 
definition.
5; 1; 1; 1 Row 5; Major Region; Region Number;
1 outer boundary no inner boundaries.
2; 1; 1; 3;.
6; 1; 16; 1; 0
1; N; M; 2




3 ; 1 ; 1 ; 2 ; 1 ;
4; 1; .09375; .006666667;4
1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 3; 1; 4; 4;
112;
110;
V - VIN; '̂ OUT
Design 1, curve 1 form an outer 
boundary to the region. 3 ends 
region definition.
Row 6; Region 1; 16 extra data words 
required (3 already supplied) see 
fig AlO.FI; 1, m, of normal required 
stored at boundary; tolerance on mesh 
fitting zero
Cartesian Mesh; N columns; M rows; 
specified limits of mesh to be given.
Lower left hand mesh coordinates; 
upper right hand mesh coordinates; 
mesh to be automatically spaced.
Control number 112 signifies end of 
this Data Type.
Second item of data.
Row 3; Region 1; Internal flow; 
Rotational flow; start computation.
Row 4; Region 1; kinematic viscosity; 
timestep; 4 iterations in this run
Plot and print iterationl; Print 
iterations 2 and 3; Plot and print 
iteration 4; 4 ends this Row.
Control number 110 indicates that 
specification of data from Data Types 
has finished.
Specified inlet velocity (uniform 
distribution only); - exit velocity 
(negative since it is leaving the 
region).
This data is typed into a computer disc file using a 
remote access terminal, and can be used with the programs 
described in Appendix 10 to have the first four iterations 
performed. Many iterations will be necessary before convergence 
has been achieved,with the number of iterations per computer run 
depending on the run time for each iteration. The data which 





First Item of data.
Row 3; Region 1 - finds the correct 




3; 1; 1; 2; 2 Row 3; Region 1; Internal flow ; 
Rotational flow; Restart computations
4; 1; .09375; .006666667;3
1; 3; 4 ;^—
Only 3 iterations in this run
Plot and print the 3rd iteration only
112;
110;
Velocities at inlet and exit are 
not specified with this data.
This data file is used each time a new run is required. 
When the convergence criteria, given below, is satisfied at each 
mesh point, a message is printed in the output to the effect that 
convergence has been achieved, and.no more runs are required.
The convergence criteria used for the flow predictions was:-
O ICO —  Csl
Con
Where X  = .005, Gosman et al (1969).
ROW 3. CREATE NEW CURVES ON COMET RECORD
G I V E  D E S I G N  No.  
G I V E  C U R V E  No-
-
S T R A I G H T  L I N E S  A N D  C I R C U L A R  A R C S  1 P A R A M E T R I C  S P L I N E  C U R V E  2
I N I T I A L  P O I N T  V EC TOR POINT ONLY 1 PT  1 G R A D I E N T  2 E N D  3
S T R A I G H T  L I N E  1 C I R C U L A R  ARC 2 E N D  3 POINT V E C T O R P T . V E C T O R  
PT .  G R A D I E N TN E X T  P O I N T  V E C T O R
C L O C K W I S E  1 
A ' C ' W I S E  2  
ARC C E N T R E  V EC TOR
ROW 4 . OTHER OPTIONS FOR CURVES ON COMET RECORD
GI VE DE SI GN No.  
G I V E  C U R V E  No.
■
A L L  E N V E L O P I N G  CURVE A T  I N F I N I T Y  1 M A K E  C L O S E D  C U R V E  FROM O P E N  2
CURVE FROM C O M E T  R E C O R D  1 E N D  2
G I V E  D E S I G N  No.  
G I V E  C U R V E  N o .
FIG.AII.f i  I. DATA TYPE 5 0
(JîôT'lTtNlUEO oVe.(?.LEAfO
2 %
ROW 5. REGION DEFINITIONS RESiOH Nos. must BE unique
M A J O R  R E G I O N  I S U B  R E G I O N  2
GIVE REGION No.
G I V E  N o .  OF INNER & O U T E R  BDS
GIVE M A J O R  R E G I O N  N o .
G I V E  OWN R E G I O N  No.
G I V E  No .  OF I N N E R  & O U T E R  B D S .
R E G I O N  D E F I N E D  BY F O L L O W I N G
I N N E R  BD .  1 O U T E R  B D .  2 E N D  3
G I V E  D E S I G N  No.  
G I V E  C U R V E  N o .
ROW 6 .  ORTHOGONAL MESH D E F IN IT IO N
GIVE REGION No.
G I V E  No. OF E X T R A  DATA WORDS R E Q U I R E D  (  D E F A U L T  V A L U E  IS ^  )
G I V E  1 I F  N O R M A L  R E Q U I R E D  /  2  IF T A N G E N T  (  D E F A U L T  V A L U E  I S  1 ) 
G I V E  t o l e r a n c e  AS P E R C E N T A G E  OF C O L / R O W  W I D T H  C D E F A U L T  V A L U E  IS 9  )
2 D  C A R T E S I A N  M E S H  1 2 D  P L A N E  POLAR M E S H  2
No.  OF C O L U M N S  
No .  OF ROWS
No.  OF R A D I I  
No.  OF  R I N G S
A U T O M A T I C  1 
L I M I T S
S P E C I F I E D  L I M I T S  2  
G I V E  X L  ( 2 )
G I V E  ocH ( 2 )
A U T O M A T I C  S P A C I N G  I A U T O M A T I C  & S E L E C T E D  SPACING 2
C O L U M N S  1 R O W S  2 E N D  3
C O L U M N  No  
G I V E  V A L U E
ROW No.  
G I V E  V A L U E
FIG.AII. Fll. DATA TYPE 5 0  cent
2 % 9
ROW 3. SPECIFY PROBLEM 
GIVE REGION No.
I N T E R N A L  F L O W I E X T E R N A L  F L O W 2
I R R O T A T I O N A L  FLOW O N L Y  1 / R O T A T I O N A L  F L O W  ONLY 2
S T A R T  C O M P U T A T I O N S  1 f R E S T A R T  C O M P U T A T I O N 2
G I V E  F R E E S T R E A M  V E L O C I T Y
ROW 4. CONDITIONS APPLIED TO REGION 
GIVE REGION No.
G I V E  K I N E M A T I C  V I S C O S I T Y
G I V E  T I M E S T E P
G I V E  N® O F  I T E R A T I O N S  IN T H I S  R U N
P L O T  & P R I N T  1 P R I N T  O N L Y  2 N O N E  3 E N D  4
G I V E  I T E R A T I O N  N U M B E R
F IG .A I I .F I2 .  DATA TYPE 5 5
ROW 3. MUST BE USED BEFORE ANY OTHER ROW ,
G I V E  R E G I O N  N« .
ROW 4. MESH POINT LABELLING -  GIVE LABEL
G I V E  C U R V E  N U M B E R  1 E N D 2
ALONG ROW 
L T O R
G I V E  D I S T A N  
C 1 St M E S H  f
AL ON G ROW 
R m  L 
: E  FRO M C U R V  
•T. IN F R O M  CU
UP
CO L
E IN T E R M S  OF  
R V E  IS  1 E T C  .
D O W N
C O L  4
M E S H  POI NTS  
)
E N D  5
ROW 5. F IN ITE  DIFFERENCE EQUATION
G I V E  L A B E L  No.  OF POI NTS AT W H I C H  EQ N IS A P P L I C A B L E  & S C A N  No
E Q N  S P E C I F I E D  IN S U B R N S  I 
G I V E  S U B R  L A B E L
G I V E  No. P T S  R E Q U I R E D  IN A D D I T I O N  TO WORKI NG PT X 2  
G I V E  R E L A T I V E  ADDR ESS  OF EACH PT TO WO R K I N G PT
ROW 6 . BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
G I V E  C U R V E  No
W H O L E  C U R V E  1 P A R T  C U R V E  2  
G I V E  Pi  ( 2 ) P z ( z )
P O I N T  3  
G I V E  P (  2 )
BO U N D A R Y  CO NDI T ION S SPECIFIED IN S U B R O U T I N E  1 
G I V E  L A B E L  OF S U B R
G I V E  No P T S  R E Q U I R E D  IN A D D I T I O N  TO WORKING P T
FIG.AII. F 13. PART OF DATA TYPE 52
The Scheme D coding for the following programs is 
included:
Program 1, loads all subsequent prograjns onto a magnetic 
tape,
Program 55,








L 10 0 0;
^^FTS
'0
1 00055 . •
. 2  O BJ T p RDGC2 5 U0 )
.3 • L / L I N D E X ( 1  U 4 )
4 TEX3Ti)Rf.(43u)
.5 C U N 3 T«'JP[;(10o)
.*6 D-STNf'ES ( j5u) . ‘ .
.7 A - 5 T ( l R E 3 ( i 2 2 0 0 )
.8  W _ S T n P E S ( 3 5 o O )
.9 N - S T ü R E S ( 3 5 0 )  ■
Î0 .CnriMF.ilT = T | i l 3  CnuTROL bUuCK USES LAHELS 1 - 3 1
Î1 d a t a  i s  g i v e n  I n d o a Cd i
!2 C I S  USED Tu JUMP Ty USERS LAUEL
!3 • a l l  U T h LR I N T e Rg ERS a p e  RESTORED TO USERS VALUES
Î4 • THE f i r s t  52  U - ST URES ARE USED TO STORE I NTEGERS
Î 5 3 . L = I N T ' A 1 0  "
Î6 ’ WOrO ‘
Î7 TEXT=
Î8 JOB NUMBER^
Î9 P R I N T ; 9 o ) = ' A 3 ( l )
10 ' D I  01 =L '
11 2 4 , L =  ’ D l O l  . .
12 ’ D 5 i = I n T ' A 2 L
13 • 0 = R I N T ( A 4 * F R A C ( • A 2 L * 1 0 )  )
14 ' D 4 7 ( 2 ) = ' A3 l ( 2 )
15 ' 0 8 4 = ' 0 5 1 - 5 5  • . •
16 J " 0 6 4 . 1 2 . 2 5 . 1 2
17 2 5 . U = I N T ' A l U
18 * D 5 2 = I N T ' a 2U
19 J ' 0 5 2 . $ 6 . 1 2 . 0
10 2 u . T E X T =
11 d a t a  TYPE_
12 P R I N T (30)='051(l)
13 TEXT=
14 i t e m  n u m b e r  ^
15 P R I N T ( 3 0 ) = ' 0 5 2 ( 1 )
16 'ü7ür2)='D5l(2)
17 R = l N T ( 0 4 7 + & - l O )
18 J R . 1 . 2 ' .  0
19 9 . N 1 2 6 ( 2 6 ) = A ( 2 6 )
10 C = R
11 A = 1 9 5 + V
12 B = P
13 D ( 2 3 )  = NI 0 3 ( 2 3 )
14 JSC
15 Ml  0 0 ( 2 6 ) = A ( 2 6 )
16 A ( 2 o ) = N l 2 o ( 2 6 )
17 E X I T
291
î8 1.JS9
19 2 . n = K l N T ( \ 4 * F H A C ( ' A 2 Q * l o ) )
10 10 •U = In T ' A 1u
11 N=0
12 ' D 4 0 = I N T ’A2U
13 • D 5 3 = '04 0
14 J ' 040.11.15.11
15 l 1 . R = I N T (048 + ̂ -10) .
16 JR.4.5'0
17 4.JS9
»8 5 , M = R I N T ( & 4 * F R A C ( ' A 2 Ü * 1 0 ) )
19 (l(2) = 0
'0 16.H = 1NT ' Alil
'1 »D54 = INT ' a 2 i'1
'2 J ’D5 4 , l 7 . t 4 . 1 6
•3 1 7 . S = R I U T ( & 4 * F R A C ( ' A 1 M * 1 0 ) )
‘4 1 = 5
:5 2 7 . ' n i 5 0 U = l u * F R A C »AoS
*6 .P = I N T ( 1 0 * F R A C ' D 1 5 0 U )
•7 'Ü64=IMT'D150U(.5-P)
*8 3 * 0 6 4 . 22.23.21.
*9 2 1 .P=5+P
10 P= *AOP
11 2 2 . P = P + I M t 'D150U
12 ’L)195VCr)=»Al5(P)
13 CÜMI1FI1T = M î S5ING OATA^
14 23. 'OlOôUzP
15 R = l U T ( \ 3 * F R A C C ( D l 5 0 U + & - 0)*10))
16 J R . 2 9 . 13.0
17 29, JS9
18 18.S=StP+l '
19 U = U + 1
10 V = VtP
11 *D64 = INT ' A3.1-SfT
12 . 3 ' 0 6 4 . 2 7 . 1 3 . 0
13 13.U=U-l
14 V = V - R I N T ' D l 0 6 U
15 . R = R l N T ( & 3 * F P A C ( C O 1 5 0 U + %
16 J R . 30.28.0
•7 30.JS9
18 23. J ü , 13.16.0
19 1 4 . R = R l N T ( & 3 * F R A C ( D 4 8 t & -10))
.00 J R . 6. 10.0
.01 6.JS9
.02 JIO
.03 1 5 . R = R T N T ( & 3 * F R A C ( D 4 7 t & -10))
.04 JR. 7, 3.0
.05 7.JS9
.06 8 , 0 ü 4 = I N T •A2Q
.07 J 'Dü4.20‘. 19,20
.00 2 0 . U = P r U T ( ü 4 * F R A C ( ' A 0 U * 10))
,09 19.Û = R T N T ( & 4 * F R a C ('A 0u*l0) )
.10 J25
.11 1 2 . L ='nioi
,12 l. = I NT ' A 11.
,13 • [) 1 0 1 =L
.14 ’ Dô 1=1 m T ’ a 2L




, 1 8  _ CU M M K I1 T  = F N D  OP c N N T K P l  W - U C K ^ .
i l 9  3 9 8 . T P X T  = BEg I I I  I TEM





;25 . lOl.TEXTzVTSCJUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOU SOLUTION
126
127 • G E T (95/1/I/Z)
128 D(2)=0
129 SEARCH(Z/l/y/O/'DOA) . PEIUD REGION KEA
130 JY.99.201.0
131 201.TEXT: •
132 REGION NOT FOUN’Du. '
133 JO
134 102.'JO; = 'DOA-1 .^INTERNAL F LOW
135 J ’WO.202.207.U














150 207.'W0;=;D1A-1 #IRR0TATIUNAL ONLY
151 J'WO.208,209.0
152 203,TEX t =
153 INPUT DAT a i n c o r r e c t  CANNOT RESTART AN 'IRROTATIONAL ON'LY ’ (
154 )UPTION^
155 • JO
156 2 o 9.TEXT=
157 INTERNAL--IRPOT a TIGNAL u n l y -- s t a r t ^





163 EXTERNAL FLuW GpTlHNS NijT AVAILABLE AT PRESENT^
164 JO
165 «USE l a b e l s  212-219 INCLUSIVELY




170 'WlOOjzD «3TJRE NO OF DATA ITEMS BEFORE OUTPUT INFORMATION
171 EXIT
172 111 y Ji02D ; : ’DO a • • «PLOT/PRINT REQUEST



















«1:0 PRINT REQUESTS 


















































«PROGRAM r e s t a r t e d
«STORE CURRENT ITERATION fjO
399,TEXT=END i t e m
D ; = • W 1 0 0 
' W 1 0 I u ? = E 
'W0; = ';,102-1 
J 'WO.30 1.3^5.0 
301 ,E(2) = 0 
ENT s T[‘(Y/4/E/G/4/0)
ENDATAfP/O/U)
H;=iJ + lNT('A50.01u) + 1 
*W 1 OOP ; = ' W 1U O D + 'A5 0 00M 
H;=H+1 
J ; =D
3 0 2 . »Wl02J;=SIG n ('W102J)('A50 0 0M+ABS(»Wi02J) )
J ; = J + I 
3302(E)
' WQ9; = 'A5000M + 1 
TAKE(Y/4/P/G)
FREE(E)
3306 • ' '
3 05 , ' W 9 9 ; = 1
306.H;=D+Et4
C H A D ( 9 0 / H ) . • ' '
-0; =INT ( ' W9B)
MAKE(90/n/G/F)
PUTEND(Y/4/F/1) «r e c r e a t e  ENTITY TO M O L D 'REGION INFORMATION. 
EflDATA(F/0/u) ' • •




W R I T E = ’A5ü01GCO)
0;=0+D
'A50 0 1o;=’W99 
'A5002G(E)='WlOoD(E)
WRITE:.A5o02N(E)
'W0; = 'W102-1 
3 'WO.307.320.0









312.FNTR(P/1/N) «n u m b e r  OE VECTOR ENTITIES
T(2)=0
«STI1RE b a s i c  r e g i o n  DATA
«s t o r e  PLOT/PRINT r e q u e s t s  
«IF RESTART--FREE PLOT ENTITIES
«GET p l o t t i n g  REFERENCE ENTITY- 


















248 M P C (15)
249 O U T (10003000)
250 320.TMDISC
251 START
252 FURTHR(RI m CSO o 1/'AO)
253 FSP(l)
254 M P C (15)
255 R U N ( 1OGoaoOo) «RUN 10003 J O  ESTABLISH PLOT BASIC DATA
















12 1 9 9 , A ( 2 4 ) = 0  . •
13 W/0 TEST
14 R E S TART(0) - '
15 «TEXT: . ' •
16 «FRü MM m a r k e r  RuUTIfjE
17 . 202. e MTSTP(Y/1/W/X/1/[J) «CH l UMN ENTITY k EA/AE IN W/X
18 W;=W
19 JW.203.31 0, 0 '
.20 203.U(2) = v •




25 206,ENTsTp(U/i/A/B/l/U) «MESH POINT KEA/AE %N A/B
26 A;=A
27 END a TA(A/ u /U) • '
28 AOO(2)=AIU(2)
29 A2O(l7)=0 ,





35 RNGSTP(A/2/U/R/1/U) «A ROW INTERSECTION POINT KEA/AE IN D/R
36 208,FNTSTP(Y/2/S/T/1/u ) «ROW ENTITY KEA/AE IN S/T
37 JS.209.212.0
38 209.C(2)=U
39 210.EMTSTP(S/1/C/D/1/U) «ROW INTERSECT pOINT KEA/AE IN C/D
40 JC.21 1 .208.0
41 211.Q;=Q-C «DUES THIS R.T.P. CORRESPOND TO ROW CONTAINING A
42 JO.210.220.210
43 212 , TEXT=CAUN0 T F I ND ROW I NTERSECTI ON Pq I NT CORRESPONDING TO
44 ROW CONTAINING THE MESH POIn T KEA/AE A/BU
45 JO
46 220.C(2)=U(2) «FIND + STORE NEXT COLUMN INTERSECTION PÛINT
47 E(2)=0
4JB^ EMTSTPCW/1/c/D/l/ü)
^9 ENTSTPCC/1/E/F/l/Ü) « KEA/AE OF MESH PT ATTACHED TO NEXT I.P
50 2 2 1 .FNï STP(U/1/ a /B/1/U) «FIND NEXT VERTICAL MESH POINT
51 G(2)=0
52 RNG.3TP(A/2/G/H/l/0) « ROW I.P FOR THIS m FW MESH POINT
53 ? 2 2 , E N T S T P C Y / 2 / S / T / 1 / u ) « F I ND NEXT ROW ENTI TY
54 JS.223.212.0
55 223,T(2)=0





60 226.n;=E-A «13 MESH POINT ALSU a t t a c h e d  TO NEXT C.I.P
6 1 . JU.230:275,230
62 230.0(2)=0 .«N0.~
63 2 3 1 ,ENTsIp(3/l/u/R/l/U) «SELECT R.I ,P
64 JU.232.255.0
65 2 3 2 . 1 (2)=0
6 6 ENTSTP(U/2/I/J/l/U) «SELECT m e s h  POINT ATTACHED TO R.I.P
67 n;=I"A «IS m e s h  POINT ALSO ATTACHED TO A R.I.P
6 8 JO.231 .235.231
69 235.n(2)=W(2) «YES~~
70 ENTSTP(Y/1/G/H/1/U) «IS CUL ENT LAST IN COL ENTITY RING
71 • JG.240.250.0 -■
72 240.G(2)=0 «N0-"
73 ENTsTPfY/1/G/H/l/ü) «IS CUL ENT FIRST In COL ENTITY RING
7'4 0;=G"W
75 J O.245.24 1.245
76 241.G;:-1 «YES--DUCT i n l e t  SECTION
77 H(2)=A(2)
78 EUTSTP(U/1/M/I/G/U) «FIND PREVIOUS VERTICAL MESH POINT
79 e n d a t a c h /o / i )
80 JA9I.243.242.243
81 ■ 242.EMDAT a (A/0/I )





87 243,ENDAT a (a /0/I)





93 245.EflDATA(A/0/l ) «NO-~cOL E^T NOT FIRST, STEP MET
94 AOI(2)=A1I(2)
95 A2I(17)=0
96 END a TA(Q/0/U)
97 «WRlTC = AO(l(ü)
98 W0;:3-Ain «CHECK CONTINUATION MARKER FOR LEFT-HAND L'NT
99 J H 0 .221,246.0
1 0 0 246,G;=-1 «r e s e t  l ,m E n t i t y  f m  m a r k e r  t o  -
101 ENTsTPfS/l/U/R/G/U)
1 0 2 H;=A
103 I ;=2
104 ENTSTP(Q/2/H/I/G/0)
105 END a TA(H/ u / I )
106-— A9I ; = - 1
107 «HRITE=A0I(19)
108 J221
109 250.FNnATA(A/0/l) «YES--CÜL ENT IS LAST -pUcT EXIT
1 1 0 A0I(2)=A1I(2)
111 A 2 I (17)=0
1 1 2 A9I;=2





11.8 . 603.I(2) = ü
119 604.EIITSTp(ü/2/I/J/l/U)
120 PRIMT(lü6o)=I(l)





126 ENOATA d / O / O )
127 W0;=A9Q+l . •
128 JUO.0.221.600
129 ■ 600.A9O=3 -
130 J221
l'31 255*G;=-1 «NO— MESH PT NOT ATTACHED TO R.I.P
132 H(2)=A(2)
133 EHTSTP( u /1/H/I/G/U) «c h e c k  p r e v i o u s  VER t m e s h  PT EM
134 EMDAtA(H/ù/ü)
135 J a 9u .257.250.257 ' .
136 256.EMDATACA/0/I)
137 A0I(2)=A1I(2)
138 A2I(17) = 0




143 258,EMTSTP(S/l/Q/R/l/0) - '
144 G(2)=0















160 267.EHDAT a (A/0/I) .
161 A0I(2)=AlI(2)
162 A2I(17)=0
163 A 9 1 ; =,“ 3
164 «WRTTE=A0I(19)
"— 165— - ^ J 2 2 l


































197 280,G(2)rW(2) • *
198 • ENTSTPCY/l/G/H/l/U) «IS THIS MESH PT ON DUCT EXIT
199 JG.286.285.0 -
200 285.EHDATa (A/0/I) «YES — SET SOURCE SHEET MARKER
201 A 151 ; = 1
202 «WRITE=A0I(19) '
203 J288
















■ «CHECK FOR L.H. ENTITY
214 289.W0;=AlO-l
215 JWO.290,298.0


















230 «WRlTE = AOü( 19)
231 290.U(2)=C(2) «RESET C.I.P m a r k e r s
232 J215
2 9 9
233 310,A(24)=0 «ALLOCATE VELUCITY MARKERS TO EACH ME SH PT
234 W/Ü Te s t
235 «TEXT=
236 «VELOCITY MARKER ROUTINE
237 320.ENTSTP(Y/1/W/X/1/U) «COLUMN ENTITY
238 JW.321.520.0 '
239 32l.lJ(2) = 0
240 322.ENTsIp(W/l/U/V/l/0) • «f i n d  C.I.P.
241 JU.323,320.0
242 323,A(2)=o
243 EriTSTPCU/l/A/5/l/ü) «FIND FIRST MESH POINT
244 Q(4)=0
245 . RNGSTPCA/2/Q/R/l/n) «R.I.P a d d r e s s  IN Q





251 328,n;=Q-C «CHECK FuR CORRECT ROW ENTITY USING R. I.P. ’S
252 JO.327.332.327
253 329,TEXT=CANN0T FIND R.I ,P. c o r r e s p o n d i n g  TO MESH POINT A/.B
254 JO
255 332.EHTRCU/1/Ü) •
256 n;=U"l «c h e c k  n o  MESH POINTS GT 1
257 JO.350.333.0 •
258 333,ENd ATA(U/0/u )
259 WO;=AOO~2 «c h e c k IF RH e n t i t y
260 JWO.334,334.342
261 334,Q(2)=0 «y e s —
262 335,ENT3TPC3/1/Q/R/1/U) -
263 C(2)=0 '




268 34 0,ENTSTP(ü /2/C/D/1/ü )
269 J C . 150.335.0
270 .150,EîinATA(C/0/Q) «CHECK f m  OF R.H, ENTITY
271 JA9U,341.342.34 1








280 350,C(2)=a (2) «n u m b e r OF m e s h  PTS GT 1
281 351 ,ENTSTP(U/1/C/D/1/u )
282 JC.352.322.0
283 352,Q(2)=0 .
284 353,EHT3TP(S/1/Q/R/1/U) «CHECK IF THIS IS ALSO A R.I.P.













































329 373,ENDATa CA/0/0) «MESH
330 A 1 4(J; = 1
331 ' «WRlTF.«A0n(19)
332 J395













346 381,ENDATa (A/0/U) «MESH
«YES — IT IS. AN R.I.P.
«CH ECK RH M ES H POINT EM
« C O U  ENT ITY NOT FIR ST
«CH ECK RH M E S H  POI NT  FM
3 o \
347 Ai4U;=-l
348 ■ «VJRITE = A0ÜC19)
349 JJ95
350 382,FriDATACA/Ü/U)
351 A 1 4U;=2








360 • J395 .



























388 e n d a t a ^g / u /u )












«HESH PT ABOVE IS NyT A R.I.P.
«NO RH MESH POINT
«SET MESH SPACIn GS
«Y--MESH SPACING 






«THF m a t r i x  OF COEFFICIENTS
406 400.A(24)=0 «CALCULATE KERN a L OF INTEGRAL EQUATION
407 W43(2)=RE a D «INLET & EXIT VELOCITIES
408 WR1TE=W43(2)
409 «TFXT=
410 «KERNAL CALCULATION ROUTINE . •
411 PAGE
412 401.ENTSTP(Y/3/A/B/1/ü )






419 405.G;=G+(J «NUMb ER ü F INTERSECTION POINTS I.E.
420 J403 «n u m b e r  OF SURFACE SINGULARITY SHEETS
421 406.ENtR(C/2/O)
422 JQ.405.403.0
423 407,ENTr (y / i /a )
424 ENTR(Y72/B) ■
425 H:=A*B «MAX NU UF MESH POINTS IN REGIUN
426 A(2)=0
427 EMTSTPCY/4/A/3/2/Ü) . «REGION NUMBER
428 ENOATA(A/0/B)
429 0; =A0B -
430 A(6)=0
431 H;=H+G «ENSURE KEA ADDRESS ENTITY IS LARGE
432 • *dHAD(90/H)
433 MAKE(90/0/B/A) .
434 PUT(Y/4/A/1) • . -
435 ENDATA(A/0/B)
436 a o b (h ):o
437 A(2)=0




442 e n d a t a c a / o /b )
443 A03;=0 «NUMBER OF e n t i t i e s  IN RING
444 AlR;=n «REGION n u m b e r
445 A2B;=G «n u m b e r  OF s u r f a c e  s h e e t s  + 1
446 W49;=0
ENOUGH
447 412.ENTSTP(Y/3/C/U/l/U) «COLLOCATION CURVE
448 JC.413.490.0
449 413.E(2)=0
450 W46;=0 «COLLOCATION POINT MARKER
451 414.ENTSTP(C/l/E/r/l/0) «COLLOCATION SPEC POINT




456 417.0;=G-1 «SET G AS RS FuR OUTER/INNER BOUNDARY
. 3 0 3
4t)7 . J U . 400.418,0
458 418.G;=2
459 J416
460 • 4 0 B . W ( 2 ) = o « t o  g ET LAST SHEET END POINT OH THIS CURVE
461 J(2)=0





467 ' 509,G ; =2
468 510.EHT3TP(W/G/J/K/1/U)
469 J423





475 ENTSTP(E /G/H/I/l/U) «COLLOCATION I.P.
476 J(2)=H(2)
477 4 2 2 . E N Î S T P ( E / G / J / K / 1 / U ) .
478 J J . 423.414.0
479 423.N;=1
480 ENT r CH/N/Ü)
481 J O . 425.424.0 •
482 424.H;=2 '
483 425,W(2)=0 . ' .
484 ENTSTP(H/N/W/X/1/U)
485 END a TACW/O/U)
486 WOC2)=AOO(2)
487 W o ;=A9u  «FROMM MARKER
488 W35;=A15G «SOuRCE/Vü'RTEX SHEET MARKER
489 «WRlTE=A0ü(2)
490 -A(2) = 0 _ .
491 ENTSTP(Y/4/A/B/2/U)
492 ENDATA(A/0/U) *
493 . AOO;=AOU+1 ' '
494 0;=U+IMT(AOU)
495 A0O;=W «STORE KEA OF COLLOCATION POINT
496 N;=l
497 ENTR(J/N/U)
498 JU . 427.426.0
499 426.N;=2
500 427.A(2)=o








509 A10 u (2)=W4(2)
510 A12QC2)=W2(2) '




515 E N T 3 T P ( Y / 4 / A / ü /1/Ü)
516 ENDATA(A/Q/b)












528 JW6.482.4/0.482 «PRESTURAGL OF R.H,S, VECTuR
529 470,JW35,472.471.0 '
530 471,0;=INt CW49)
531 W50U;=0 «COLLOCATION PUINT UK A SOLID- DdRY/VORTEX SHEET








540 • 0 ; = A - H  «check IF COLLOCATION pOlNT ON DUCT INLET
541 JO.473.477,473
542 477.0;:INT(W49)





548 W50U;=W44 «COLLOCATION POINT ON DUCT EXiT— SET EXIT VELOCITY
549 PRlNTCll6)=W50O(l)





555 430.ENTsTp(Y/3/L/M/l/O). «FIELD CURVE
556 JL.431.465.0
557 431.P(2)=0
558 W47;=0 «FIELD POlMT MARKER
559 432.ENT$TP(L/1/P/Q/1/0) «FIELD SPEC POINT
560 JP.433.430.a
561 433 .R; = 1
562 434,EM;R(P/K/U)
563 JO.438.435.0














577 438,J W 4 7 . 439.440,0
578 • 439.I1(2) = ü
579 J442
580 440,S(2)=0 * *
581 W47;=l ' "
582 E N T s T P C P / R / S / T / 1/Ü)
583 IJ(2) = SC2)
584 442,EflTSTPCP/R/U/V/l/U)
585 J U . 443.432.0
586 443,N;=1 '
587 ENTR(S/ri/0 )
588 J U . 501.500.0
589 ■ 500,N ; =2 '
590 5 0 1 ,W(2)=0 '
591 ENTSTP(S./N/W/X/1/U)
592 EN D a TA(W/0/U)
593 W7C2)=A0n(2)
594 « P R l M T C U 5 )  = A0n(2)
595 Wll;=AÎ5ü «SOURcE/VURTEX SHEET MARKER
596 N;=l '
597 EMTR(U/N/0 )
598 JU . 506,505.0
5 9 9  5 0 5 . N ; = 2
6 0 0  5 0 6 . W ( 2 ) = o  '
601 ENTSTPCU/(j/W/X/l/Q) ‘ .
602 • ENDATACW/O/U)
603 « P R I N T C115)=AOO(2) •
604 W9(2)=AOO(2) ' '
6 0 5  W 2 0 ; = S Q R T ( ( W 4 - K 7 ) a 2 + C w5 - W 8 ) a '2) «R1
606 W 2 1 ; = S Q R T ( ( W4- W9) a2 + ( w5 - W10) a2 )  «R2
607 J W l 1,446.445.0 _
608 445.W22;=((W4-W7)(W4-W 9)+(W$"W8)(W5"W10))/(W20*W21)
609 .W29;=W22-i ’ '
610 JW29.160.l6l.l6i
611 160,W22;=1.0
612 161.W22;=-2*5IGN(((W4_W9)CW5 -W8 ) - (W4-W7)(W 5 - W 1 0 ) ) - 1 1 5 ) C
613 )*ARCCnS(M22) «VURTEX SHEET---VX LOCAL
614 W23;=2*L ü ü (W20/w 21) « V Y ‘L O C â L.
615 J447
616 446.W22;=2*LOG(W20/W2l) «SOURCE SHEET Vx LOCAL AXIS





622 )*ARCC0S(W23) «VY L U C a L AXIS
623 447.W24;=(W9-W7)/SQRT((W9-W7) a ? + C W 10-W8) a 2) «FIELD
624 W29;=W24-1 «SHEET ORIENTATION






631 . 450, W 2 4 ; = 8 * A R C T a N(1)- w 24
632 451,W26;=W22*C ÜS(W24)+W23*SIH(W24) «VX MAIN AXIS
633 W27;=W22*SIN(W24)"W23*CUS(W24) . “ «VY MAIN AXIS
6 34 W28;=(W2-W0)/snRT((W2-W0)A2+(W3-Wl)A2) «COLLOCATION
635 W29;=W28-1 «S.HEtT ORIENTATION
636 JW2 9.167.168.168 • •
637 167.W28 ; = A R C C U S ( 1 ,0)
638 • J169
639 . 168,W28;=ARCC0S(W28) ,
640 169,W29;=W3-Wi
6 4 1  J W 2 9 t 4 5 3 . 4 5 3 . 4 5 2
642 452.W28; = 8 * A R C T a N(1)-W28 '
643 453,A(2)=0
644 ENT8TPCY/4/A/0/1/Ü) ' •
645 EMDATACA/Ü/B)







6 5 3  J W 3 5 . 4 5 5 . 4 5 4 . 0
654 ■. 454.A0n;=W2o*C#S(W28)+W27*SlN(W28) « V I ANG--SOLID DORY
655 J460 •*’
656. 455,A0P;=W26*SIN(W28).W27*CUS(W28) «VMO r M— FLUID B D r Y
657 460.C(2)= w 4 i (2) •
658 S(2)=UC2) «RESET FIELD 'SHEET ADDRESSES
659 J W 4 7 . 442.0.432
660 465,H(2)=J(2) «RESET COLLOCATION SHEET ADDRESSES
661 . J H 4 6 . 422.0.414
662 490,A(2)=0
663 . ENTSTPCY/4/A/B/I/O) ’ '
664 ENDATACA/0/b)
665 W48;=RINT(A0B)-INT(W49)












678 J X . 4 9 4 .493.493
679 493,X;:W49
680 A1D(X)=W5QW(X) «STuRE R.H.S VECTuR IN ENTITY
681 «WRITE=A1D(X)
682 J495 .
683 494.All)(l00) = W50W(l00)
684 «WRlTr. = AlD(10j)
685 W49;=W49-lO0
6 8 6  D ; = D 4 l o O
»
• • • . 3 0 9 -  •
687 W;'=W + 100.















•703 CUMHE'lt=SüLUTinN UF DIAGUUALLY DOMINANT MATRICES
704 ORDER OF MATRIX- IS IN U
705 Hi e t c . c o n t a i n s  THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROWS FOLLOWED
706 b y  R.H.S. AS COLUMN
707 . RESULTS ARE IN WIR WHERE R=U(U-fl)^
708  A ( 2 4 ) = 0  '
709 W/n TEST , .
710 ENTSTPiY/4/A/U/l/O)
7 1 1  E N D A T A { A / 0 7 U )  , • .
712 U;=RINT(A0O)-l
713 R;=U(U+1) .
714 S;=U*U #MARKER FOR R.H.S,
715 U;=U+1



























43 wo;=o • •
44 T;=U(Q-l)-l
45 95,T;=T+l




50 R;=R+1 • *.






57 N;=N + 1'




62 T; = (U + l)((j-l) . .
63 M;=U~n
64 R;=U(U+1) • •
65 JM.94.§4.93





















87 ODJT p RQG(2500)



































































ü ;=ü +2+INT(A1ü )
W99;=AOO • « i t e r a t i o n
10.LNTSTP(Y/l/A/B/l/n). ' «COLUMN ENTITY
J A . 11,120,0
11.C(2)=0




J X . 18.17.0
17.X;=1 .
18.E(2)=0
.19.e n t St p (c / i/e /f / i/o ) • «c o l l o c a t i o n  p o i n t





«WHICH VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
' «WHICH TIMESTEP 















ENTSTPCY/l/I/J/l/O) «IS COLLOCATION PT ON DUCT EXIT 
J I . 116.30.116
30.U;=40 «COLLOCATION PT IS AN INLET/EXiT MESH PT 
J35
31.U;=50 «COLLOCATION POINT IS A FIELD HESH POINT 
J35
32.U;=60 «f i r s t  TIMESTEP— C a LC VELY FIELD DIRECT
35.G(4)=C
ENTSTP(Y/4/G/H/2/U) «FIELD POiNT ADDRESS ENTITY 




I;:INT(AOI) «FIELD POINT ADDRESS
END a TACI/0/ü )
Wl8(18') = Aon 
«WRITE=W18(2)
38.JU
3 . 1 0  ■
849 COHMEUTzVCLUClTY CALCULATION ROUTJNLS^












662 50.JW33,54.51 ,0 AflELD MESH PT--CALC U AND V •
863 . 5l.JW2Z,52,54,52 ^COMPONENTS AT MESH POINT
864 52.U;=E-I #ARE COLLOCATION & FIELD PTS THE.SAME
865 • J O , 53.110,53
866 53.W100;=W20*W34 #Vü RTEX REPRESENTATION OF VORTICITY
867 ’ W3;=W3+(2*W24*WiOO(Wl9"Wl)/((WlM-WO)A2+(
868 )(W19-Wi)^2.)) «U c o l l a t i o n  PT
869 W 4 ; = W 4 + ( 2 * W 2 4 * W l O 0 ( W 0 . H l C ) / ( ( W l " W 1 9 ) A 2 + ( .
870 )(W0-Wi6)a2)) tty COLLATION pT ;
871 JllO
872 . 54.WlOO;=(W30-Wi8)/SQRT((N3o-Wl8)A2fCW31-W19)a 2)




877 504.W100;=ARCCO s (W1QO)
878 505.W101;=W31-Wi9
879 JWlQl .56.56.55
880 I 55.W100;=0* a RCT a N(1)-WIOO
881 56.JW33.58.57.0
882 57.W102;=SQRT((W0-W18)A2+(W1"W19)(
883 )a 2) dPIFLD PT UN VijRtEX SHEET
884 ' W103;=SURTC(W0-w 30)a 2+(W1-H31)a 2)
885 W104;=((WO-H18)CWO-W30)+(H1"W19)(W1"W31))/(W102*W103)






892 W3;=W3+(W104*COS(W1 00)+W105&SIN(W100)) f̂U COLL PT
893 W4;=W4 + (W104*SIN(W100)-W105*COS(W100)) ttM COL PT
894 JllO
895 58,W102;=SQRT((WO.Wi8)A2+(
896 )(W1-W19)a2) ftF lElD PJ UN SOURCE SHEET




901 JWl’ol ,508.509,5o9 -
902 T)OH,Wlo5; = l .0
903 5o9.Wlo5;=-2*W26*SIüN(((Wo-Wl8)(Wl"W3l)_(WO-K30)(
904 )(Wl.Wl9))-l&-l5)*ARCCns(Wl05)
905 W3;=W3+(W104*Cns(Wl00)+Wl05 *SIN(Wl00)) C u l  PT
906 W4;=W4+(Wi04*SlN(WlOO)-Wlü5*CUS(Wi0O)) CUL PT
907 JllO
908 60,JW33,85.61 ,0 //CALCULATE U I.J + l/2 & y I + 1/2,J DIRECTLY
909 61.JW27,62.Ü5,62
910 62.WlO0;=W2O*W34 //Vü RTEX Rf^P üF. FiCLD VuRTIClTY
911 U;=U~60
912 J U . 0,75,63 ^'IS THIS THE FIRST TIMESTEP
913 63,H101;zw9~2 «Nü— CHECK IF CULL PT 13 uN ExiT BDRY
914 J H l o l ,0.64.09
915 64.Wl01;=W27-2 //YES — IS FIELD POINT ON E%IT BDRY
916 JW101.77.65.77
9.17 65.U;=E~I ÜYES — ARE Tr CY THE SAME MESH pOiNT
918 J U . 80.110.80
919. 69.JW9.77.70.77 //CHECK IF SURFACE POINT
920 .’70.JW15.77.71.0 *INLET Ü.R EXIT BOUNDARY POINT




925 76,W4;=W4 + (2*W24*W100(W0 + W 2 / 2-W18)/CCW1-W19) a 2 + (
926 )(W0 + W2/2-Wl8)A2)) //V CULL pT
927 77.W3;=W3+(2*W24*WluO(Wi9 -(Wl+W16/2))/((W18.WO)A2+(
928 )(Wi9-CWlfWi6/2))A2)5 «U COLL PT
929 JllO
930 : 7 8 . J W 1 4 . 7 9 . 0 . H 6
931 79.W4;=W4+(2*W24*Hl00(W 0+W2/2"W18)/((Wl"Wl9)A2+(
932 )(W0+W2/2-Wi8)A2)) //V CüLL PT
933 ( JllO
934 80.W17; = W17 + C2*W24*W100(W19-.W1)/((W18-w g )a 2 + (
935 )(W19- w 1)a 2)) #SAME MESH PT
936" JllO





942 90.Wl01;=RlNT(l-.AüS(Wi4)) *S0LID BDRY--VÜRTEX SHEETS
943 JW101.91.93.92 . ' *
944 9 1 .Wl02;=SQRTCC w 0+W2/2- w 18)a 2 f ( W I - W 1 9 )a 2)
945 W103;=ÜURT((WO+W2/2~W30)A2+(W1"W31)A2)
946 Wl04;=~2*W2ü*SlGN(((Wu+W2/2-*3C)(Wl-W19)~(W0+W2/2-Wl8)(
947 ) (Wi.W3l))-l&~15)*ARCCOS(((W 0t42/2"Wl8)(W0 + W2/2-W30) + (
948 )(W1«W19)(W1-W3l))/(W102*W1C3>)
949 W105;=2*W26*LUG(W102/Wl03)
950 W4;=W4 + (Wl04*SlN(Wl00)"Wlu5tCUS(WlD0)) //V CüLL PT
31Z
979 W104
9 8 0  W1 0 5
9 5 1  9 2 . W l 0 2 ; = S O K T ( ( w O - W l 8 ) A 2 + ( W l + W l 6 / 2 - W 1 9 ) ^ 2 )
952 W 1 0 3 ; = S Q P T ( C W U - w 3 0 ) à 2 + ( W U W i 6 / 2 - W 3 1  )a2)
9 5 3  W l 0 4 ; = - 2 * W 2 ü * S l ü N ( ( ( W 0 " W 3 0 ) ( W l + W 1 6 / 2 - W 1 9 ) - ( W 0 " W 1 8 ) (
9 5 4  ) ( W l + W l 6 / 2 " W 3 1 ) ) ~ l K - 1 5 ) * A R C C Ü S C ( ( W 0 - W 1 8 ) ( W 0 - W 3 0 ) + (
9 5 5  ) ( W i + W l 6 / 2 - W 1 9 ) ( U l + W l b / 2 " W 3 l ) ) / ( W 1 0 2 * W l o 3 ) )
9 5 6  W 1 0 5 ; = 2 * W 2 6 * L U G ( W 1 0 2 / W l 0 3 )
9 5 7  W 3 ; z w 3 + ( W l 0 4 * C ü S ( W l 0 0 ) + W l v 5 * S I N ( W 1 0 0 ) )  / /U C Q L L  PT
9 5 8  J l l O
9 5 9  . 9 3 . J W 1 4 , 9 4 , o . l l 6
960 94.Wl02;zSWRT((W0+W2/2"W18)A2+(Hl"W19)A2)
9 6 1  ' W 1 0 J ; = S Ü R T ( ( W U + w 2 / 2 ~ W j O ) A 2 + ( W l ~ W 3 1 ) Â 2 )
9 6 2  ■ W 1 0 4 ;  = ^ 2 * w 2 o * s l G N ( ( ( W 0 t W 2 / 2 - W 3 0 ) ( ; M - W 1 9 ) - ( K 0 t W 2 / 2 - W l 8 )  (
963 )(Wl~W3l))-l&-15 )*ARCcns(((W0+W2/2"W18)(W0+W2/2-W30)+(
964  ) ( W i - ; U 9 ) ( W i - U 3 i ) ) / ( W l 0 2 * W 1 0 3 ) )
9 6 5  W 1 0 5 ; z 2 * W 2 6 * L ü G ( W 1 0 2 / W l 0 3 )
9 6 6  W 4 ; = W 4 + ( W 1 0 4 * S I N ( W 1 0 0 ) » W 1 0 5 * C Ü 8 ( W 1 0 0 ) )  C O L L  PT
967 JllO
9 6 8  9 5 . W 1 0 l ; = R Î N T ( l - A b S ( W l 4 } )  # I N / E X I T  B D R Y - . - U S E  SOURCE S H E E T S
9 6 9  J W l O l . 4 6 . 9 8 , 9 7
970 96.W102; z SQRT((W0+W2/2-W18)a 2+(W1-W19)a2)
9 7 1  W 1 0 3 ; = S Q R T ( ( W ü + W 2 / 2 - W 3 0 } a 2 + ( W 1 - W 3 1 ) a 2 )
9 7 2  W 1 0 4 ; z 2 * W 2 6 * L O G ( W 1 0 2 / W l 0 3 )  '
9 7 3  W 1 0 5 ; z , 2 * w 2 o * S l ü N ( ( ( W 0 + W 2 / 2 - W l 8 ) ( w l ~ W 3 1 ) - ( W0  + W 2 / 2 - W 3 0 )  (
9 7 4  ) ( W l - W 1 9 ) ) - l & - l 5 ) * A R C c n s ( C ( W 0 + w 2 / 2 ~ W 1 8 ) ( W Q + W 2 / 2 - W 3 0 ) + Ç
975 )(W1-U19)(W1-W31))/(W102*W103))
9 7 6  W 4 ; z W 4 + ( W l 0 4 * S l N ( W l O 0 ) " W l 0 5 * C U S ( W 1 0 O ) )  / /V C O L L  PT
977 97.Wl02;zsnRT((w0-Wl8)A2 + (Wi+Wl6/-2-wi9)^2)
9 7 8  W 1 0 3 ; z S o R T ( ( W O - W 3 0 ) A 2 + ( W l + W l 6 / 2 - W 3 1 j A 2 )  
= 2 * W 2 6 * L U G ( W 1 0 2 / W l 0 3 )
z . 2 * W 2 ü * S l G N ( ( ( W 0 - W l 8 ) ( W l + W 1 6 / 2 - W 3 l ) " ( W 0 - W 3 0 ) (
981 ) (Wl+W16/2-W19))-l&-l5)*ARCC ÜS(((W0-Wl8)(H0-W30)+(
9 0 2  . ) ( W l + W l 6 / 2 - H l 9 ) ( W l + W l 6 / 2 - W 3 l ) ) / ( W l 0 2 * w i o 3 ) )
9 8 3  W 3 ; z W 3 t ( W l 0 4 * C O s C V M 0 0 ) > W l 0 5 * S I N C W l 0 0 ) )  C ü L L  PT
9 8 4  J l l O
9 8 5  9 8 . J W 1 4 . 9 9 , 0 . 1 1 6
9 8 6  9 9 , W 1 0 2 ; = S U R T ( ( H 0 + W 2 / 2 - W 1 8 ) a 2 + ( W 1 - W 1 9 ) a 2 )
987 W103;=SQRT((W0+w 2/2'-W30)a 2+(W1-W31) a 2)
9 8 8  W 1 0 4 ; = 2 * W 2 6 * L u G ( W 1 0 2 / W l 0 3 )
9 8 9  W 1 0 5 ;  = - 2 * H 2 6 * S I g N ( ( ( W 0 + W 2 / 2 - W 1 8 ) ( W I - W 3 1 ) - C W 0 + W 2 / 2 - W 3 0 )  (
9 9 0  . j ) ( W i - W i 9 ) ) - U - l 5 ) * A R C c n s ( C C W 0  + W2/2-W18)(W0 + W2/2-W30) + (
991 )(Wl-W19)(Wi-w3i))/(Wl02*Wl03))
9 9 2  W 4 ; z W 4 t ( W l 0 4 * S l N ( W 1 0 0 ) ~ W l 0 5 * C u S ( W 1 0 0 ) )  /^V C Q L L  PT
9 9 3  1 1 0 . V ; = V  + 1 / / S E L E C T  N EX T  F I E L D  P O I N T
9 9 4  J 3 6 ( W )
9 9 5  J 1 1 3
9 9 6  1 1 1 . E N D A T A ( G / V / I )  # GET  F I E L D  P T S  W I T H  V u R T l C l T Y
9 9 7  W ; = I N T ( A O l )
9 9 8  J W . 1 1 2 , 1 1 3 . 0
999 ll2.v;zv+l
1 0 0 0  U ; z u + 1
1001 J36
1 0 0 2  U 3 . J i l l C 2 )
1003 116.EUDAT a (C/0/ü )
1004 WlOl;zA9S(W4)-.000O0l • .











«STURE NEW v e l o c i t y  COMPONENTS
J19(X) 
J12
























































125.A(24)=0 «c a l c  VfLY COMPS BY LINEAR.INTERPOLATION
140.EMTSTPCY/2/A/B/1/O) «ROW ENTITY
J A . 141.170.0 \
141.C(2)=0 ■
142.EMTSTP(A/l/C/D/l/0) «ROW INTERSECTION POINT
J C . 143. 140.0 ■
143.ENTR(C/2/X)
X;=X-1













W101;=2-A90 «IS NEXT HORIZONTAL POINT ON EXIT BOUNDARY 
JWIOI.151.153.151 













E N D a TA(K/0/U)
#WRlTE = A0(jCl9)
ENTSTP(Y/l/N/N/l/0)












«COLUMN e n t i t y
«NEXT VERTICAL MESH POINT




066 J H l O l .162.165.162
067 162.W4;=(w4+A4n)/2
068 l65.EnoATA([/0/U)




073 170.A(24)=0 «SURFACE VORTICITY CALCULATION
074 17t.ENTSTP(Y/3/A/B/I/U) «CURVE ENTITY
075, J A . 172.235.0 ' '
076 172.C(2)=0
077 173.ENTSTP(A/1/C/0/1/0) «CURVE SPECIFIED POINTS
078 JC,176.17 1.0
079 176.E;il
080 177.ENTR(C/E/0) «SET E AS RS FOR OUTER/INNER BOUNDARY
081 J O . 182.173.0
082 178.0;=E-1




087 183.EIITSTPCC/E/F/G/1/Ü) «INTERSECTION POINT
088 , J F . 184.173.0
089 134.H;=1
090 ENTRCF/H/U) «SET H AS RS FOR COL/ROW I.p. MESH POINTS
091 J O . 186.185.0
092 185.H;=2
093 186.1(2)=o •
094 ENT3TP(F/H/I/J/1/0) «MESH POINT
095 ENDATA(I/0/U) ■ *
096 «HRITE=A0U(2)
097 JA90.183.190.183
0 9 8  1 9 0 . W 0 ( 1 8 ) = A 0 U ( 1 8 )
099 W5;=W6
100' W6;=0
101 W18(4)=0 «SET d u m m y  VELOCITY STORES
102 ENDATAfF/0/ü)
103 «HRITE=A0U(6)
104 i JAlO.192.225,0 «CHECK CONTINUATION MARKER
105 192.W100;=AlO-2 , *
106 JHI00.195.215.2Q5
107 195.K(9)=0 «STORE V 1-1/2.J— FIND CORRECT R.I.P
1 0 8  R N G S T P ( I / 2 / K / L / l / 0 )
109 RNGSTPCK/3/N/N/l/O) «ROW ENTITY
110 196.ENTSTp(il/l/p/Q/l/0) «R.I.P
111 197.ENTSTp(P/2/R/3/l/U) «ROW MESH pOINT
112 J R . 198.196.0 . ■
113 198.0;=I-R
1 1 4  J O .  1 9 7 . 2 0 0 . 1 9 7
115 200.K;=-1
116 ENTSTPfP/2/R/S/K/O) «GET PREVIOUS ROW MESH POINT
117 ENDATACR/O/U)
118 «WRITC:AOO(2)
...............................................................  S \ S  - : -
W18;=A4 ü
W19;=A20





«CET PREVIOUS c o l u m n  MESH POINT
119
120
121 205.K(9)=0 «STu RE u  I .J-1/2— FIND CORRECT C.I.P
1 2 2  R N G S T P ( I / 1 / K / L / 1 X 0 )
123 RNGSTPCK/2/M/M/l/ü)
124 2 0 6 .ENTSTP(H/I/P/0/ i /Û)
125 207.EM TSTP(P/1/R/S/1/ u )
126 • JR . 200.206.0
127 . 208.0;«I-R
120 JO . 207.210.207
129 2lO.K;=-t
130 ENTSTPfP/l/R/S/K/U)
131 EN D a TA (R/ u /0) .
132 #NRITE=AOO{2)
133 W2 0;= a 3O «STORE U I.J-1/2
134 W21;=A160 «STORE Y-SPACiNG
135 J225 •
I-1/2.J— f i n d  CORRECT R.I.P
« r o w  e n t i t y
«R.I.P
«ROW MESH POINT
«GET PREVIOUS ROW MESH POINT





1141 J R . 218.216.0
1142 218.U;=I-R
1143 ■ J U . 217:220.217
1144 220.K;=-1
1145 EflTSTPfP/2/R/S/K/O)





1151 J A O U . 240.240.0
1152 240.WioO;zAoU-2
1153 JWloO.24l.242.243























174 E N D a TACA/O/U)
175 W101;z^2n-1
176 J W l O l . 237.236,0
177 236,DUT (10007000) //IRROTATIUNAL FLOW CJNUY






184 ü ü JT p RQG(2500)
105 . L/LIN[)FX(1 134) • • •
106 TEX5TÜ R E ( 4 3 o )
187 C ü M S T n p t d O ü )
188 D- ST ü RHS(350)








197 EN D a TA(A/0/U)
198 . 0;z0+RlNT(Al0)
199 W i99;=A0O . //TIMESTEP
200 0;zu-l
201 W198;=AOO //KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
202 #ü;zO+3
203 *W200;=A0U~l '
204 //JW200. 12. 13.0
205 #l2,A;z~lol87
206 auOAzO
207 13,W180(4)z 4 #NU OF POINTS FOR p(U) & F(V) CALC
208 A(24)=0
209 l.ENTSTP(Y/l/A/B/l/U) //COLUMN ENTITY
210 s J A . 2,112.0
211 2.C(2)z0
212 3,ENTSTP(A/l/C/D/l/0) //COLUMN INTERSECTION POINT
213 J C . 4.1.0
214 4,ENTR(C/1/X)
2 1 5  X;zx~l
216 JX.6.5.0
2 1 7  5 , X ; z l
218 6.E(2)zo
219 7.ENTSTP(c/l/E/F/l/0) //COLLÜCÂTION POINT
220 ENDATA(E/O/U)






227 I ; z . l
228 ENTSTP(C/1/G/H/I/ü)


































«INl ET b o u n d a r y OR FIELD
14.W120;=0 //INLET FLUlD BDRY"-DIFP USIüN CONTRIBUTION 
W121;=W12"W24 //iNUET BDRY VüRTlClTY" FROM U-GRADIENT 
ENDATA(E/O/U) . -




JW200. 16. 17.0 //NOT STORED.STORED
16.T(2)=0
ENTSTP(Y/4/T/U/2/U)
E N D a TA(T/Q/ ü )
0;=U+Rl|JT(AüO)tl
AOO;=AOO+1 . ■ .
O;=0+KINT(AOO)


















1270 2 1 ,U;=É-L
1271 j n . 20.25.20
1272 2 5 . 1 ;=J «SET I
1273 J;=E
1274 •K;=2
1275 L; = -t
1270 ENTSTP(I/2/J/K/L/U)
1277 E N 0 a TA(J/0/U)
1278 W;=6Ô
1279 J3300








« R U W  E N T I T Y
«MESH POINT
«PREVIOUS COLUMN e n t i t y
«MESH POINT
S i  %
1288 J U . 28.26.0
1289 2a.P;=*;’-M
1290 J P . 27.33.27
1291 33.Kj=L «SET K
1292 L;=J
1293 M ; = 1
1294 U; = "l
1295 ENTSTPCK/i/U/U/M/ü)









1305 N ? = 1
1306 EUTSTPCK/l/M/N/l/U)
1307 J n . 150. 155.0
1308 155.T(2)=A(2)
1309 . V ; =-1
1310 ENTSTPtY/l/T/U/V/0)
1311 EUTSTPfT/l/K/D/l/U)
1312 E N D A T A ( K / ü /ü )
1313 Wo;=AOn-l
1314 J W O . 159.157.159
1315 156.W0;=A0O^2
1316 J W O . 157.159.0
1317 157.M;=0
1318 ENTSTPfK/l/M/N/2/ü)








1327 0; = 2
1328 5 EMTSTPCl/2/N/ü/l/P)
1329 J N . 34,65.0 *NOT EXIT.
1330 34.tNC)ATA(N/0/O)
1331 W ; z 108
1332 JS30 0
1333 P ( 2 ) z A ( 2 )
1334 ENTSTPcY/l/P/Q/l/0)
1335 Q ( 2 ) z O
1336 35,ENTSTP(P/l/Q/R/l/0)
1337 S ( 2 ) z 0
1338 36.[NTSTP(Q/l/S/T/l/0)
1339 J S . 37.35.0
1340 37.U;=N-S
1341 J U . 36,40.36
1342 40.P;=Q «SET P
1343 Q;zu
1344 R; = i
1345 S ̂ z — 1
1346 . E N T S T r CP/1/Ü/R/S/0)

















1360 W ; =48
136.1 JS300
1362 J;=M




1367 T; = l
1368 ENTSTP(K/l/M/T/l/0)
1369 J M . 133.130.0
1370 130.T(2)=A(2)





1376 J W O . 131,132.134
1377 131.WO;=AoO-2
1378 JWO. 132. 134.0
1379 1.32.M; = 0
1380 T; = l
1381 ENTSTPCK/I/M/T/2/0)







1389 T ; = 1
1390 135.G;=E
1391 ' ENDATA(G/0/U)















1406 JW200.55.65.55 «MUT EXiT. EXIT FLUID b o u n d a r y , n o t  EXIT
1407 55.U;=N
1408 E NDATAC û /0/U)
1409 W ; ='9 6
1410 JS300
1411 E N T S T P ( P / 1/N / T / 1/U)
1412 J N . 143.140.0
1413 140.T(2)=A(2)
1414 • E N T S T P ( Y / 1/T / U / 1/U)
1415 E N T S T P ( T / 1/P / D / 1/U)
1416 e n d a t a c p / o /u ) •
1417 Wo ; = A qo- 1
1410 J W O . 141.142.144
1419 141 .W0;=AÔÜ-2 •
1420 J W O . 142.144.0
1421 142.N; = 0
1422 T; = l •
1423 ENTSTPCP/I/N/T/2/ ü )









1433 RNGSTPCR/3/T/U/l/Ü) #ROW e n t i t y
1434 R; = T
1435 S(2)=0
1436 56.ENTSTP(R/l/S/T/l/0) «ROW i n t e r s e c t i o n  POINT
1437 U ( 2)=0
1438 57.ENTSTP(S/2/U/V/l/0) «MESH POINT
1439 J U . 58.56.0
1440 50.U;=J-U
1441 J O . 57.60.57



















1452 W200;=0,125(W60+2*W24+W108+W48+2*W12+W96) «CHECK U I,J
1453 JW 2 0 0 . 71.71,72
1454 71,U;=1 «VELOCITY I3 POSITIVE--SCT MARKER
1455 J79
1456 72,U;=Wi «VELY iS NEG a TIV E — SET MARKER AND SWOP STORES
1457 T ;=0
















1473 W 1 6 2 ; = W I3ü

















1491 J W 2 0 0 , 81.81.82





























75+2*w63+W5l+W39+2*W27+Wl5) «CHECK V I»J 
«v e l o c i t y  IS P O S I T I V E — SET .MARKER
« n e g a t i v e .VELOC I T Y — SWOP STORES
3 2 2
1519 387(6)
. 1520 W 5 1 ;Z-W51








1529 JU200.91.92.0 «FIELD. ADJACENT TO SURFACE, FAIL
153U 9 1 .W2ùO;=3-R34
1531 JH2Ü0.93.92.0 «FIELD. NEXT TO INLET + EXIT FLUID BDRY. FAIL
. - . ■ "
1532 9 2 . T j=250 «SECOND ORDER CONVECTION APPROXIMATION
1533 . W; = 255 ' '
1534 Js2ü0
1535 J107
1536 93.J U . 94.0.97 «FOURTH ORDER c o n v e c t i o n  APPROXIMATION








1545 S ; = 2
1546 ENTSTPCÎ/27R/S/1/Ü)


















1565 T J = — 1
1566 ENTSTP(I/2/R/3/T/0)





1572 1 02. J V . 103.0.104 «g e t EXTRA PTS TU COMPLETE MODULE
3ZS
1573 103.S;«G
1574 W ; = -1
1575 f-NTSTPCC/l/S/P/W/O)
1576 E N D ’ATA(S/0/U)
























1601 107.Wl21;=W28+Cw204-W205)tCW206“W207) «CONVECTION CONTBN
1602 W122;="121+W120 «H I»J AT TIME n +1
16.03 108.ENDATA (E/O/U) .
1604 A70;=Wl22
1605 W200; = A B S ( W I 2 2 ) - U - 5
1 6 0 0  J W ? 0 0 .  1 0 9 , i n , l l l
1607 ; 109.W200;=l-AI8o
1608 J H 2 0 0 . 110.1 11 ,0 «NOT STORED .STORED-
1609 110.T(2)=0
1610 5 ENTSTP(Y/4/T/U/2/0)
1611 ■ E N D A T A CT/Ü/Ü)
1612 0;=0+RlNT(AOO)+l
1613 a o o ;= a 6o +1






1620 112.A(24)=0 «SWuP VORTICITY VALUES FOR NEXT ITERATION
1621 W20o;=0
1622 113.EN t STP(Y/1/A7B/1/0) «COLUMN ENTITY
1623 J A . 113.125.0
1624 114.C(2)=0
1625 1 15.ENT3TP(A/1/C7D/1/0) «C.I.P.




1629 J X . 119.118.0
1630 118.X;=1
1631 119;E(2)=0






1638 307,W121;=AbS((A6U-A5u)/A60) « CONVERGENCE ?
1639 - W122;=W121"W200 '
1640 J W1 2 2 . 3 0 8 . 1 2 2 . 1 2 2
1641 308.W200;=Wi21 «STORE MAX VALUE
1642 122.J120(X)
1643 J115 .
- - . .. '
1644 125.W122;=W200-.005 « CHECK CONVERGENCE
1645 TE%T=
1646 MAXIMUM ERROR OVER MESH^
1647 PRINT(115)=W200(1)
1648 JW122. 3 1 0 . 3 0 9 . 3 0 9
1649 309.ENlSTP(Y/4/p/Q/4/G)




1654 CONVERGED SOLUTION AT ITERATION^
1655 P R I N T ( 4 o )=P
1656 3 1 0 . 0 U T ( 1 o 006000)
16.57 CUMMENt = SUBROUTiNE TO CALCULATE VALUES OF ALPHAS^
1658 2 0 0 .W2 0 0 j = ( l / W l 80 ) (W60+w24+W48+Wl2) *W19g/Wl62 «ALPHA 1-1/2,J
1659 W201> = (1/W182) (W24+W108 + 'W12 + WQ6)*W199/W160 «ALPHA 1 + 1 / 2 , J
1660 W 2 0 2 ? = ( l / W l 8 3 ) (wô3fW27+w5lfWl5)*Wl99/Wl63 «ALPHA I,J-l/2




1665 «s u b r o u t i n e  CALCULATES VORTiClTY FUNCTIONS FOR SECOND ORDER
1666 «CONVECTIVE APPROXIMATION
1667 250. W204?=0. 5 ( W20Q) ( W64+W28) +0 . 5 ( W200^2) ( N64- W28)  «F 1 - 1 / 2 , J
1668 W205;=0.5(W201)(W28+Wil2)+0.5(W20lA2)(W28"Wll2) «F I+l/2,J
1669 JSW
1670 EXIT
1671 255. W20ô ; =0 . 5 ( W202) CW i 7+W29)+0.5CW2C2a 2) (W17-W29)  «F I , J - l / 2
1672 W207;=0. 5 ( W 2 0 3 ) ( W 2 9 + W 4 I ) + 0 . 5 Cw 2 0 3 a 2 ) (W29-W41) «F I ,J+l/2
1673 EXIT
1674 C O M m e NT=SUBR CALCS VORTICITY FUNCTIONS FOR FOURTH ORDER
1675. CONVECTIVE APPROXIMATION^
1676 270. W2d4; =( 7*W2oO/ 12) ( W64+W28}” ( W200/ 12) ( W88+W112) +(
1677 ) ( 15*W200a 2 / 2 4 ) ( W64 - W28} - ( W20n A2 / 2 4 ) ( W88 - I M l 2 ) - (
1678 ) ( W2 0 0 A3 / l 2 ) ( W6 4 + W2 U) + ( W2 0 0 A3 / i 2 ) ( WH8 + Wl l 2 ) - (
32.S
679 ) ( 3*W200A4/ 24) ( WG4- W28) +( W2Ü0A4/ 24) ( W88- W112)  «F 1 - 1 / 2 , J
68 0 W205;=(7*W201/l2)(W28+W112)~(W201/l2)(W64+W304)+(
681 ) ( 15*1'201a 2/24)(W28 - W 1 1 2 ) - ( W 2 ü 1a 2/24)(W o 4-W304)-(
682 ) ( W201X3/ 12)  (W28 + W1 12) + (W201a3 / 1 2 )  (V. '64+w304)-(
683 )(3*w20lA4/24)(w28 ~Wll2)+(W20lA4/24)(w64-W304) «F 1+1/2,J
684 JSW * .
685 EXIT
686 275,W206;=(7*W202/l2)(Wl7+W29)-(W202/12)(W5+W41)+(
687 ) ( 1 5 ^ U 2 0 2 a2 / 24 ) ( W17- W29) - CW202 a2 / 2 4 ) ( W 5 - W 4 1 ) - (
688 ) ( W202 a 3/ 12)CW17+W29)+(W202a 3 / 1 2 ) ( W 5 + w4 i ) - (
689 ) (3*W202a4/24) ( W l 7 - W 2 9 ) f (w2q2a4/24)CW5-W41) «F I , J - l / 2
69 0 W207; =( 7*W203/ 12) ( W29+W41) - ( W203/ 123( W17+W317) +C
691 - ) ( 1 5 * W2 0 3 a2 / 2 4 ) ( W2 9 - W4 1 ) - ( W2 0 3 a2/24) 'CW17-W3 i 7 ) - (
692 ) ( W2 03 a 3 / 1 2 ) ( w2 9 + I M I ) + ( w2 ü3a3 / 1 2 ) ( W Î 7 + W 3 1 7 ) - (
693 ) ( 3 * W2 0 3 A 4 / 2 4 ) ( w2 9 - w4 l ) + ( W2 0 3 A 4 / 2 4 ) ( W1 7 - W3 1 7 )  «F I , J + l / 2
694 EXIT -
695 CUMHEMT=SUBRüUTlNE TO STORE DATA^










706 l O O O ; ^
707 ^ ^ F / T ^
708 .tu.GSR.A_i
709 10006
710 O D J t PROGC2500) .
711 L/LINDEXC1134)




716 . Ç W-STüRESCôlüO)
717 N-.STDRESC35U)
718 A(24)=0
719 • W/0 TEST
720 ENTSTP(Y/4/A/R/1/U)














«NO OF R.H.S'S 
«KEA a d d r e s s  e n t i t y
«STORE ALL THE ADDRESSES










































































W40;=W40+A3U*Al6O «CALCULATE INLET MASS FLOW 
JO(E)
J5
12.A(7) = 0 
X;=RINTCW100)
W; = 0 *
T;=RINf(Wi00)+1 
T;=RIHT(Wl00tWl00T)+2  
S;=T «.m a r k e r
R;=T+RINT(W42) «STORE EXIT W CONTB ON EXIT POINTS
W 1 0 q R; = 0 «FIRST VALUE IN VEL.Y PROFILE
W10QS;=0
13.A;=RINT(W101W) « s e l e c t  COLLOCATION pOiNT ADDRESS
e n d a t a c a / u /u )
W.0Cl8) = A0iJ(18)
«TEXT= "
«c o l l o c a t i o n  POINT 
«WRITE=H0(2)
W50;=2-W9 
J W 5 o . 15.21.0
1 5 . J W 15,17.23.0 
17,J W O , 23.19.23
19.C;=RINT(W102W)






23.E;=1 «COLLOCATION POINT ON OTHER SURFACE
25.W4 1 ;=ARCcn3((Wl2^WO)/SQRT((Wl2-WO)A2+(Nl3-Wl)a 2))
W90;=W13-W1
JW90.28,20.27
27.W41 ;=8*Ar CTA n (1)-W41
20.U;=RINT(W100)+1
«IS c o l l o c a t i o m 'p o i n t  o n  e x i t
« c o l l o c a t i o n  p o i n t  o n  e x i t
« s e l e c t  FIELD POINT ADDRESS
V;=RTNT(WlOOU)






52.J F , 45.0.33 «OTHER SuPPACE.COLL PT ON EXIT BDRY
33.W50;=2-W27
JU5o.45.34.45 «FIELD POINT NOT ON EXIT.ON EXIT GDRY
34.F;=A-B
J F . 3 5 . 5 5.35 «NOT Same PT.SAME PT.NOT same PT
793 35.F;=R-(T+RINT(W42)) «STORE SET FOR FIRST PT ON EXIT
794 J F , 36.55.0 *
795 36.W51 ; = (W0-W18)a2+(W1«W19)aP
796 W52;=2*W24*W20*W34(W19"W1)/W51 «VX
797 W53;=24W24*w20*W34(W0-WlO)/W5l «VY
790 J W 15.39.30.0
799 3O.W100R;=Wl00Rf(W52*COS(W4l)+W53*SIN(W4l)) «STORE p r o f i l e
800 J55 « f r o m
801 39.W100R;=W100R+(W52*SIN(W41).W53*CUS(W41)) «e x i t  VORTICITY
802 J55
803 *45.W51 j = (Wl0-W18)a2 + ( W 1 1-W19)a2
804 W52;=2*W24*W20*W34(W19~W11)/W51 «VX
805 W53;=24W24*W20*H34(W10-WLO)/W51 «VY
006 J W 15,47.46.0
007 46.W10GS;=Wl00S+(W52*cns(W4l)+W53*SIN(W4l)) «STORE NEW R.H.S
800 J55 '
809 47,W100S;=W1005+(W52*SlN(W4 l)-W53*COS(W4l)) «VECTOR
810 55,U;=Utl
811 J32(V) '
812 J E . 61,0,60
813 60.R;=R+1
814 wiooR;=o




819 Q;=T+24RINT(W42) «E%lT VELOCITY PROFILE MARKER
820 R;=T+RINT(W42) «EXIT VORTICITY'MARKER
821 S;=T «(FlELD-EXIT)VnRTlClTY MARKER
822 W;=0
823 65,A;=RINT(W101W) .
824 J A , 67.0.66
825 6o.W100a;=;Wi00$+C(WlG0R+Wl0iR)/2) «CALC EXIT VELY PROFILE
826 Q;=0+1
827 : R;=Rtl *
820 67.S;=S+l
829 W;=W+1
830 . . J65(X)








839 J A . 77,0.78
840 77.W;=w+l
841 J75







849 E N D a TACB/0/ ü )
050 «WRITE=A0U(2) •
851 W54;rA1ôO \ .
8 5 2  W 5 2 ; = W l o o u ( ( W 5 3 / 2 ) + ( W 5 4 / 4 ) )  «FIRST TERM IN TRAPEZIUM
853 M;=o « + e x t r a  AREA
854 n;=Q+l
855 J77
856 83.D;= RINT(ABS(H103W)) •
857 . ENDATACn/O/U)
658 «URITE=A0U(2)
859 ■ W55;=A16n .
860 - W61;=W61+W54 ' ' * ’
861 W52;=H52+HlOOO((W53/4)+(W54/2)+(W55/4)) «SUM OTHER TERMS
862 W53(2)=W54(2) « EXCEPT END
863 Q;=U+1 .
864 W;=W+1 . '
865 J83(N) .
866 W60;=W60+W54
867 H52;=H52+WlOOQ((W53/4)+(W54/2)) ’«AREA oF EXIT VELY PROFILE
868 W 5 1 ; = A B S ( a B S C W 4 o ) - A B S ( W 5 2 ) ) - U - 2  «ARE A - CONVERG CHECK
869 J W 5 1 . 85,90.90









879 90,N;=T+3*RINT(W42) «STORE NEW R.H.S. VECTOR
880 R;=T+RINT(W42) «N.NEW PROFILE MARKER ;R ,EX IT VORT CQNT MARKER









890 J G . 9 4 . x . 102
891 94 . ENDATA(G/0/0) .
892 JA90.99.95.99 -
893 95.J A 150,99.93.0




898 99.W15;=A30 «DUCT INLET POINT




903 102.FNnATA(C/0/D) • «DUcT EXIT POINT
90 4 D;=D+E
905 A lD;=i.'100N-(W10üS + ( (Wl00RfWl0lR)/2) )




















1925 N- S T O R e S(350)
1926 W/0 TEST




1931 W200;=AOO « c u r r e n t  ITERATION NUMBER
1932 C;=A10 «NUMBER OF PRINTS'
1933 W0(C)=A2O(C) «STORE ITERATIONS To BE PROCESSED
1934 «WRITE=WO(C) . '




1939 J C . 10.40.0 «NOT THIS ITERATION
1940 14.JWOD. 15.0.20
1941 15.RUN(10008050) «PLOTTED F I R S T - — STORE
1942 # S T R E A k LINES + VORTICITY PROFILES





1948 J W l O l .22.21.0
1949 21.TEXT=(41)IRR0TATI0NAL j. -
1950 J23
1951 2 2 . T E XT=C41)R0T a TIGNA u ^







1959 TEXT= TIMESTFP j.
1960 PRINT(26)=A10(1)
1961 W101;=AIO(A3U-1)
1962 TEXT= FLOW ELAPSED TlME^
1963 PRINT(26)=W101(1)
S Z > o
1964 l i n e
1965 TEXT =




1970 J E . 31.40.0












1983 P R I N T ( U 5 )  = A9U(1)




I J+l/2(5)V 1+1/2 J(6)W N-l(
«COLUMN ENTITY
«COLUMN i n t e r s e c t i o n  POINT

































W l O l ; = A 0 O ~ A 10 
J W l O l . 41.42.0 «NUT
41.Ain.=AlO+l 
O U T (10003000)
LAST ITERATION. LAST ITERATION
42.ENTSTP(Y/3/L/M/l/n) «CURVE ENTITY
ËNTSTP(L/2/P/a/l/ü) «PLOTTING REFERENCE ENTITY 
E n TR(P/1/ r )
J R . 46.45.0 .
45.TEXT=





O U T ( 10009000) «RUN P r O g TO ASSEMBLE PLOT INSTRUCTIONS











2 0 1 8  • W / 0  T E S T
2019 A(24)=" « c o l l e c t  OUTLINE COORDINATES
2020 I.ENT5TP(Y/j/A/G/l/U) «CURVE ENTITY
2021 J A . 2 . 2 1 ,0 . . ■
2022 2.C(3)«0
2023 3.ENTSTPCA/1/C/D/1/Ü) «SPECIFIED POINT ENTITY
2024 JC .4.2n.O '
2025 4.F;;1
2026 . 5.EIITRCC/F/0)
2027 J O , 10,6,0





2033 ll.ENTSTP(C/F/G/ll/'l/0) «INTERSECTION POINT
2034 JG.12.J.0
2035 12.JE.14.13.0
2036 13.E;=G «STORE FIRST INTERSECT PT ADDRESS TO CLOSE CURVE
2037 14.ENDATA(G/070)
2033 WIOII(2)=A30C2) «STORE COORDINATES
2039 « W R i T E s W l O l I (2)
2040 I;=I+2
2041 Jll • -  •
2042 20.ENDATA(E/0/0)
2043 W101I(2)=A3U(2) . «CLOSE FIRST CURVE
2044 «WRlTE«Wt0lIC2)
2 0 4 5  I ; = I + 2  •
2 0 4 6  J l
2 0 4 7  2 l . W 1 0 0 j = I  « S T O R E  N O  O F  C O O R p S  C O M P R I S I N G  T H E  O U T L I N E
2048 A(8)=0- «c o l l e c t  COLUMN COORDINATES
2049 22.ENTSTP(Y/l/A/6/l/0) «COLUMN ENTITY






2056 J W O . 24.29.28
2057 28.W0;=3-A0u
2053 JW0.24.'29.0
.2059 29.W102I(2)=A30(2) «STORE COORDINATES
2060 « W R l T E s W 1 0 2 l ( 2 )
2061 I;=I+2
2062 J;=J+2
2063 31 .ENTSTP(A/l/C/D/l/0) «FIND WHERE COL LEAVES REGION
2064 ENOATA(C/0/U) '
2 0 6 5  W 0 ; = l - “ 0 0
2066 J W O . 34.31.32
2067 32.WO;=3-AOO
2068 J W O . 34.31.0
2069 34.W102I(2)=A30(2) «STuRE COURDS WHERE THIS HAPPENS
















2085 J W O , 43,42.42
2086 42,A0n(I)rWi00L(I) «STORE BASIC














2101 m a k e O o / b /f /e ) ■
2102 PuT(C/2/E/l) «CREATE
2103 b a c k '
2104 50,A(24)=0
2105 . W/0 TE2T
2106 ENTSTP(Y/3/C/D/l/U)




2111 B;=AoO «r e g i o n  NUMBER





2117 W 9 9 ; = E +RINT(A û O)+2 «TOTAL NO OF
2118 0;=U-E-1
2119 E;=W99




2124 D(3)=0 • «STORE DUCT OUTL
2125 CHAD(90/1)
2126 M A K E ( 9 o /B/E/D) • «CREATE 1
2127 PUTEND(A/1/D/1)
2128 ENDATA(D/O/0)
2129 A0O;=10 «STORE Si
2130 I;=RINt(W100)+l
« R E G I O N  DATA E N T I T Y
«CURVE e n t i t y
 p l o t t i n g  REFERENCE ENTITY
INE FOR STREAMLINE PLOT 
P a g e  e n t i t y
CALE




2 34 . PUTLND(1)/1/G/1)
2 35 ENDATA(G/O/U)
2 36 A 00; = I
2 37 54,AlOj=WlOlK*
2 30 K ;=K11
2 39 D;=U+ 1
2 40 J54(I)
2 41 K;=0 «STORE DUc
2 42 CMAl)(90/l)










2 53 A 00 ; = 1














2 68 . J58(J)




2 73 ; ENDATA(E/O/U)
2 74 A O O ; = 10
2 75 I;=I+1
2 76 CHADC90/I)









2 86 C H A D (90/5)
2 87 62.G(2)=0
2 88 MAKL(90/D/H/G)
«LINE s t y l e
• «STuRE OUTLINE COORDS
«p a g e  .e n t i t y




«o u t l i n e  VECTOR
334-




2 1 9 j #WRITE=A1UC4)
2194 K;=K+4 •




2199 2 00.ENT s TP(M/1/J/K/1/U)
2200 J J . 201.209.0
2201 20t.FNTR(J/l/X)
2202 X;=X-1




2207 e n d a t a c l / o /u )
2208 J W 8 . 206.205.0
2209 205.W3;=AHS(A60) «ST u RE VORTICITY AS REFERENCE
2210 206.W0;=ABS(A3n)-W9
2211 J W O . 207.208.208 -
2212 207.W9i=AliS(A30) «STURE VELOCITY AS REFERENCE
221 j 208.X;=X-1
2214 J X . 204.200.0
2215 209.G(7)=0 '
2216 64.ENTSTP(Y/1/H/I/1/0) «COLUMN ENTITY




2221 J J . 67.64.0
2222 67.ENTRCJ/1/X)
2223 X;=X-1
2224 J X . 72.70.0
2225 70.LC2)=0
2226 X; = l
2227 ENTSTPCJ/1/L/M/l/ü) «MESII POINT
2228 ENDATACL/0/Ü)
2229 W200C;=A0(H(A3O*A2n/W9) « v e l o c i t y  PROFILE POINT
2230 WO;=A140+1
2231 J W O . 110.111.0 . •
2232 1 10.W201C;=A1 u +A16O/2
2233 J112
2234 111.W201C;=AIQ
2235 I12.W2 o 2C:=AOU+(A60*A20/W8) «VURTICITY PROFILE
2236 W203C;r.AlU
2237 C;=C+4
2238 C;=(C-2)/4 «NO OF POINTS IN BASIC P
2239 0;=2(C+1)+1
2240 CHA0(90/n)






3 3 5  •
2245 G; = 0
• 2246 AlO(?)=W200G(2) :. «STORE b a s e  p o i n t
2247 tfWRITE=A10(2)






2254 C H A D (90/0)
2255 MAKE(90/R/ ü /G) « m a k e  VURTICITY PROFILE E
2256 P ü TEN D ( F / 1 / Ü / 1 )
2257 ENDATA(G/0/U)
2258 AOO;=3 '
2259 Gf = 0
2260 221.A10(2)=W204G(2) «STORE POINTS ON




2265 C; = 0
2266 ENDATAtU/O/U)
2267 W0;=A14O+l








































J C . 75.74.0




75.H200C;=AOO+(A30*A2U/W9) «VELOCITY PROFILE POINT 
W201C;=A10+A160/2














J T . 81,78.0 
81.0j=T-L
«ROW e n t i t y
«R.I.P.
J O . 80.m2.80 
82.U;=R 
ENDATA ÎJ/0/O)
w 0 ;=A on-1 
J W O . 83*86,85 




«r e s e t  Q t o  DE t h e  R.I.P,
«IS CONTINUATION MARKER 1 OR 3





2307 E N D a TACP/OAJ)
2308 *WRIT[=A0n(2)
2309 W102(2') = A30(2)
2310 »WRITE=W102(2)
2311 87,W0 ;=1-A9 ü
2312 J W O , 88.90,88






















2335 JV . 97.94.0
2336 97.0;=V-R











2348 J U . 235.130.0
2349 ; 235,ENDATA(U/0/O)
2350 W104(21=A30(2)




«POINTS P AND/OR L ON INLET 
«POINTS P a n d / o r  L n o t  ON INLET
«s e l e c t  p r e v i o u s  c o l  ENTITY 
. «PREVIOUS C.I.P.
«RESET S AS PREVIOUS C.I.P.



































































« v e l o c i t y  PROFILE POINT 
«VtjRTICITV p r o f i l e  POINT
.«c h e c k  v e l o c i t y  m a r k e r









JWO. 132, 170.142 






2 4 1 .ENtSTPCU/l/A/D/1/0) «R.I.P.
C(2)=0 .
242.ENTSTp(A/2/C/D/l/U)
J C . 243.241.0 
243.0;=C-L
J U . 242.245.242 
245.U;=L ■
ENTSTP(A/2/U/D/l/U)
J U . 243.247.0
247.ENTSTPCQ/1/A/B/1/Ü)
ENTSTPCA/2/U/D/2/0)





J C . 252.250.0 
252.0;=C-U
J O . 251.253.251
























. 2420 « W R l T r = W l 0 4 ( 2 ) ■




2425 «WRITE = W3(,3)
2426 W b ;z A 1
2427 W12;=W11*W5/W9 «s c a l e d  v e l u c i





2433 JW 10. 133. 133. 136
2434 133.J W l O l , 134.134,135
2435 134.Aln;zARCSIND(ABS(Wl 01 ) / w 11 )
2436 J139 ■
2437 135.AIQ;=-ARCSI n U(ADS(W l O D / w i i )
2438 J139
. 2439 136.JW101.137.137.138







v e c t o r
2446 142.j p .143.144.0 «CALCULATE 'Y' STREAKLINE




2451 Wj02(2)=A30(2) • .
2452 «HRITE=U102(2)











2464 J T . 150. 148.0





2470 «WRITE; w 106(2)













2484 RNGSTP(A/3/C/U/l/ü) . « R ü W  ENTITY
2485 A ;=C
2486 B(2)=0
2487 2 7 1 .ENTSTP(A/1/B/C/1/U)
2488 D(2)=0
2489 272.ENTSTP(B/2/D/E/1/ ü )
2490 . J D . 2 7 3 . 2 7 l .0
2491 273.Q;=D-P




2496 J T . 276.285.0
2497 276,A(2)=0
2498 278.ENTSTp(S /l/A/B/l/Ü) «PREVIOyS C.I.P,
2499 C(2)=0 " .
2500 279.ENTSTPCA/1/C/D/1/Ü)
2501 J C . 280.278.0
2502 280.O;rC-T
2503 J O . 279.281.279
2504 28l.S;=A «RE$ET S ÂS PREVIOUS C.I.P
2505 A(5)=W0(5)
2506 EN D A T A C T / O / ü )
2507 «WRlTE=A0ü(2) *







2515 157.Wl0;=(WlO7+Wl03+WiO9+Hl Ol)/4 «AVERAGE V-COMPUNENT












2528 160.J W t O . 161,161.162
2529 161.A10;=ARCSIND(ABS(W10)/W ll)
2530 J166





2536 • l65.Aln; = -9Q-ARCSIND(ABS(H) 0 0 ) / W U )




2541 1 7 0 . J A 1 4 0 . 171.0.120
2542 1 7 1 .JU.310.290.0
2543 . 29,O.WO(4) = A(4)
2544 A(4)=0
2545 ' RNGsTP(L/2/A/8/l/U)
2546 RN0STP(A/3/C/0/l/O) «ROW ENTITY
2547 Q;=C • .
2548 A(2)=0





2554 JO . 292.295.292
2555 295,U;=L
2556 ENTSTPfA/2/U/D/l/O)
2557 JU.2 98.29/.0 . •
2553 2 9 7 . ENTSTP(U/1/ a /B/1/U)
2559 ENTSTPVA/2/U/U/2/U)
2560 298,Q;=A «RESET 0 TO BE R.I.P.
2561 A(2)=0
2562 300.ENTSTP(V/1/A/B/1/0) - ' «NEXT C.I.P,
2563 C(2)=0
2564 301.ENTSTP(A/1/C7D/1/0)
2565 J C . 302.300.0
2566 302.n;iC-U
2567 . J O . 301.303.301
2568 3P3.V;«A «RESET V TO BE NEXT C.I.P.
2569 A(4)=W0(4)
2570 J312
2571 310.ENTSTP(V/l/U/M/l/O) «CALCULATE 'X' STREAKLINE








2580 «WRITE = A0llC2)
2581 W104C21=A3Q(2)
2582 «WRITE: w 104(2)





2588 W102(2') = A3O(2)
2589 «URITE=Hlo2(2)
2 5 9 0  3 1 6 . W 1 0 ; = ( W i o O + W l 0 4 + W l l o + H l l 2 ) / 4
2591 W 1 1 ; = 8 P R T ( W 1 0 A 2 + W 101*2).
2592 EN D a TA(U/0/U)
2593 W3(3) = A0Q(3) .
3 4 - !
2594 *WRITE=H3(3)
2595 W6;=A16U








2604 174.A10;= a R C S1N d ( A B S ( W 1 0 1 ) / H U )
2605 J179
2606 175.A10;=-Ak CSI n B(ABS(W101)/W11)
2607. J179
2608 176.JW101.177.177.178
26.09 177.AlO;=90 + ARCSlMDCADS(Wio)/Hll)
2610 J179
2611 178.Aln;=-90-ARCSINO(ABS(W10)/Wll)






• •• ■ •  • .
2618 l o o o ; ^
2619 ^ F / T ^  '
2620
2621 10009
2622 O O J t PR o GC2500) ' ‘



















2642 CÜMMENt=THlS PRUGRAM PREPARES- A MAGNETIC TApE OF DRAWING
2643 INSTRUCTIONS PRUM D a T a UN RS Z.HUNG ON THIS RS IS A RING
2644 OF PAGE ENTITIES AND UN EACH OF TUESF Is HUNG A RING OF
2645 VECTORS,EACH VEC^üR CONSISTS OF A LIST rjF XY VALUES TO
2646 DE PLOTTED AS A CONTINUOUS LINE,EACH PAGE ENTITY HAS A
2647 SCALE AS D ATA.T h F PROGRAM CHECKS THAT Th E COORDINATES
2648 g i v e n  w i l l  FIT ON TO THE 30 INCH DRÛN PLOTTER AT THE



















2667 J V . 33.34.0
2663 33.TEXT:





267.4 PR I N T ( 1 0 2 4 ) = A ü E





2680 3 2 . A : 0
2681 W = 0
2682 29.0:1
2683 ENTSTPCX/l/W/Q/l/D)



























«p l o t t i n g  r e f e r e n c e  e n t i t y
2710 W304=A0E
2711 J19
2712 W 3 05=W304*(W300-W301). 150
2713 J W 3 0 5 . 13.14,14
2714 13,W305=150-W30o+W3oi
2715 J W 3 0 5 ,15,16,16
271Ô 15.W304=I UT(I50/(W300- W 3 0 D )  , ,
2717 J17
2718 . 16.W304=1/(1+INT((W300 -K301)/150))
2719 17,TEXT:
2720 ' SCALE- g i v e n  TUn LARGE IN X d i r e c t i o n ,
2721 14,W305:Wj04*(W302"W303)"68 •
2722 J W 3 0 5 . 1 8 , 19,19
2723 18.W305:70~W302+W303
2724 J W 3 0 5 , 20/21.21 •
2725 20.W304 = lrjT(68/(W302-K303) )
2726 J22
2727 21 ,W3 0 4 = 1 / ( i + IN t ((W302 -H303)/ISO))
2720 22 . TEXT:
2729 s c a l e  g i v e n  t u o  l a r g e In Y d i r e c t i o n ,
2730 19,TEXT:
























2755 J V , 30.25.0
2756 30,INEO(V/E/E/G/H)
2757 e n d a t â c v /0/ e ) ' •
2758 E : R I N T ’AOE+100
2759 JE






2766 W 0 A :: A 0 E
2767 J33
2768 W O A z AIE
2769 JS3
. 2 7 7 0 . WOAz D7 D
2 7 7 1 J S 3
2 7 7 2 W 0 A= 1
2 7 7 3 J S 3
2 7 7 4 J H . 2 6 . 2 7 . 0
2 7 7 5 2 6 . W 0 A = D 5 D
2 7 7 6 J S 3
2 7 7 7 W 0 A = 0
2 7 7 8 J S 3
2 7 7 9 W 0 A Z A 2 Ê
2 7 8 0 J S 3
2 7 8 1 WOAz A 3 £ .
2 7 8 2 J 5 3
2 7 8 3 E = E + 2
2 7 8 4 J 2 6 ( H )
2 7 8 5 J 2 7
2 7 8 6 1 0 2 , E N D A T A ( V / 0 / E )
2 7 8 7 W 0 A z O 2 1 D
2 7 8 8 J S 3
2 .7 8 9 W 0 A z 2
2 7 9 0 J S 3
2 7 9 1 W0 A z D 1 9 D
2 7 9 2 J S 3
2 7 9 3 W O A z A l E
2 7 9 4 J S 3
2 7 9 5 WQ A z A 2 E
. 2 7 9 6 . J S 3
2 7 9 7 WO A z A 3 E
2 7 9 8 J S 3
2 7 9 9 WOAzDSD
2 8 0 0 J S 3
2 8 0 1 WOAzO
2 8 0 2 J S 3
2 8 0 3 •W0Az A2 E
2 8 0 4 J S 3
2 8 0 5 W0 A z A3 E
2 8 0 6 J S 3
2 8 0 7 W0 A = D 7 D
2 8 0 8 J S 3
2 8 0 9 W O A z l
2 8 1 0 J S 3
2 8 1 1 WOAz DSD
2 8 1 2 J S 3
2 8 1 3 W 0 A z  4 4
2 8 1 4 J S 3
2 8 1 5 W0 A z A4 E
2 8 1 6 J S 3
2 8 1 7 W0 A z A3 E
2 8 1 8 J S 3
2 8 1 9 W O A z D i g O
2 8 2 0 J S 3
2 8 2 1 W OAz 0
2 8 2 2 J S 3
2 8 2 3 W0 A z A2E
2 8 2 4 J S 3
2 8 2 5 w q A z A3E
2 8 2 6 J S 3
2 8 2 7 WQAz D 2 1 D
2 0 2 8 J S 3
2 8 2 9 W 0 A z 5
« s t r a i g h t  L I N E S  W I T H  ARROWHEADS
3 4 - 5  ■
2 8 3 0 J S 3
2 8 3 1 J 2 7
2 8 3 2 1 0 3 . H = ( H - l ) / 2
2 8 3 3 f n o a t a c v / 1 / e )
2 8 3 4 W 0 A = D 2 1 D
2 8 3 5 J S 3
2 8 3 6 W 0 A  =  2
2 8 3 7 J S 3
2 8 3 8 W 0 A = D 7 D
2 8 3 9 J S 3
2 8 4 0 W O A z l
2 8 4 1 J S 3
2 8 4 2 W 0 A z D 1 7 D
2 8 4 3 J S 3
2 8 4 4 W 0 A  =  3
2 8 . 4 5 . J 3 3
2 8 4 6 J H . 4 0 , 2 7 . 0
2 8 4 7 4 0 , W 0 A = A 0 E
2 8 4 8 J S 3
2 8 4 9 W O A z A l E
2 8 5 0 J S 3
2 8 5 1 E  =  E t 2
2 8 5 2 J 4 0 ( H )
2 8 5 3 M s  6 1
2 8 5 4 W O A ; z M
2 8 5 5 J S 3
2 8 5 6 W 0 A z D 2 1 D
2 8 5 7 J S 3
2 8 5 8 W 0 A  =  5
2 8 5 9 J S 3
2 8 6 0 J 2 7
2 8 6 1 2 5 , W 0 A = D 1 5 D
2 8 6 2 J S 3
2 8 6 3 J 2 9
2 8 6 4 2 , C z 6 U 6 5
2 8 6 5 D = - 5 3 0
2 0 6 6 . w O A = D 3 D
2 8 6 7  ̂ J 3 3
2 8 6 8 W O A ; = C
2 8 6 9 . J S 3
2 8 7 0 ■» W 0 A ( 2 5 6 )  =  0
2 8 7 1 M W R I T E = W 0 ( 2 5 6 )
2 8 7 2 wo=o
2 8 7 3 MLBwRItC=WO
2 8 7 4 J Ü D I S C
2 8 7 5 nUTufF0JSW49)
2 8 7 6 E N D
2 8 7 7 3 , A = A + 1
2 8 7 0 I = 2 5 6 ~ A
2 8 7 9 J I . 4 , 5 . 0
2 8 8 0 5 , M W R I t E = W 0 ( 2 5 6 )
2 8 8 1 A  =  0
2 8 8 2 4 , E X I T
2 8 8 3 a. jL.
2 8 8 4 1 0 0 0 ! ^
2 8 8 5
« C U R V E S  W I T H  X ' S  P L O T T E D
PAGE - 51
The output included in this appendix is only a 
small sample of what is normally obtained. When the 
data is being created, the user decides on the amount 
and type of output which he requires.
For the computer runs described in this thesis, a 
complete print out of the contents of the mesh stores 
was usually obtained every three iterations. This was 
sufficient for calculating the variation of reattachment 
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